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Summary

The paper aims at discussing the potential of the Belarus’ national mechanism of constitutional control to maintain the adherence of this post-soviet State to national and international human rights standards.

At the outset, the paper provides an overview of the theoretical understanding of constitutional control as an appropriate mechanism of protecting and promoting human rights in the context of post-communist societies transiting to the rule of law and outlines the expectations that the respective institutions need to meet in order to be effective to this end.

Further, and specifically to the example of Belarus, the paper embraces the process of creation of the national Constitutional Court and follows the evolution of its competence. On the parallel basis, account is made of the development of the human rights related activity of the institution in question at different stages of its existence. As a result of the analysis of these two processes – the evolution of the Court’s status and the institution’s changing commitment to and effectiveness in maintaining the rule of law and the due respect for human rights and freedoms – certain correlations are established between the Court’s competence and its human rights role in the society.

Subsequently, the paper provides an overview of the situation of human rights in Belarus, as seen by a number of international human rights mechanisms. This enables us to discuss whether the Belarusian Constitutional Court has succeeded in carrying out its mandate in the field of human rights and whether it moves in the right direction to this end.

Ultimately, the paper highlights the principle shortcomings of the Belarusian institution of constitutional control and opens the way for a discussion on how to address these imperfections.
## Abbreviations

<table>
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</tr>
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<tbody>
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<td>United Nations</td>
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<tr>
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<tr>
<td>CRC</td>
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<tr>
<td>ECHR</td>
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<tr>
<td>ECtHR</td>
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<tr>
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<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICESCR</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
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**1 Introduction**

Human rights standards and the need of broader adherence thereto have been enjoying growing attention during the last several decades. A number of human rights instruments have been adopted, some of them almost reaching the global level of ratification. States and international organisations keep extending the international catalogue of human rights standards and deepening their content. Meanwhile, the process of construction of the international legal framework in the sphere of human rights is accompanied with and encouraged by the similar developments at the national level. Nowadays, the vast majority of national constitutions contain their own sets of human rights provisions (national “bills of rights”).

Traditionally, the process of creation of human rights law, be it at the national or international level, is followed by hot debates on how to formulate a certain rule. At the same time, the issue of practical fulfilment of these standards and the actual efficiency of numerous protection mechanisms undeservingly remain in the shadow. Undeservingly, because it does not really matter how extensive and progressive the list of human rights and freedoms is and to what extent it corresponds to the globally set expectations - what in fact matters is whether these provisions actually work or just remain a “dead letter” of law.

In reality, both international and national bills of rights often suffer from their declarative nature, especially if they appear to transmit new values. In young democracies, it may take considerable time and tenacious efforts to help such values strike roots and start being actually beneficial to human beings. Therefore, it is important for any society in transition to establish a system of bodies to take the leadership in bringing the legal content of international and national human rights provisions into practical existence at the national level. S. Sabikenov is of the opinion that “[s]trengthening of statehood should begin with the improvement of the existing and creation of the new procedures, institutions and mechanisms called upon to maintain the actuality of the declared … human rights”.1

In young democracies, it will be argued, specialised constitutional control is among the most suitable mechanisms to promote the due respect for human rights and freedoms. Being designed to ensure the actual effect of national constitutions, including their human rights provisions, constitutional courts can play a leading role in providing an authoritative

---

2 It is important to underline that, basically, each and every state body and official is tasked to maintain the direct applicability of the constitution and its bill of rights, so the concept “constitutional control” in its broad sense is embracing quite a diversity of organs. The present research is focused on the contribution of specialised institutions of constitutional control – in most cases constitutional courts. Due to the judicial nature of these organs, it is also correct to use the term “constitutional justice” with respect to specialised constitutional control.
interpretation of the national human rights norms and setting valuable precedents of their actual applicability. In doing so, these institutions should be taking into account the latest international developments in the field of human rights, so that they correctly understand the wording and the spirit of human rights provisions and effectively transmit these standards to the national level.

As will be shown in this paper, the construction of an effective model of constitutional control may represent a huge challenge for a society in transition to democracy. Different States employ different models of how specialised constitutional control should be organised. A correlation should exist between the attributes of institution of constitutional control (the range of powers, the requirements for the position of constitutional judges and guarantees of their independence, the institution’s accessibility to the authorities and the population at large, etc.) and their potential and ability to influence favourably the human rights situation in the respective country. The present research attempts to look at the case of Belarus, a European post-communist country, and evaluate the role of its Constitutional Court (hereinafter, the Court) in maintaining the rule of law and cultivating the due respect for human rights and freedoms.

The Belarusian Constitutional Court has a primary responsibility for ensuring the due level of the State’s compliance with its own Constitution, which means the observance of and the respect for the broad range of human rights standards provided or referred to therein. Based on this presumption, the present research aims at discussing the important question of whether the Court has had enough ability and willingness to fulfil its human rights mandate.

In the starting chapter, we will briefly elaborate on the significance of constitutional control as an important mechanism to secure the realisation of human rights standards. We will also display the specific conditions in young post-soviet countries and outline the expectations that can be set with regard to the role of constitutional courts in transiting these societies from totalitarianism to democracy, from arbitrariness to the rule of law, from mistreatment of the powerless to sincere belief in human dignity.

In the following chapter, we will examine the long and difficult process of creation of the Constitutional Court of Belarus. Different ideas of how to organise it had been under consideration prior to the Court’s creation in 1994, and the process of shaping the competence of this institution has continued ever since. The further chapters will provide an overview of the development of the capacity of the Constitutional Court at different stages of its existence, in order to verify whether this institution has been evolving in the right direction. To this end, we will provide on a parallel basis an overview of the human rights jurisprudence of the Court, in order to assess its engagement in promoting and maintaining human rights standards and protecting citizens from arbitrary and unfair treatment. It will be valuable to establish correlations (if they exist) between the capacity of the Constitutional Court at different stages of its existence and the level of its activeness in the sphere of human rights. Meanwhile, we will pay certain attention to the Court’s role in transmitting the internationally recognised understanding of human rights into Belarusian reality.
In order to assess the efficiency of the Belarusian Constitutional Court as a guardian of human rights, we will generally review the level of the State’s adherence to universally and nationally recognised human rights standards. In order to be objective, the analysis of the situation of human rights in Belarus will be based only on findings by various international human rights mechanisms, such as treaty bodies and special procedures of the Commission on Human Rights and the Human Rights Council. This analysis will be limited to indications of problematic zones of the Belarusian legislation: it will embrace specific legal provisions (rather than practices) that appear to be conflicting with nationally and internationally recognised human rights provisions. Finally, correlations will be sought between the problems, flagged by international mechanisms, and the issues, considered by the Constitutional Court. The lack of such correlations could indicate the potential failure of the institution in question to play its role of an effective promoter and protector of human rights and freedoms.

Therefore, the purpose of the present research is to outline the expectations concerning the human rights activity of the Constitutional Court on improving the human rights situation in Belarus and to assess the capability of this organ to meet such expectations. 16 years of activity is enough time to come to some conclusions as to the main challenges faced by the Court.

Bearing in mind the time and space constraints the scope of the present research is limited to examination of only those features of specialised constitutional control that are most relevant to its human rights mandate. In the course of the analysis of the Court’s human rights jurisprudence, not all cases will find their reflection in the present research, but only those that contain clear human rights issues. The ability of cases to demonstrate the tendencies within the Court’s jurisprudence and/or their containing references to sources of international human rights law will be additional selection criteria.

In the process of this research, the earliest developments of the Constitutional Court’s capacity (in theory and in practice) and its early jurisprudence will be examined on par with the latest changes, as it is the historical comparison that will allow us to see some trends in the Court’s evolution, whether progressive or not. At the same time, it seems to be unfeasible, although rather tempting, to compare the Belarusian institution of specialised constitutional control with analogous organs acting in other countries, because the political, legal and economic conditions are too different.

Unfortunately, the topic of the present research has not attracted much attention of the global scientific community. In the circumstances of the lack of objective literature on the Belarusian mechanism of constitutional control and its human rights activities, the self-conducted analysis of the evolution of the legislation on constitutional control and the Court’s jurisprudence, rather than doctrinal sources, will serve as the basis of the present research. The present research dwells on sources available per 1 April 2011. Because the majority of these sources exist in the Russian language without a proper translation into English provided, the reader will have to rely on the author’s translation skills.
2 Constitutional Control as a Mechanism of Promotion of Human Rights Standards in the Context of Young Democracies

2.1 The Essence of Constitutional Control and Its Human Rights Mission

Around ninety years have passed since the first institution of specialised constitutional control in Europe - the Constitutional Court of Austria - was established. This institution was created in 1920 under the doctrine by Hans Kelsen, the inventor of the so-called “European model” of constitutional control. Professor G. Vasilevich considers this model as “more pragmatic, because it entails the creation of separate specialised institutions - constitutional courts”. Nowadays such courts, or analogous institutions under different names, are active in the majority of States throughout the continent, and they have for sure become important actors in some European democracies. For example, in Germany “[t]he [Federal] Constitutional Court is often called the third chamber of the legislature” and is perceived in some people's eyes as “Germany's most powerful institution”.

It has become more and more difficult to imagine a democratic State without a mechanism to safeguard the order set in the respective constitution. G. Harutyunyan believes that “it is impossible to guarantee constitutional democracy and stability of the social system without introducing an effective mechanism of constitutional justice”.

Specialised constitutional control represents an important tool of the system of checks and balances as it prevents political actors from abusing power by gaining a more privileged position than constitutionally provided. According to V. Zorkin, “[w]ith the help of constitutional control the possibility to misuse institutions of democracy, when arbitrariness may take

---


form of a law, is legitimately averted”. In concurrence with this opinion, G. Harutyunyan defines the constitutional court as “the main state body ensuring… that the government restricts itself for the benefit of the principles of law”. Thus, institutions of constitutional control maintain the rule of law and ensure the strict subordination of everyone, including the authorities, to the legal rules accepted in the society.

Another important task attributed to institutions of specialised constitutional control is, according to G. Harutyunyan, “to conduct constant, continuous and system reveal, evaluation and restoration of the disturbed constitutional balance”. This scholar believes constitutional control to be “one of core elements of the immune system of the civil society and the law-governed state”, as it is “intended to guarantee the constitutional stability and exclude social cataclysms – by resting upon the fundamental constitutional principles in the first place…”.

In concurrence with the latter opinion, N. Vitrouk explicitly flags the “peacekeeping … function of constitutional courts, their ability to resolve political conflicts by constitutional means”, which enables “constitutional courts to act as guarantors of political peace, stability and social integration”. Nevertheless, the primary responsibility of institutions of specialised constitutional control is to guarantee the purity of the national legal systems, as they ensure that there are no normative acts in force contradicting the basic principles of the respective legal system. Having found a normative act to be in conflict with constitutional norms or other provisions in a privileged status, constitutional courts, as a rule, declare them unconstitutional and subsequently invalid. G. Vasilevich, as well as many other scholars, is convinced that in such situations “constitutional courts act as ‘negative’ legislators inasmuch as they remove unconstitutional normative acts (or separate provisions thereof) from the legal system”.

Alongside with, or by means of, elimination of legislative deficiencies and preserving the social stability, institutions of specialised constitutional control can act as key actors in the field of promotion and protection of human rights and freedoms. Almost any national constitution contains a bill
of rights - certain sections or chapters listing the rights and freedoms that persons are entitled to on the territory of this or that State. Such human rights provisions of national constitutions, being inalienable parts of basic laws, should enjoy the same, or even higher, level of applicability comparing to other constitutional provisions. As A. Kochanskaya correctly notes, “[p]rovisions on the fundamentals of constitutional order, on human rights, freedoms and obligations of citizens ... should enjoy the prioritised protection by the constitutional court and, accordingly, should serve as the criterion for deciding on constitutionality of the State’s normative acts”.12 Therefore, one of the primary tasks of institutions of constitutional control is to withdraw normative acts conflicting with human rights provisions of the respective constitution or going beyond the restrictions legitimately set therein.

Unfortunately, there is no State where the legislation would be fully compliant (both in wording and in practice of implementation) with the respective constitutional bill of rights. Every State knows instances of normative acts containing some additional conditions for the use of certain constitutional rights and freedoms or imposing disproportionately excessive restrictions thereto. Such inconsistency happens worldwide, and even States with strong human rights commitments make no exception. That is why it is so important that there are mechanisms in place, such as institutions of constitutional control, to come into play and eliminate the legal discrepancies.

Of course, the role of constitutional courts should not be limited to mechanical withdrawal of acts and norms lacking correspondence with constitutional human rights provisions (although it is already a difficult task, since the conflict of norms is often of disguised nature). More importantly, institutions of constitutional control play a sophisticated role of “the repository of the living Constitution”.13 I. Vida, a Romanian constitutionalist, draws our attention to the fact that “[m]ainly because of its rigid character, the Constitution is a framework of stability but its interpretation will take, nonetheless, equal flexibility in order to adjust constitutional norms to the circumstances...”.14 In this sense, it would not be exaggeration to say that institutions of specialised constitutional control can act also as “positive” legislators.

According to V. Zorkin, the adaptation of constitutions to the ever-changing reality can only be possible through “interpretation of constitutional provisions, and in the first place - of the fundamental constitutional principles and values, especially in the sphere of fundamental rights”.15 In the process of revealing the sense and the spirit of these

13 V. Zorkin, supra note 6, section 2.
15 V. Zorkin, The Role of the Constitutional Court in the Maintenance of Stability and the Constitution’s Development [Зорькин В. Роль конституционного суда в обеспечении
constitutional principles and values, the institution of constitutional control “bears in mind the concrete historic situation and the needs of the society”, “weighs constitutionally-protected values and finally finds their balance”, which then becomes the basis for “the development of legal positions and the Court’s doctrine”. Subsequently, these “legal positions formulated in acts of constitutional jurisdiction determine the direction of the further development of the whole legal system of the State”.

Indeed, acts of constitutional courts are often perceived as a significant and authoritative doctrinal source of law, and not in the last turn – of human rights law. E. Kuris, the former President of the Constitutional Court of Lithuania, is convinced that “constitutional law … in a separate country amounts to the quantity of constitutional provisions that have been interpreted by a respective constitutional court”. Hence, constitutions, as well as human rights standards proclaimed therein, turn into being only through the prism of jurisprudence, formed by respective institutions of constitutional control.

It is difficult to know for sure whether the later assertion is equally applicable to any legal system. Nevertheless, it is obvious that the role of constitutional control in the sphere of implementation of human rights standards is difficult to overestimate. Constitutional courts not only spare the legislation from unconstitutional norms impeding the realisation of national and international human rights standards, but also fill these standards with deeper legal content in the process of formulating legal positions. Institutions of constitutional control adapt the basic laws’ bills of rights to specific historical, economic and political conditions. As a result, the “working life” of the constitution is extended, while, at the same time, the better respect for the basic law and its catalogue of rights and freedoms is maintained.

The role of constitutional control in young democracies is even higher, as it becomes one of the driving engines for considerable social transformations, including the dramatic change in relations between the individual and the State. However, the specific conditions that exist in post-communist States transiting to democracy and the rule of law have an influence on the organisational and operational abilities of constitutional control in these countries. Below follows a description of the main peculiarities attributable to the functioning of specialised constitutional control in newly independent post-communist States.

16 V. Zorkin, supra note 6.
17 A. Kochanskaya, supra note 12.
2.2 Human Rights Oriented Constitutional Control in Young Post-communist States and Its Enlightening Role

Yet, human rights have not become a universally recognised value. Now and then, we can hear comments against the applicability of existing human rights standards for their being designed exclusively by the western civilization and imposed globally without any consideration of local specifics. With regard to the international bill of rights, “[v]arious opponents have rejected comprehensive and core versions of universalism, basing their arguments on the legitimacy of moral or cultural pluralism as well as on the need to adjust human rights standards to various stages of economic and political development”.19

Even in Western countries, where the democratic traditions and human rights commitments are older and stronger comparing to the rest of the world, the actual applicability of human rights standards may raise questions and cause lively public debates. If we look at Eastern European post-communist States that have recently achieved independence and are still passing the period of dramatic economic and political changes - the so-called period of transition to democracy – the picture is even more complicated.

David M. Beatty notes with appreciation the fact that “after the emancipation of Eastern Europe from the tyranny of communist cliques, country after country has embraced the idea of protecting what it regards as its most cherished human rights and freedoms by incorporating a written bill of rights in its constitution”.20 Within a relatively short period, post-soviet States managed to adopt their new constitutions that reflected the undergoing political and socio-economic changes and proclaimed guarantees for human rights and freedoms.

Nevertheless, despite the idea to adhere to human rights standards was accepted relatively quickly and quite broadly, the question of the proper realisation of this commitment remained open: the mere fact that a national constitution contains a bill of rights in full compliance with the one recognised internationally does not automatically mean that these constitutional rights and freedoms get immediate effect. According to S. Sabikenov, “[t]he solution of the problem of human rights does not come


down to the extension of the catalogue of rights and freedoms of individuals and citizens, contained in the constitution... In fact, it is a question of the qualitative renovation of the whole concept of rights and obligations of individuals and citizens, as well as of the practice of their constitutional maintenance”.21

However, in post-soviet States a number of considerable challenges precluded such “qualitative renovation”. One problem was the lack of direct applicability of constitutional human rights provisions. Actually, the catalogues of rights and freedoms, contained in the newly adopted constitutions, were not much broader than the ones that had earlier been declared in the older communist constitutions. These old sets of rights had been useless: as G. Vasilevich recalls, “the [soviet] Constitution had been considered as an empty declaration and law enforcement agents, including courts, had not even attempted to refer to the norms of the Constitution when making a decision”.22 Therefore, constitutional human rights provisions had had as little effect as analogous standards contained in international human rights instruments that communist States had also been parties to.

G. Vasilevich blames the “archaic approach” whereby “only then will constitutional norms be applicable when they are duplicated in a law or other [subordinated] normative act”.23 Nevertheless, despite reasonable objections pointing to the fact that the basic law is “the core of the legal system” with “supremacy and direct applicability as its most important legal feature”24, the widespread attitude to the basic law as something secondary has obviously survived. As a result, a practical question remains: why would law enforcement agents perceive the newly adopted constitutions with their updated bills of rights as a better authority? With all other conditions remaining unchanged, the mere adoption of a new constitution, however advanced and human rights oriented it was, would mean only the creation of a new source of empty declarations with little practical effect.

The new post-soviet constitutions remained undervalued and perceived as declarative documents also in the light of the fact that the old legislation, although outdated and disproportionally unfavourable towards citizens, would usually remain in force for many years until replaced by something more suitable to the new conditions of freedom and democracy. Such prolongation of the actuality of the outdated legislation put state organs and officials before a difficult dilemma: to apply the old but so familiar and specific legislation or to dare to be guided by the new constitutional rules - maybe a “fashionable” regulator, but still rather abstract and unclear. Unfortunately, the former option often was a more comfortable one: the authorities tended to stick to the older regulations

21 S. Sabikenov, supra note 1.
23 Ibid.
24 Ibid.
notwithstanding the old legislation’s contradiction (often more than obvious) to the letter and the spirit of the new constitutions.

Therefore, in young democracies, it was not sufficient just to introduce human rights law - it was crucial to maintain the rule of such law. No wonder that G. Vasilevich finds it important that the adoption of the new constitution is followed by “the creation of constitutional practice that corresponds to the letter and the spirit of the basic law”, thus “facilitating the direct and uniform application of the constitution”.25

In this sense, even higher is the significance of constitutional control as a mechanism to “maintain the concurrence of the juridical constitution with the factual one”.26 This can be achieved by using the significant enlightening potential that institutions of constitutional control have. E. Kuris correctly highlights a very important detail: while “the operative part of the constitutional court’s decision addresses the past … the reasoning part addresses the future and carries out not only the function of substantiating the decision, but also the preventive function, the function of directing, orienting the legislator to certain constitutional standards, the deviation from which … is disallowed”.27 Indeed, by cultivating the attitude of state bodies and officials towards the respective constitution as a primary guiding source, by stimulating the broadest possible use of human rights standards during the process of law creation, constitutional courts are able to prevent many human rights violations. It can only be added that the jurisprudence, as well as any other activity of institutions of constitutional control, should be targeting not only subjects in the sphere of law creation, but also judges and other law enforcement officials, who need to get a habit and courage to directly apply, and to abide by, human rights provisions of the respective constitution.

The second problem, related to and interconnected with the first one, is the general prevalence of mistrust on the part of the civil society towards the new basic laws and their bills of rights. The memory of the communist era, where the violation of constitutional human rights provisions was as widespread as unpunished, remained firmly stuck in people’s mind. Neither had they any habit to use their rights and freedoms, nor had they believed in the possibility to do so. V. Zorkin is convinced that “the respect of fundamental rights and freedoms depends much more on the level of public legal conscience, on well-established traditions and education than on the existence of a written constitution and international declarations”.28 This opinion is shared by another Russian constitutionalist, B. Strashun, who believes that “the main reason of fabulousness of a number of constitutional provisions lies in the socio-psychological dimension”.29

26 Ibid.
27 E. Kuris, supra note 18, section 9.
28 V. Zorkin, supra note 6, section 6.
29 B. Strashun, The Perspectives of Democracy and Constitutional Justice [Б. Страшун. Перспективы демократии и конституционное правосудие],
It is obvious that concurrently with the constitutional reform, involving the sensitisation of state officials, it is equally important to change the ordinary people’s minds and to overcome the persistent social inertness. In young post-communist States, as well as in other countries in transition, a clear need exists to up-bring the new generations of right-holders, who would have an instilled taste of freedom and a strong standing for pluralism and democracy, as well as zero-tolerance to human rights violations. In V. Zorkin’s opinion, such transformation cannot be running fast: “[i]n these conditions the process of real adherence to the rule-of-law principle is long and painful, as human rights culture as an element of social environment requires long time to develop and mature”.30 According to B. Strashun’s estimations, “it will probably take the duration of life of at least two generations”.31

However, the real solution of the problem is not only the matter of time, but also the matter of efforts: the value of human rights in a given post-communist society would not be realised automatically by itself – such transformations need a strong impulse and constant maintenance, at least to the point where no reverse is possible. In young democracies, it is institutions of constitutional control that should take the leadership in “infecting” ordinary individuals with the idea that they are worth enjoying the rights and freedoms provided for them in the basic law and the relevant international treaties. In this sense, young democracies’ institutions of constitutional control are assigned to be driving the evolution of the psychology of the society in the direction of absorbing the universally recognised values, primarily the adherence to human rights and freedoms.

Therefore, respective institutions of constitutional control should be actively engaged in two important transformations, specific for young post-soviet democracies: the promotion of direct applicability of constitutional human rights standards and the formation in the society of the legal conscience and culture of the level, sufficient for making human rights norms usable. In this sense, constitutional courts are working on “the problem of ‘constitutionalisation’ of conscience – not only of ordinary citizens but also lawyers, state officials and even judges of other courts”.32 It is clear that without this work effectively done any constitutional bill of rights will remain a dead letter, a mere declaration of no practical value.

Hence, the role of constitutional control in young democracies cannot be overestimated, as constitutional courts should play the pioneering role in promoting the progressive changes. At least until the day, when the political and social stability replace the stormy period of transition, when the reliable system of checks and balances is constructed and works properly, when the level of legal culture of individuals is high enough and the civil society is sufficiently developed to be able to respond to human rights violations.

However, constitutional control has to meet a number of special conditions in order to become an effective mechanism of protecting human


30 V. Zorkin, supra note 6, section 6.
31 B. Strashun, supra note 29.
32 V. Zorkin, supra note 6, section 6.
rights and freedoms. Below follows an outline of prerequisites for purposeful and effective engagement of constitutional courts in improving the human rights situation in young post-communist democracies.

2.3 Core Prerequisites for an Effective Constitutional Control in Young Post-Communist States

The previous sections have shown the burden of responsibility to be born by institutions of constitutional control in young post-communist States and a number of challenges impeding the victorious flourishing of democratic achievements and their human rights implications.

At the same time, as E. Kuris correctly notes, “[t]he creation of a constitutional court, even though it may have a high status in the system of state organs and enjoy high authority in the society, does not as such mean the efficiency of constitutional justice in a given country”. A certain favourable framework needs to be constructed in order to enable institutions of specialised constitutional control to carry out their human rights activity effectively and successfully. However, there are no uniform views as to the necessary components of such framework. G. Harutyunyan, for instance, believes that the effectiveness of constitutional control rests upon such factors as “the depth and consistency of constitutional ordering of social relations; the adherence to democratic principles of social development; availability of a certain environment of constitutional democracy; the independence of constitutional control, its all-embracing character, its accessibility to members of society, etc.”.

V. Pushkash defines the following “optimal” and “interrelated” conditions for effectuation of constitutional justice: “establishment of a mechanism maintaining strict observance of the constitutional court’s decisions; … the maintenance of clear legal regulation of the organisation and activity of the constitutional court; the high level of professional training for the constitutional court’s judges and other staff; the creation of a scientific, material and technical basis for the constitutional court’s activity”.

In L. Lazarev’s opinion, "the efficiency of constitutional control, its actual influence … much depend on constitutional judges themselves, their professionalism and uncompromising legal standing, on legal reasonableness of delivered decisions”. However, this scholar also links the efficiency of constitutional justice with “the level of democratism of the governing political regime and of the constitution” and “the legal and
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political culture of the ruling elite and the society” – factors that shape “the [public] attitude towards constitutional justice and [influence] the execution of the constitutional courts’ decisions”.\(^{36}\)

None of the above-cited opinions is wrong. However, being unable to formulate a universal recipe, it is worth outlining just the basic prerequisites for establishing an institution of constitutional control that would not only show deep understanding of the value of human rights and human dignity and demonstrate sincere commitments to their promotion and protection, but would be able to actually succeed in this field.

Firstly, institutions of constitutional control have to be granted a balanced set of powers that would create room for “healthy” activism. Secondly, they have to be totally independent and neutral, to be free from any external pressure. Thirdly, institutions of constitutional control should afford tight and fruitful cooperation with and be accessible to both the state machinery and ordinary people. And last but not least, constitutional courts should have strong cooperation with the relevant foreign and international structures, should be aware of and open to best practices and international developments in the sphere of implementation of human rights standards. A more detailed overview of the named prerequisites follows below.

### 2.3.1 Balanced Set of Powers

It goes without saying that among the primary factors determining successful work of a constitutional court (as well as any organ) is the set of powers it has at its disposal. This set of powers needs to be balanced, which means, on the one hand, that the mandate of the respective institution of constitutional control should be broad enough to enable a positive impact on the human rights situation. On the other hand, the mandate should not be overbroad, otherwise the abundance of unnecessary functions may draw the court away from its essential responsibility – protection and promotion of national and international human rights standards. Besides, an over-powerful institution of constitutional control is less likely to enjoy the adequate level of trust on the part of both the authorities and the population, which will in turn undermine their readiness to cooperate and get enlightened.

Talking about the balanced set of powers, we mean in the first place the optimal range of objects of constitutional control. Some constitutional courts are endowed with the function of deciding on disputes between the federal State and its constituent units, to adjudicate on state organs’ competences or act as tribunals on electoral complaints. However, the primary responsibility of any specialised institution of constitutional control is the maintenance of constitutionality of the national legislation, which includes control over the conformity of national normative acts with the constitution, its bill of rights and, where appropriate, also with internationally recognised standards in the field of human rights and

freedoms. Constitutional control over the legislation is the most traditional among constitutional courts’ functions - and it also seems to be the most relevant one for these institutions’ mission in the sphere of human rights.

Depending on whether the piece of legislation came into force before it becomes subject of control by a constitutional court, such control can be either preliminary (a priori) or subsequent (a posteriori). On the one hand, the use of the former tool is very promising, as it allows withdrawing unconstitutional normative acts before they come into force, and therefore, before their application results in a violation of someone’s human rights and freedoms. On the other hand, it is only in the course of a posteriori control that the respective institution of constitutional control has a fundament to substantiate its decision on, as it can look at and rely on the practice of application of the act, constitutionality of which is questioned. In this regard, E. Kuris is of an opinion that “effective ... constitutional control is possible only after the real consequences of application of the [potentially unconstitutional] normative act ... are revealed [which] happens in the process of application of the normative act in question, but not before it takes legal effect”.37 Obviously, both forms of constitutional control can be very useful for the sake of protection and promotion of human rights - therefore, they should not exclude, but complement each other.

In any event, it is crucial that institutions of constitutional control have a possibility to try cases before them objectively and professionally, basing their decisions exclusively on the relevant legal findings and never on any other considerations, be they of political, economic or any other nature. The establishment of any inconsistency of legal acts with recognised human rights standards should be adequately reflected in the decision and further eliminated in practice. It goes without saying that constitutional control should result in the delivery of legally binding decisions in the sphere of human rights.

It is equally important that institutions of constitutional control have instruments to enforce their decisions, if they are ignored by the authorities in charge. V. Zorkin drives attention to the fact that “[t]he overcoming of unconstitutional law, i.e. act of representative democracy, by constitutional justice, not always finds understanding, especially when both the law and the Court’s decision affect most critical problems of society, on which there is no consolidated citizens’ position”.38 In this regard, institutions of constitutional control should support their decisions with convincing argumentation, but should also be able to back their decisions before the authorities.

Of course, sometimes it is realistically impossible to immediately withdraw the legislation that has been found unconstitutional, and this problem can be particularly relevant to societies in transition, where any transformation demands considerable economic resources or political efforts. In these situations, it can be acceptable that institutions of constitutional control allow themselves some flexibility and set the time framework for implementation of their decisions. However, such practices have to be resorted to as an exception rather than a rule: everything possible
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has to be done to exclude any manipulations leading to abuse of such indulgence. Moreover, it is crucial to minimise all negative consequences of the fact that the unconstitutional legislation violating human rights temporarily remains in force.

2.3.2 Independence and Impartiality

It is axiomatic that constitutional justice must be independent if it has pretensions of being useful and effective. M. Baglaj considers independence as “[t]he cornerstone of the Constitutional Court’s functioning”. The scholar further continues: “[o]nly then the State and the People need the Constitutional Court – this fragile child of freedom – when it acts independently and serves the Constitution only”. 39 The same can be said also with regard to impartiality that, according to L. Wildhaber, “lies at the very heart of the notion of justice and fair trial”. 40

Talking about independence, G. Harutyunyan finds it necessary that “the essence of the concept ‘independence of the system of constitutional justice’ is uncovered”. The scholar believes that the understanding of this concept should go beyond its traditional perception as a mere “absence of external pressure over the functioning of the system”. In fact, “the notion of independence is an aggregate of many components. It is a complex of external and internal factors with a dynamically changing balance of influence”. 41

For the purpose of the present research, it is worth focusing on the following three factors affecting the level of independence of constitutional control in young democracies.

First of all, the level of independence enjoyed by institutions of constitutional control has strong connections with the manner these organs are composed. M. Pikramenos is concerned about “complaints that the governments choose [only those] judges who are politically sympathetic to them”. 42 Indeed, any effective involvement of constitutional courts in protection of human rights implies a certain degree of confrontation with the authorities. It is the authorities that usually personify the violation of human rights standards, so logically, in the situation when all constitutional judges are appointed by only one political force or branch of power, it is difficult to expect that such judges dare to betray the loyalty expected from them.

finding is especially true for cases when the authorities in charge also enjoy the monopolistic right to dismiss constitutional judges. In this sense, it is highly desirable that the formation of institutions of constitutional control, as well as the process of withdrawal of its judges, is accomplished transparently and with engagement of a broad variety of political actors on parity basis.

Meanwhile, attention needs to be paid not only to the question of how constitutional judges are appointed, but also to the issue of who they are chosen from. According to H.-G. Heinrich, “[t]he concept [of judicial independence] can only be meaningful, if it is understood as a moral commitment to decide according to the judges’ best knowledge and to his/her conviction”, therefore, institutions of constitutional control should be composed of “mature personalities, who are capable of independent reasoning and judgement”.43

The second element of independence of constitutional control is the protectability of institutions at stake from any external pressure whatsoever impeding or affecting their activity. For instance, threats of cutting the budget allocated for the needs of an institution of constitutional control may considerably narrow the range of choices this court has in the process of decision-making. As a remedy, strong legal prohibitions on interference with the constitutional courts’ activities can be advised, provided, however, that such prohibitions are not only set in the legislation, but also ensured in practice.

Thirdly, certain legislative guarantees have to be foreseen for individual members of institutions of constitutional control, in order to secure their personal independence. Only then can judges be impartial in their activity on protecting their compatriots’ human rights and freedoms, when they know they are protected themselves. To this end, the proper guarantees of immunity from criminal prosecution, guarantees against arbitrary dismissal or against other similar manifestations of pressure should be prescribed for, and actually enjoyed by, all members of the respective constitutional court.

Of course, as has been said, the mere legislative guarantees of independence of constitutional justice can never be enough - political factors should also be taken into account. In this regard, H.-G. Heinrich believes that “[t]he factual independence of the judges is directly dependent on political trust ... Constitutional Courts in particular must be trusted both by the political leaders and by the population in order to be effective”.44 The scholar further underlines that “[a]n important contribution to judicial independence can be made by the political leadership. If the political leaders demonstrate that they are willing to accept court rulings that run counter to their interests, the image of [constitutional] justice will be greatly enhanced”.45 The problem is that especially in transitional societies one cannot pin too many hopes on constitutional courts’ enjoying sustainable
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harmony with and considerable support from the authorities, because the essential task of the former is to question the performance of the latter.

Talking about impartiality of constitutional justice, V. Zorkin correctly stresses the obligation of institutions in question to rule “exclusively on matters of law” and evaluate cases “from the point of view of law and not economic or political expediency”. 46 V. Pushkash warns: “if judges … get involved in political struggle, constitutional justice will dissolve in the politics, discredit itself”. 47

At the same time, various commentators recognise that institutions of constitutional control cannot be fully segregated from politics. M. Pikramenos considers constitutional judiciary to be “in a very peculiar position, because judges are not politicians but their decisions have significant influence in the political life”. 48 Similarly, V. Zorkin highlights “the specific place [of a constitutional court] in the political system” due to the fact that “[b]eing an organ of state power, it acts at the same time as an arbiter between the State, on the one hand, and the citizens and society, on the other”. 49 Another reason why “one cannot keep the courtroom free of politics or social conflicts” is that, according to H.-G. Heinrich, “[t]he judicial branch is a part of society and reflects its basic structures and cultures”; besides, “[c]ourts are elitist institutions that … come easily under the pressure of populist opinions”. 50

It is undisputable that institutions of constitutional control cannot avoid getting involved in political discourse. Neither can one expect, especially in young democracies with the high level of involvement of the society in a political discourse, that constitutional judges can easily abstract themselves from their own political views. However, it is strongly recommended that judges act responsibly and practice self-restraint.

Ideally, constitutional provisions and human rights law should become the only dependence overseen for institutions of constitutional control as a whole, and constitutional judges in particular. As V. Pushkash suggests, “constitutional control does not avoid politics, but approaches the resolution of political problems [exclusively] in the legal manner”. 51 M. Pikramenos calls “judges [to remain] far from the political interests” and adopt “judicial decisions with convincing foundation”. 52

The latter point – the need to employ convincing reasoning in decisions – is especially valid for young post-soviet States’ institutions of constitutional control, in the light of these institutions’ task to push on the positive change of human rights attitudes of both the political elites and the populations. According to L. Wildhaber, “[p]ublic perception that justice is impartial is the foundation for the confidence which citizens must have in their judicial system”, therefore “justice must not only be done, it must also
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be seen to be done ... this translates as courts must not only be impartial, they must also be seen to be impartial".53

Hence, independence and impartiality of institutions of constitutional control (both de jure and de facto) is a key prerequisite for their successful and effective activity. It is important to bear in mind, however, that “[j]udicial independence ... is not, nowadays, a matter of constitutional provisions or institutions” but, “in the first place, a matter of personal responsibility of judges”, who “are obliged, in this complicated political and social environment, to exercise their duties as guards of the individual and social rights...”.54

2.3.3 Strong Interaction and Cooperation with the Authorities and the Population

One of the biggest paradoxes of constitutional justice is that, on the one hand, very important functions are attributed to constitutional courts, especially in the sphere of human rights, but, on the other hand, these institutions are often lacking freedom of action. The problem of practically any constitutional court is that it “must not make use of its competences at its own discretion”, but “may exercise its power only if there is a case that is brought to the court in a proper way”.55 Thus, institutions of constitutional control face a strong dependence on “supply” of legal matters: constitutional requests lodged with constitutional courts serve as the main “row material” without which constitutional justice cannot considerably succeed in fulfilling its human rights mandate.

Therefore, in order to be effective in maintaining human rights standards, constitutional courts have to rely on the favourable legislative and political framework for cooperation with and support by the authorities and the population. This means that, firstly, there is a need to determine the broadest possible circle of political actors empowered to initiate constitutional control. Secondly, constitutional justice has to be accessible to individuals and civil society actors.

Talking about political actors - organs and officials empowered to approach constitutional courts with requests - it is important to presume the reluctance of these actors to initiate constitutional control in relation to human rights issues. The explanation to such reluctance is simple: it is mostly to these organs and officials that human rights violations are attributed. They are often the authors or co-authors of the legislation that lacks correspondence with national and international human rights standards, so naturally there is a certain psychological barrier impeding them to question constitutionality of such legislation before institutions of constitutional control.

In this regard, in order to increase the probability that institutions of constitutional control regularly receive requests as to constitutionality of the
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legislation affecting human rights it is important to ensure that the circle of subjects, empowered to initiate constitutional control, is as broad as possible. Moreover, it is highly desirable that these empowered organs and officials represent the whole diversity of political forces, so that the mechanism of checks and balances works for the triumph of justice and respect for human rights. At the same time, the importance of empowering ordinary courts of all levels, as well as their judges, to directly approach constitutional justice needs to be specifically stressed. For they are the first ones to deal with the legislation, the application of which leads or may lead to human rights violations, courts of law and their judges should be logically guaranteed unimpeded access to the mechanism of constitutional control.

Coming back to the problem of psychological barrier hindering the initiation of constitutional control by empowered organs and officials, it is obvious that the authorities have a fear that by resorting to constitutional justice they directly or indirectly question their own professionalism. Obviously, this destructive manner of thinking should be overcome: empowered subjects have a moral and a legal obligation to refer to institutions of constitutional control all cases of the legislation suspected of lacking compliance with human rights standards. It is in the interests of both the authorities and the population that potential legislative mistakes are timely corrected, and constitutional courts are there to help rather than just to criticise – this is the message that institutions of constitutional control should push forward in order to stimulate fruitful cooperation with the authorities.

At the same time, constitutional courts cannot rely on the cooperation with political subjects only, but should also extensively interact with individuals and groups of individuals. This means, in the first place, that constitutional justice should be accessible to ordinary people. According to V. Skomorokha, “[t]he practice of activity of organs of constitutional justice in the area of protection of human rights and freedoms shows that their role is most important, where the national legislation foresees the citizens’ right to directly seek protection of their constitutional rights and freedoms before these organs [of constitutional justice]”.

The possibility of institutions of constitutional control to receive and handle appeals from individuals – the so-called constitutional complaints – is easy to argue for: victims of human rights violations have the biggest interest in justice to be established, at least their incentive is objectively much stronger than the one of the authorities. In this context, apart from maximally extending the circle of subjects, entitled to seek constitutional justice, it is crucial to increase the potential of the civil society to bring various human rights problems to the attention of institutions of constitutional control. Otherwise, constitutional courts risk having a very primitive and lop-sided vision of the human rights situation in the respective society, and are therefore unable to become efficient guardians of the constitution and its human rights provisions.
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Another advantage of the ability of institutions of constitutional control to deal with constitutional complaints can be stressed: according to H.-G. Heinrich, constitutional courts “in transitional countries have to be opened towards ... the population at large”, because “direct access for popular complaints supports and protects [constitutional justice] from political interference”.57

As a result, only than can constitutional control be effective in young democracies, when it positions itself as (and in fact is) an unbiased arbiter between and a partner of both the authorities and individuals. To this end, constitutional judges have to be ready to listen to both sides and act in good faith with the aim of improving the human rights situation for the benefit of all.

2.3.4 Use of International Achievements and Gentle Approach to Judging

It is worth reiterating that the period of transition of any post-communist State to the rule of law and to the due level of respect for human rights is full of challenges. According to G. Khetzuriani, “the fundament of the democratic era in post-soviet countries is being built on the soil of authoritarianism, which considerably impedes the process of formation of a social and democratic state based on the rule of law”.58 Challenges of political nature are complemented by huge economic, social, cultural, ethnic and other difficulties. All of them directly or indirectly affect respective institutions of constitutional control and subsequently influence their activity in the field of human rights.

But one problem is the unpreparedness of the society to the new and unfamiliar reality of democracy and freedom, the other – even bigger – is the unpreparedness of institutions of constitutional control themselves to be successful guides in this modern reality. A. Maryskin correctly underlines the fact that “constitutional courts are a relatively new phenomenon in post-soviet countries”, so “[o]ften they face problems that had long ago been solved in countries with more balanced systems of constitutional justice”.59

In the light of the latter observations, it is worth admitting that the newly created institutions of constitutional control find themselves in a very difficult position. On the one hand, they have a very difficult and responsible mission to carry out - to update the legislation and impose the new human rights-oriented model of thinking on the political elites and the population as a whole. On the other hand, however, constitutional courts have no solid fundament to build on. Having no predecessors, whose
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activity could serve as an example to follow, constitutional courts - young and ambitious, but yet inexperienced - have to start from the zero point.

What makes the situation even more challenging is that institutions of constitutional control have very little room for manoeuvre, and definitely have no right for a mistake, as a bad beginning is very seldom followed by a glorious future.

In the light of the above-mentioned difficulties and in order to remain on the safe side, it is crucial that institutions of constitutional control, firstly, make use of rich international experience accumulated in the sphere of human rights standards and, secondly, that their human rights activity, at least in the beginning, is carried out in a very balanced, precautious and consistent manner.

Talking about reference to international experience, it is worth citing H.–H. Vogel, who stresses the importance of “the role of constitutional courts when it comes to implement guaranties of human rights as established not only in national constitutions, but also in the many international documents of the United Nations, of the Council of Europe and of the European Union”. In this regard, V. Skomorokha believes that “[t]he combination of the national and international experience … in the sphere of judicial protection of rights and freedoms of individuals and citizens – is the evidence of filling constitutional [human rights] provisions with real content”.

Under “international experience” in the sphere of human rights standards we mean, in the first place, the wide range of international human rights instruments, adopted both at the universal and regional levels. For instance, as T. Morshakova proposes, “[i]f the national constitution fails to concretise a certain basic human right, but only mentions it … [constitutional courts] should understand the content of this right in accordance with what content is attributed to it in international law and in the international jurisdiction of the Strasbourg Court”. This opinion is supported by B. Ebzeev, another Russian judge, who is convinced that “the [national] list of [constitutional] rights and freedoms … is not exhaustive”, because “universal principles of norms of international law are recognised as integrative part of the national legal system”. Therefore, “even if this or that right is textually absent in the Constitution … [constitutional courts] can nevertheless consider [this right] as fundamental and ensure its proper protection under constitutional law”.
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As a result, institutions of constitutional control are very welcome to extensively refer to international human rights instruments, as well as to various interpretive documents and jurisprudence adopted by the international human rights machinery both at the global and regional levels. General Comments and other documents, adopted by the UN treaty bodies and other international organisations, jurisprudence and documents by organs under the auspices of the Council of Europe, among many others, can be a very valuable source of what understanding should be attributed to relevant national human rights provisions.

T. Morshakova brings an example of the Russian Constitutional Court that uses “international legal interpretation of [human] rights and freedoms as an additional theoretic and dogmatic argumentation”. At the same time, the scholar sees no problem in making reference even to “various norms that are not recognised as binding under international law”, because in order “to determine the significance of an international legal rule for the purposes of its domestic application” it is sufficient to look at the content of such international norm, but not at its “formal legal force” or at the fact that “it is universally recognised”. T. Morshakova has no doubts that even “references to ‘soft law’ in the motivation parts of decisions … help [the Constitutional Court] to enhance its argumentation and its legal position”. In concurrence, B. Ebzeev commends the situation where institutions of constitutional control give much weight to the European Convention for Human Rights and its understanding at international level: “nowadays any interpretation [of constitutional human rights provisions] that ignores the position of the ECtHR or conflicts with it can hardly be acceptable”.

Besides, in order to help resolving “the problem of self-affirmation” faced by institutions of constitutional control, G. Khetzuriani suggests that these organs “comprehend the experience of [foreign] organs of constitutional control operating in democracies...”. In general, when interpreting certain national human rights provisions, institutions of constitutional control should be ready to resort to national and foreign doctrine on human rights.

All the above-listed remedies are definitely valid for, but not limited to, the starting periods of the post-soviet constitutional courts’ existence. Even at the later stages, when these institutions had already developed some solid jurisprudence of their own, it is still crucial that they refer to international achievements in the sphere of human rights. Firstly, such reference will strengthen and legitimise the argumentation employed in decision-making. Secondly, institutions of constitutional control retain the opportunity to follow the newest international developments in the field of human rights and subsequently enrich and update national jurisprudence and doctrine. As a result, constitutional courts not only benefit themselves from international expertise accumulated in the sphere of human rights and
freedoms, but they also serve as “conductors” that transmit yet evolving universally recognised values into a national legal context.

Talking about the balanced and precautious strategy of action with regard to promoting new values and ideas among the political elites and the population, it is obvious, especially in transitional societies, that institutions of constitutional control should be able to demonstrate their wisdom in balancing between the conflicting interests (in our case - the interests of the State and its citizens). In young democracies, where basic laws are usually “born” inactive, it is only through the purposeful and consistent interpretation that basic laws gradually come to life.

To be a success, constitutional courts should play the role of convincing teachers, rather than aggressive watchdogs. V. Zorkin is not wrong in comparing institutions of constitutional control with “a gardener growing constitutional principles on native soil, although sometimes poor and desert”. In this situation, it is justifiable that institutions of constitutional control avoid setting unrealistic goals and make very modest steps in the beginning. H.-G. Heinrich correctly warns that “[a] Constitutional Court will lose the trust if it tries to change the existing order by a ‘legal revolution’, or if it behaves like a select legal caste that pays no heed to the practicalities of the political process or ‘real life’ on the ground. In other words, if it wants to be successful, it has to take the expected impact of its decisions into account”.

At the same time, it does not mean that institutions of constitutional control should allow themselves to compromise manifest and widespread violations of human rights, as the loss of trust from the side of the population may be as detrimental to the cause of constitutional justice as the boycott by the authorities. We have to bear in mind that constitutional control not only shapes the public conscience and attitudes, but also depends on them. Therefore, there always remains a challenging need to maintain and preserve the high level of public trust and authority in the eyes of ordinary people. In this sense, it is important that institutions of constitutional control always employ strong and convincing argumentation behind their decisions.

Consistency is equally important. According to G. Vasilevich, decisions by institutions of constitutional control should orient “not only on the present-day level of social relations, but also see the perspective of the development of legal relations”; in order to avoid “finding itself in a “trap” of contradictions” the constitutional court has to make sure that “its conception of actions is legally consistent”.

Generally speaking, constitutional courts can afford to move at a slow pace in the beginning, because they have no predecessors, on whose practice they could rely. But these organs should be committed to and ready for speeding up their activity with gaining more weight and self-confidence.
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Meanwhile, extensive references to international and foreign achievements and developments in the sphere of human rights should help in the creation of the early jurisprudence and gaining the respectful status.

2.4 Concluding Remarks on Constitutional Control and Its Human Rights Mission in Young Democracies

As can be seen from the findings provided above, institutions of constitutional control can be among the most suitable bodies to gradually facilitate the positive changes of the human rights situation through the promotion of the due respect for human rights and the transmission of internationally recognised values into a national context. The value of effective human rights oriented constitutional control is even higher in young States passing their transition to the rule of law and democracy.

Indeed, it is the direct function of constitutional courts to maintain constitutionality of the national legislation, which also means that all national normative acts should be brought in full compliance with the constitutional bill of rights and, if applicable, also with the binding international human rights instruments. By providing official or casual interpretation of constitutional human rights provisions, these organs carry out an important enlightening function, as they drive the evolution of both state officials’ and ordinary citizens’ mentality and thinking in the direction of acceptance of and respect for human rights.

The constitutional courts’ advantage, according to H.-G. Heinrich, is that they “are, in most cases, a new institution that symbolises the re-integration into the Western value community”.70 For this reason they traditionally enjoy a higher degree of trust from the people, they usually enjoy the broadest guarantees of independence and their activity is most visible - all these factors afford institutions in question sufficient authority and courage to carry out their activity on the improvement of the country’s human rights situation.

M. Baglaj is convinced that “[o]nce there is a constitutional court that is independent, righteous and fair, then the democracy, constitutionalism and the rule of law can be found in this country”.71 However, as we have found, a number of other important conditions have to be met. Not only should institutions of constitutional control act exclusively within the legal framework and refrain from basing their decisions on political, economic or whatever other expediency, but they also have to prove to be fair arbiters in the State-versus-individual relations. To this end, institutions of constitutional control should make a good use of international experience accumulated in the field of human rights and “plant” the universal understanding of these standards into the national “soil”. Meanwhile, this activity has to be carried out gradually, responsibly and in a precautious manner – all for the sake of securing the long-term efficiency.
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It is not only the constitutional court’s willingness and commitment to work constructively in the right direction that is sufficient, but also its technical ability to do so. In this context, it is crucial for a young democracy to design its institution of constitutional control in the most optimal way, so that it possesses sufficient powers and enough independence to effectively improve the human rights “climate”.

The status of institutions of constitutional control varies in different post-communist States and the ideas on how to organise this mechanism are constantly changing, both before and after such institutions were created. Below we will review the basic stages of the long and difficult process of creation of the Belarusian institution of constitutional control, focusing on those features that are most relevant to this institution’s human rights mission.
3 The Early Development of Ideas on Constitutional Justice in Belarus

Per aspera ad astra...

3.1 The Committee of Constitutional Supervision (1989)

In Belarus, the first legislative attempt to create an institution of specialised constitutional control dates back to the sunset of the soviet era. The Amendment of 27 October 1989 to the Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic’s (hereinafter, the BSSR) 1978 Constitution – Basic Law (hereinafter, the 1978 Constitution of the BSSR) envisaged the creation of the Committee of Constitutional Supervision (hereinafter, the Committee).

The 1978 Constitution of the BSSR did contain a bill of rights (Section II, especially chapter 6 “The Basic Rights, Freedoms and Duties of Citizens of the BSSR”), although this bill of rights possessed some specifics in comparison with the one universally recognised. In any event, despite these specific features and notwithstanding the abundance of expressly ideological declarations, the 1978 Constitution’s bill of rights was still worth enforcing. Indeed, the core rights and freedoms were there, while the shortly and vaguely formulated provisions could find further elaboration, either through their proper interpretation or in the subordinated legislation. Thus, the Committee of Constitutional Supervision would potentially have a broad field for activity on turning the vision into reality, but, despite the explicit constitutional prescription, this institution was never created.

Nevertheless, it will still be useful to look at this very first model of constitutional control (or, more correctly, constitutional supervision) in
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73 For instance, as was traditional for socialist societies, the economic and social rights were expressly prioritised, while the civil and political ones were named very shortly. The list of duties (those were considered inseparable of rights), included the “obligation and honour duty to work”, while the evasion from labour was deemed “incompatible with the principles of the socialist society) (art. 58) and thus punishable, what in some sense conflicted with the prohibition on forced labour under international law.

74 It is worth noting that the soviet and post-soviet legal doctrine has preferred to consider “supervision” to be a weaker tool comparing to “control”: while a “supervising” body can only point at certain imperfections without directly interfering into the supervised activity, a “controlling” body has more powers in this respect, because “control” implies the possibility of correcting the revealed imperfections. See G. Vasilevich, supra note 11.
Belarus, as it will help us see the starting point and observe the dynamics of the further evolution of the phenomenon.

The Committee would consist of eleven members – specialists in the field of politics or law - all elected by the Supreme Council (the Parliament).\footnote{The 1978 Constitution of the BSSR, supra note 72, art. 112, para. 1. The Parliament of the BSSR was officially called the Supreme Council (Soviet). Further in the text we will be using both “the Supreme Council” and “the Parliament” when referring to the legislative branch of power in the former BSSR.} Such mechanism of forming the Committee would obviously make this body subordinated to the legislative branch of power. At the same time, the eligibility of non-lawyers (“specialists in the field of politics”) for membership in the Committee makes it possible to doubt about the purely legal designation of the institution in question, as the political element was clearly indicated.

Talking about the competence of the Committee of Constitutional Supervision, this institution was granted the following three powers. Firstly, at its own initiative or at the Parliament’s request it could deliver opinions on constitutionality of drafts of parliamentary acts and send its opinions to the Parliament. Secondly, the Committee was assigned to monitor conformity of acts of the Government and of local administrative bodies with the Constitution and other laws of the BSSR. Thirdly, it could provide opinions on the conformity of acts of other state bodies and public organisations with the Constitution and laws of the BSSR (at its own initiative or at the proposal of the Parliament, the Parliament’s Chairperson or the permanent parliamentary commissions).\footnote{The 1978 Constitution of the BSSR, supra note 72, art. 112, para. 4.}

As we can see, the Committee was not entitled to scrutinise the conformity of normative acts with binding international law, including such international human rights instruments as the ICCPR and the ICESCR, to both of which the former BSSR was a State Party. This essentially limited the potential ability of the Committee to refer to internationally recognised human rights standards and, where appropriate, to interpret the national bill of rights more extensively.

The second striking observation: acts of the Parliament were clearly put out of the scope of the Committee’s supervision. The only exception was the possibility for the Committee to comment on constitutionality of drafts of parliamentary acts. This enabled the institution of constitutional supervision to point only at the potential legislative mistakes, which could in theory\footnote{We are talking only about the theoretical effect here, because we failed to find any indications of the Parliament being constitutionally obliged to take the Committee’s opinion into consideration. In the absence of any mechanisms prescribed to this end, it makes sense to presume that critical notes by the Committee, if any at all addressed to the Supreme Council, could be easily ignored by the legislators.} prevent the adoption of unconstitutional acts, including those violating human rights. At the same time, the already existing parliamentary legislation was presumed to be infallible and in full compliance with constitutional human rights provisions.

As for subordinated legislation, if the Committee revealed the lack of correspondence of a normative act with the Constitution or other laws, it could communicate its opinion to the body that had adopted such an act, so...
that the contradictions could be lifted voluntarily; meanwhile, the suspicious normative act was automatically suspended, in full or in contradicting part.  

However, there was no concrete mechanism to force the bodies in charge to bring their unconstitutional acts in compliance with the Constitution and other laws in case they disagreed with the Committee’s views or simply ignored the critical opinion. The only thing the Committee was empowered to do in such a case was “to propose the Parliament or the Government to abolish within their competence those [normative] acts that are not in conformity with the Constitution or other laws of the BSSR”.  

Thus, the competence of the Committee of Constitutional Supervision was rather restricted. Firstly, the institution in question could deal with subordinated normative acts only. Secondly, it was not empowered to abolish any unconstitutional acts, but could just solicit before the Parliament or the Government for their abolishment. It was also obvious that the Committee was totally subordinated to the legislature: it was elected by the Parliament; it was not empowered to question constitutionality of legislative acts, except for on the draft stage of their existence. Quite symbolically, Article 112 of the Constitution – the one regulating the competence of the Committee – was put in the Constitution’s Chapter 12 “The Supreme Council of the BSSR”, right among other provisions regulating the competence of the Parliament. Due to all the mentioned facts, the Committee of Constitutional Supervision could be seen as a watchdog at the Parliament’s service rather than a full-weight guardian of the rule of law and the respect for human rights and freedoms.

Of course, the Constitution provided some formal guarantees of independence and impartiality: “the Committee’s members were independent and subordinated only to the Constitution of the BSSR” and they “were not allowed at the same time to work for bodies, whose acts were subject to supervision by the Committee”. However, considering the fact that the Parliament’s acts were not subject to the Committee’s supervision and that the Committee could consist of specialists in the field of politics, it would not be surprising if the Parliament would elect only parliamentarians to be members of this nominally independent institution, thus devaluating any independence clauses.

It goes without saying that the Committee of Constitutional Supervision – a body in such a depending position and with such limited competence – was unlikely to become an active leader in improving the human rights situation by guaranteeing the proper implementation of recognised human rights standards. Even if there would be enough willingness and courage to bring the legislation and practice in compliance with constitutional human rights provisions (subjective factor), there still remained such objective obstacles as the fragility of the status and the lack of sufficient powers. Being able to deliver rather advisory opinions than truly binding decisions, this body had little chance to cause any considerable changes for the better. Besides, we cannot exclude the possibility of the
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78 The 1978 Constitution of the BSSR, supra note 72, art. 112, para. 5.
79 Ibid., art. 112, para. 6.
80 Ibid., art. 112, para. 3.
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Committee of Constitutional Supervision to be used by the Parliament for legitimisation of the most dogmatic provisions of the 1978 Constitution, which would impede, rather than catalyse, the possible progressive reforms of the outdated soviet machinery.

Of course, there could also be an optimistic scenario, like in socialist Poland, where the establishment of the Constitutional Tribunal “did not change the face of the system”, but “did, however, introduce a new quality into the system” and, despite “all political, legal and constitutional limitations ... allowed for a completely new insight into law and created a chance for the stepwise changing of the face of the system”.82

In any event, the Belarusian Committee of Constitutional Supervision was not created – the fact that provides a clear evidence of the lack of respect towards constitutional provisions in the soviet period of Belarusian history. Having no possibility to know for sure whether the introduction of the institution in question could be a progressive step, we nevertheless commend at least the appearance of the very idea of creating such a body. Below we will see how this idea was further elaborated.

3.2 The 1992 Judicial Reform and Its Contribution to the Evolution of Constitutional Control in Belarus

On 23 April 1992, the Parliament of the already independent Belarus adopted the Conception of the Reform of the System of Justice83 (hereinafter, the 1992 Conception). According to the document’s Preamble, this reform was primarily aimed at “creation of a legal system that would be capable of maintaining the proper functioning of the rule of law; building a self-sustainable and independent judicial system as the main guarantor of human rights and freedoms...”.84

Importantly, the 1992 Conception reaffirmed the need to create an institution of constitutional control - it provided that a “special place in the judicial system of Belarus should be given to the Constitutional Court”.85 Thus, the not yet created institution of constitutional control got promoted: the status of the Parliament’s appendage was replaced by the position within the judicial system, which automatically implied more independence and impartiality for the Court. Besides, unlike in the older model of constitutional supervision, whereby the Parliament and its acts had been granted almost unlimited immunity from supervision by the Committee, the
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84 Ibid., Preamble, para. 3.
85 Ibid., regulation 2.3.7, para. 1.
1992 Conception’s model of constitutional control gave the Constitutional Court “the right to decide on constitutionality of acts of any state body”, with no exceptions provided. The mentioned developments gave reasons to hope that the institution in question would be self-sustainable and self-confident enough to play a visible role in the maintenance of the rule of law and in particular in the field of promotion and protection of human rights and freedoms.

The mission of the Court, according to the Conception, was to “maintain the conformity of laws and other normative acts with the Constitution and international obligations of the Republic of Belarus”. This was another very important novelty: the country’s international obligations, including those under ratified human rights instruments, were ranked on a par with the national Constitution. Any other normative acts, delivered by whatever branch of power, had to be in strict conformity with the Basic Law and international norms binding for Belarus, and the role of the Constitutional Court was to maintain such conformity.

The 1992 Conception also marked the transformation of constitutional supervision into genuine constitutional control: unlike the Committee of Constitutional Supervision under the earlier model, the Constitutional Court was now empowered to interfere and correct the revealed imperfections. If the Court found a normative act in conflict with the Constitution or international obligations of Belarus, such act lost its force, fully or in the contradicting part. Hence, there was no longer need to solicit before any other bodies to stop unconstitutional practices and nullify the legislation conflicting with human rights standards – the Court itself got “the teeth”. This gives grounds to talk about the creation of a full-weight control, not just the weak supervision, as provided by the earlier model.

A few words have to be said about the procedure for withdrawing unconstitutional normative acts, mainly about the moment for depriving such acts of their legal force. The Conception prescribed that normative acts, declared unconstitutional, got nullified as of the date of the Constitutional Court’s judgment to this end. However, this rule had two exceptions.

The first exception – a bit conservative one – slightly privileged acts of the Parliament and the President. A judgment, by means of which certain parliamentary or presidential acts were declared unconstitutional, could not directly nullify these acts, but just “suspended their operation”, while the Parliament or the President could “within a period of two months consider the Constitutional Court’s judgment in substance” and present their objections and reject the Court’s findings. Nevertheless, the Court had its final word and could unilaterally “announce the unconstitutional acts null and void, starting from the date of their suspension” – that is, from the date of the initial judgment recognising unconstitutionality of normative acts.
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Thus, despite the elements of conservatism inherited from the soviet model of constitutional supervision, justice could not be hindered in the end. The only inconvenience could be posed by the risk of the Constitutional Court’s getting involved in unnecessary correspondence and lose its time on these bureaucratic procedures.

The second exception – a more progressive one – directly concerned the Court’s mission in the sphere of human rights and freedoms. Unlike human rights-neutral unconstitutional acts that could be invalidated only from the moment of the Court’s respective judgment, “[a]cts, declared by the Court unconstitutional as violating human rights and freedoms, should be considered as having no force, in full or in part, starting from the date of their adoption”.\textsuperscript{92} This was a huge step forward: the provision in question clearly recognised the prioritised place of human rights standards within the national legal system and expressly affirmed that the Constitutional Court was competent to clear the legal field from normative acts infringing human rights and freedoms. Besides, the novelty at stake bore an important preventive implication, as it explicitly excluded the possibility of any “amnesty” for the long lasting human rights violations and, besides, enabled victims of human rights violations to call for justice and have their rights restored also long time after violations took place.

At the same time, the 1992 Conception foresaw some limitations for the Constitutional Court to use its powers for the benefit of maintenance of the rule of law and protection of human rights and freedoms. Unlike the Committee of Constitutional Supervision, the Constitutional Court under the 1992 Conception was not allowed to act at its own initiative, but could try cases only following a formal request by any of empowered subjects - “organs and officials that possessed the capacity to initiate laws”.\textsuperscript{93}

By the moment the Conception was drafted the post-soviet Constitution of Belarus had not yet been adopted, so it is impossible to know for sure the list of subjects of legislative initiative that by the virtue of this status could also initiate proceedings at the Constitutional Court. However, given the importance of the goals that constitutional justice has in the sphere of human rights, the circle of subjects empowered to resort to the mechanism of constitutional control had to be much broader than the list of subjects of initiation of law creation. And in fact it was: the 1992 Conception provided that “any court [of law], if it in the course of trying a case comes to a conclusion that the act to be applied is in conflict with the Constitution or international obligations of Belarus”\textsuperscript{94}, could bring its doubts to the Constitutional Court.

This was a breakthrough provision. Giving such an opportunity to courts of all levels was a very progressive step, especially in the context of dealing with unconstitutional legislation impeding the full realisation of human rights and freedoms. Who if not courts of law deal with such issues on a daily basis? Certainly, the right of courts, notwithstanding their place within the hierarchical judicial system, to directly bring before the Constitutional Court any doubts on constitutionality of normative acts could

\textsuperscript{92} Ibid., regulation 2.3.7, para. 9.
\textsuperscript{93} Ibid., regulation 2.3.7, para. 6.
\textsuperscript{94} Ibid.
be a true engine of bringing the Belarusian legal system in line with both national and international human rights standards.

Of course, the model of constitutional control, as foreseen in the 1992 Conception of the Reform of the System of Justice, was not perfect: it did not contain any guarantees of independence of the Constitutional Court’s members, nor did it specify any mechanisms of enforcement of the Court’s decisions. Nevertheless, the document certainly contained very important positive novelties: firstly, the institution of constitutional control was granted a place within the judicial system and could be no longer perceived as the servant to the Parliament; secondly, the perception of constitutional control as a mechanism of improving the human rights “climate” in the country was expressly confirmed; thirdly, the institution of constitutional control received more powers to be effective in the field of human rights.

Undoubtedly, the 1992 Conception contributed to the development of ideas on constitutional control and it is this improved model that became a basis for the creation of the Constitutional Court in 1994. Below follows a brief summary of human rights implications of the new Constitution of the Republic of Belarus and an overview of the status and competence of the created Constitutional Court.
4 The Birth of Constitutional Control in Belarus

4.1 The 1994 Constitution of Belarus and Its Human Rights Implications

The post-soviet Constitution of independent Belarus - the 1994 Constitution - was adopted on 15 March 1994 and came into force on 30 March. Anna Milenkova, an expert of the Venice Commission, described this Constitution as “a typically post-communist basic law, marking a first step in the transition towards democratic government and free civil society” that “combined elements of the soviet system and ideas and principles characteristic of contemporary constitutional democracy”.

Being able to compare this Basic Law with the preceding ones, domestic experts sounded more optimistic. For instance, G. Vasilevich criticised the preceding Belarusian Constitutions for “non-reflection of the most important international human rights instruments’ provisions” and for “declarative nature of many constitutional norms that did not have direct and immediate effect in practice and not always enjoyed the actual supremacy over the subordinated legislation”. In contrast, as the scholar notes with appreciation, the new Basic Law was “of non-ideological nature”, it “established the equality between an individual and the State and set their mutual obligations” and foresaw “the direct effect of constitutional norms”.

Undoubtedly, the 1994 Constitution was clearly a more advanced document in setting human rights standards: it stipulated that “[t]he individual, his rights, freedoms and guarantees for their attainment manifest the supreme goal and value of society and the State. The State shall bear responsibility towards the citizen to create the conditions for the free and dignified development of his identity”.

99 The 1994 Constitution, *supra* note 95, art. 2.
contained an extensive bill of rights (section II of the Constitution), drafted in full compliance with both ICCPR and ICESCR. G. Vasilevich estimates that “[a]round 50 per cent of the Constitution’s articles were devoted to rights and freedoms”.100

Besides directly setting national human rights standards, the new Basic Law intended to create more favourable legislative preconditions for the further development of these standards: “[t]he Republic of Belarus shall recognise the supremacy of the universally acknowledged principles of international law and ensure that its laws comply with such principles”.101 This being so, the Belarusian Government was urged to follow the new developments in international human rights law and adhere to the constantly broadening range of standards in this area.

Therefore, the 1994 Constitution appeared to be a much more human rights-oriented document. It only remained to turn the Basic Law into a direct and primary regulator of social relations, so that constitutional human rights provisions could directly guide the authorities in their activities on replacing the soviet authoritarian regime by a democracy governed by the rule of law and having due respect for human rights and freedoms. Only through the proper and consistent enforcement of the Constitution’s progressive provisions the breakthrough on paper could be followed by an adequate progress in reality.

G. Vasilevich correctly notes that “the further development of human rights provisions, filling them with new content and setting guarantees [of their realisation] was the duty of all state bodies, including courts of law. Efforts shall be primarily focused on the soonest possible meeting of international standards in the field of implementation of inalienable human rights”.102 Needless to remind, the primary responsibility to this end had to be born by the Constitutional Court.

4.2 The Debut of the Constitutional Court of Belarus: Stage 1 (1994 – 1996)

The creation of the Constitutional Court of Belarus was envisaged in the 1994 Constitution. However, as we have witnessed, the analogous requirement of the 1978 Constitution had been ignored, so there remained fears that the story would be repeated and that the birth of the national institution of constitutional control would be again postponed for undetermined time. Fortunately, a special guarantee was stipulated in the Law, putting the Constitution into force: “in order to maintain the unconditional application of the adopted Constitution the Constitutional Court of the Republic of Belarus shall be created within the term of one month”.103 This time, the promise was kept and the institution of constitutional control was formed on 27 April 1994.

100 G. Vasilevich, supra note 98.
101 The 1994 Constitution, supra note 95, art. 8.
102 G. Vasilevich, supra note 98.
The 1994 Constitution’s provisions, regulating the status and capacity of the national institution of constitutional control, were the result of the long-lasting debate. Let us have a closer look at the created Constitutional Court.

4.2.1 Nature and Composition of the Constitutional Court and Guarantees of Its Independence

As can be seen from the name of the institution in question – “Constitutional Court” – the idea of the judicial nature of constitutional control, as had been laid down in the 1992 Conception of the Reform of the System of Justice, seemed to have been upheld. However, it was not fully so. The constitutional chapter, devoted to the status of the Constitutional Court (Chapter 6), was situated in Section VI of the Basic Law “State Control and Supervision” (together with the provisions on the Procurator’s Office and the Chamber of Financial Control). While the chapter on courts of law was put into a totally different part of the Basic Law – Section IV “The Legislative, Executive and Judicial Branches of Power”. Thus, the Constitutional Court was in fact separated off the judicial system of Belarus, so calling this institution “a court” was rather a formality. A. Vashkevich and M. Pastukhou suggest that by structuring the Constitution in such a manner the legislator could have set its mind on “underlining the special status of the Constitutional Court within the system of state bodies”104 and eventually enabling this institution to be a true guarantor of the principle of separation of power.

The created Constitutional Court was composed of 11 members, all elected by the Parliament, for the term of 11 years.105 As we see, the legislative branch of power had the monopoly over the formation of the institution of constitutional control, which could give rise to critique as to the real independence of constitutional control from the Parliament. To become a member of the Court one was required to be a qualified expert in the field of law106, which can be seen as a clearly de-politicising factor (in contrast with the Committee of Constitutional Supervision of 1989, which could be also open for specialists in the field of politics). Developing the


105 The use in the text of the Constitution of the term “member” in contrast with the terms “judge” or “justice” is another indicator of the fact that the word “court”, present in the name of the Belarusian institute of constitutional control, was not necessarily sufficient to determine the institution’s judicial nature. At the same time, neither the subordinate legislation nor the literature strictly avoided the use of the term “judge” instead of the constitutionally prescribed “member”.

106 The 1994 Constitution, supra note 95, art. 126, para. 1.
constitutional provisions, the Law “On the Constitutional Court of The Republic of Belarus” (hereinafter, the 1994 Law on the Constitutional Court) set an additional requirement that candidates for the position of a judge at the institution of constitutional control were of “high moral standing”.107

The 1994 Constitution set an age limit for the Constitutional Court’s members: persons over 60 were not entitled to hold the position.108 It is difficult to find any clear explanations for this age limit. Maybe, it was planned to avoid the stagnation of the Court’s staff and bring the new generations of lawyers on board. During the communist time, very few relatively young people had had access to high-ranking positions, so the set age limit probably aimed at counter-balancing this harmful practice of the past.

Members of the Constitutional Court were forbidden “to have business or practice any other paid activity, except for academic work or scientific research”.109 Besides, these officials were not allowed to combine their work at the Constitutional Court neither with mandates of deputies of the Parliament nor with membership of any political party or any other association pursuing political aims”.110 Apparently, these norms also meant to preclude the Court’s members from having political or any other bias.

The 1994 Constitution specifically stated that any “[d]irect or indirect influence on the Constitutional Court or its members in connection with their exercising constitutional control shall be impermissible and shall involve liability in accordance with law”.111 This guarantee of independence of the Court and its members was complemented by constitutional immunity clauses: Article 131 of the Constitution forbid “to start any criminal prosecution against persons elected to the Constitutional Court, to arrest them or otherwise restrict their personal liberty without the consent of the Supreme Council, unless they were caught on the scene of crime”. The Constitution further prescribed that “[a] criminal case against a member of the Constitutional Court could be started [only] by the Procurator-General on the consent of the Supreme Council”.112 It is worth noting here, that the mentioned guarantees of immunity foreseen for the Constitutional Court’s members were comparable to the ones enjoyed by the deputies of the Parliament.113

Apart from the mentioned constitutional provisions, the Court’s members’ guarantees of independence were further elaborated in Article 25 of the 1994 Law on the Constitutional Court (as amended per 3 March 1995). In particular, it formulated such additional guarantees of independence as irremovability of judges; equality of their rights; the established procedure of suspension and withdrawal of judges; their right to

108 The 1994 Constitution, supra note 95, art. 126, para. 1.
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resignation; endowment, social welfare and guarantees of personal security according to the judges’ high status.\textsuperscript{114} Besides, Article 25 of the Law in question foresaw quite generous benefits. In particular, the amount of remuneration of the Chairperson and judges of the Court was equal to the ones of the Speaker and Vice-Speakers of the Parliament correspondingly; judges were entitled to accommodation in Minsk (if they were in need of the one) and had guaranteed employment after ending of their mandate.\textsuperscript{115}

At the same time, there remained some ambiguity as to the grounds for pre-term withdrawal of the Court’s members, who could be removed from office, \textit{inter alia}, “for actions, discrediting the Constitutional Court”.\textsuperscript{116} According to A. Vashkevich and M. Pastukhou, “such a vague formulation of this ground potentially allowed, in certain circumstances, to misuse it against politically undesirable judges”, especially in the light of the fact that there was no “clear procedure on withdrawal of judges”.\textsuperscript{117}

\textbf{4.2.2 Initiation of Constitutional Control}

The Constitutional Court’s primary function was to maintain the conformity of any normative legal act with the national Constitution and international obligations binding for Belarus. As a rule, constitutional control had to be initiated at the request by one of the empowered subjects listed in the Constitution: the President, the Speaker of the Parliament, any of the Parliament’s permanent committees, a group of at least 70 deputies of the Parliament (out of total 260), the Supreme Court, the Supreme Economic Court and the Procurator-General.\textsuperscript{118}

This circle of empowered subjects was not broad enough. For instance, it did not include the Cabinet of Ministers – the Government of the Republic of Belarus. Besides, questions could be raised with regard to accessibility of constitutional justice to ordinary courts of law. According to Article 112 of the Basic Law, “[i]f, during the hearing of a specific case, a court [of law] concludes that an enforceable enactment is contrary to the Constitution, it shall make a ruling in accordance with the Constitution and raise, under the established procedure, the issue of whether the enforceable enactment in question should be deemed unconstitutional”.\textsuperscript{119}

Therefore, the 1994 Constitution upheld the 1992 Conception’s intention to enable strong working connections between ordinary courts of law and the Constitutional Court, but in a more restrictive manner. The phrase “under the established procedure”, according to A. Vashkevich and M. Pastukhou, meant that only “chairpersons of ... [courts of law] had the right to request that the Supreme Court brought proposals to the Constitutional Court concerning constitutionality of normative acts”.\textsuperscript{120}

\textsuperscript{114} The 1994 Law on the Constitutional Court, \textit{supra} note 107, art. 25, para. 1.
\textsuperscript{115} \textit{Ibid.}, art. 25, paras. 2 - 5.
\textsuperscript{116} \textit{Ibid.}, art. 18, para. 6.
\textsuperscript{117} A. Vashkevich, M. Pastukhou, \textit{supra} note 104, section “The Order of Formation of the Constitutional Court and the Legal Status of Its Judges”.
\textsuperscript{118} The 1994 Constitution, \textit{supra} note 95, art. 127, para. 1.
\textsuperscript{119} \textit{Ibid.}, art. 112, para. 2.
\textsuperscript{120} A. Vashkevich, M. Pastukhou, \textit{supra} note 104, section “The Competence of the Constitutional Court”.
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Thus, ordinary judges, as well as low- and middle-ranking courts of law in general, could not approach the Constitutional Court directly, but had to pass their well-founded doubts as to constitutionality of normative acts through the hierarchical chain of the system of justice. As a result, the mechanism laid down in Article 112 of the Constitution seemed to be too complicated for ordinary courts of law to use - and constitutional justice remained feasibly accessible to the highest courts only.

The 1994 Constitution did not foresee constitutional complaint - the right of individuals or groups of individuals to seek constitutional justice directly. At the same time, Article 6 of the 1994 Law on the Constitutional Court foresaw that “[o]ther state bodies, public associations and also citizens shall apply to the bodies or persons empowered to submit an application for review of constitutionality of an enactment”. The quoted provision gave individuals, groups of individuals and non-government organisations a theoretical possibility to reach the Constitutional Court indirectly - through the empowered state bodies and officials. We are talking about ‘a theoretical possibility’ here, because complainants would have to present more than convincing arguments in order to overcome the inherent reluctance of state bodies, empowered to initiate constitutional control, to convey human rights issues to the Constitutional Court.

In general, given the comparatively narrow circle of subjects, empowered to initiate constitutional control and in the light of the absence of a feasibly working mechanism of constitutional complaint, there was risk that human rights issues would not be brought to the Constitutional Court’s attention on a regular basis. However, this risk was diminished by the following counter-balance: “[t]he Constitutional Court had the right to consider, at its own discretion, the conformity of normative acts by any state body, public association with the Constitution, laws, international treaties ratified by the Republic of Belarus”.  

It is difficult to determine whether it was appropriate to entitle the Constitutional Court with the right to perform constitutional control at its own initiative. A. Vashkevich and M. Pastukhou refer to “[f]oreign experts … [who] expressed their concerns because the right in question gave grounds to doubt in neutrality and political impartiality of the Court”. Namely, A. Blankagel warned that the power to unilaterally initiate constitutional control “would provoke the Court to practice [excessive] judicial activism, prevent it from exercising its primary function and undermine the perception … of the institution in question as a court”.  

On the other hand, the following three circumstances had persuaded the Constitution’s authors to entitle the Constitutional Court with the power to start cases at its own discretion:

“Firstly, the experience of the Committee of Constitutional Supervision of the USSR, which had the same power, was taken into consideration. Secondly, the idea was that the Constitutional Court would very carefully use
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this right and only for occasions, when there would be a need to decide on
constitutionality of acts restricting constitutional rights and freedoms.
Thirdly, the institution of constitutional control was a new phenomenon in
the political and legal system of Belarus and some deputies believed that the
presence of the power in question would increase the empowered subjects’
willingness to voluntarily bring cases before the Court and thus make it busy.
[Besides,] the Court was expected to start cases at its own initiative only at
the beginning stage of its activity.” 124

In our opinion, the Constitutional Court’s power to initiate
constitutio\n
nal control was rather commendable than not, at least in the
context of the institution’s human rights mandate. The accurate use of this
power could eliminate the Court’s dependence on the supply of human
rights issues by the rather narrow circle of empowered state bodies and
officials and could compensate the potential passivity thereof. Besides, the
empowered subjects received an additional stimulus to communicate human
rights cases to the institution of constitutional control without waiting until
the Court initiated the proceeding at its own discretion.

4.2.3 The Constitutional Court’s Key Powers,
Relevant to Its Human Rights Mission

Under the 1994 Constitution, the primary mandate of the Constitutional
Court was to conduct, following requests from the empowered subjects or at
its own initiative, subsequent (a posteriori) constitutional control over the
subordinated legislation and withdraw normative acts found
unconstitutional, that is contradicting the national Constitution or in breach
of international obligations of Belarus. What was new in the constitutional
text comparing to the preceding documents containing norms-ideas on
Belarusian constitutional control, was a more straightforward approach with
regard to the destiny of unconstitutional normative acts: the Constitutional
Court could directly invalidate them in full or partially. 125 Thus, the 1994
Constitution lifted the obligation of the Constitutional Court to
communicate to the President or the Parliament its findings as to
unconstitutionality of the legislation adopted by these subjects.

Importantly, all normative acts got equally subordinated to the
Constitution and binding international law: constitutional justice became
blind in causing the same legal consequences – inevitable invalidation - for
any unconstitutional act, irrespective of its place within the legal hierarchy.
At the same time, the Constitutional Court was granted considerable
flexibility in adjudicating on the exact moment for unconstitutional acts to
lose their legal force. 126 Hence, the institution of constitutional control got
the possibility to conduct the process of renovation of the legal system in a
constructive and precautious manner and employ, when appropriate, rather
evolutionary than revolutionary methods to this end. Guided by strategetical
thinking, the Constitutional Court could declare the invalidation of some

124 Ibid.
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unconstitutional normative acts with a delay while immediately addressing more urgent issues.

It goes without saying that the response to the challenges of the time and setting priorities had to be accompanied by taking into account the specific economic and political circumstances of Belarus in the period of transition, so that to avoid a possible legal “vacuum” or unnecessary political tenses. At the same time, the legislation that violated human rights and freedoms could not benefit from the mentioned indulgence, as the 1994 Constitution explicitly reiterated one of the 1992 Conception’s most progressive norms: “an act that the Court declared unconstitutional for the reasons of its negatively affecting human rights and freedoms is considered invalid, in full or in contradicting part, starting from the moment of its adoption”.127

The cited provision made it impossible for the Constitutional Court to have mercy on normative acts and separate norms hindering the full enjoyment of human rights and freedoms. Importantly, the possibility to retroactively invalidate defect legislation enabled victims of human rights violations to have their rights restored. It could also have a strong preventive and disciplinary effect: state officials and bodies would think twice before deliberately adopting a normative act, shady in terms of its conformity with existing human rights standards.

According to Article 129 of the Basic Law, “[j]udgments of the Constitutional Court were final and there was no possibility to appeal or object against them”.128 On the one hand, this provision strengthened the status of the Constitutional Court and, to a certain extent, protected this institution from getting involved in political bargaining and unnecessary discussions that usually follow the adoption of extremely unpopular, in the view of the authorities, decisions. On the other hand, incontestability of the Court’s decisions implied higher responsibility in the course of conducting constitutional control, as there was no room for a mistake.

In addition to the function of withdrawing unconstitutional acts, the Constitutional Court possessed also other powers that were relevant to this institution’s human rights mission. For instance, Article 130 of the 1994 Constitution empowered the Constitutional Court “to approach the Parliament with certain proposals on amending the Constitution, on adopting new laws or amending the existing ones”, whereby “[s]uch proposals were mandatory for the Supreme Council to consider”.129 In our opinion, this power could be an important tool for gradually improving the level of harmonisation of the legislation with the national and international bills of rights. Thus, not only could the Court react to existing human rights violations by invalidating unconstitutional acts (the function of a “negative” legislator), but also could it promote the development of the national legislation in the human rights-friendly manner (“positive” legislator). Besides, the provision in question also paved the avenue for the Court to lobby the sooner national implementation, including on constitutional level, of the latest developments in the area of international human rights law.
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The mission of the Court to improve the legislation and practices and to promote their full compliance with the Constitution and its bill of rights could also be realised, in a more comprehensive way, through the Constitutional Court’s annual messages to the Supreme Council and the President of the Republic of Belarus. This power was absent in the 1994 Constitution, but was foreseen in the 1994 Law on the Constitutional Court: the institution of constitutional control was entitled to conduct “[t]he analysis of the state of constitutional legality presented in the form of a message of the Constitutional Court to the President ... and the Supreme Council”. This power to produce annual messages on the state of constitutional legality was worth commending: according to G. Vasilevich, such “messages … can be considered as [additional] source of constitutional law, where legal ideas are expressed and legal categories are elaborated …”. These documents, however, had to be “based on the studied and considered materials”, which could preclude the Court from relying on alternative views on the human rights situation in Belarus, contained in foreign or international reports or jurisprudence of international organisations, among other sources.

It is worth highlighting that granting the Constitutional Court the right to produce annual messages on the state of constitutional legality was an example of broadening the competence of the Court through under-constitutional legislation. Article 132 of the 1994 Constitution provided that “[t]he competence, organisation and order of procedure of the Constitutional Court is specified in the law”, which gave grounds for doctrinal assumptions that the Court’s status could be strengthened in the legislation on constitutional control without the need to amend the Constitution. The Constitutional Court’s entitlement to address the Parliament and the President with annual messages proved to be a practical confirmation of such assumptions.

In order to verify whether the Court needed and in fact deserved to possess broader powers it is important to look at the institution’s human rights activity at the initial stage of its existence.

4.3 Human Rights Jurisprudence of the Constitutional Court at Stage 1

As we can see from the preceding paragraph, the created Constitutional Court of Belarus possessed very promising potential for positively affecting both the legislation and practices in the sphere of human rights and freedoms and improving the human rights situation in the country. However, the institution in question did not hurry to use its powers to the
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full extent: during the first five month of its existence (April – August 1994) the Constitutional Court adopted only one single decision – its own Rules of Procedure.

Nowadays it is difficult to find out the reasons for such passivity of the Court. Maybe, the institution of constitutional control was reluctant to initiate cases at its discretion without giving the empowered subjects a chance to bring issues. Maybe, the judges themselves simply did not know how to start? As Judge K. Kenik admitted in an interview, “as well as, maybe, the majority of my colleagues, in the very beginning I had a very indefinite understanding of what the Constitutional Court was as the institution of constitutional control, because this institution was new to our country”.134 Another reason could be the desperate disorder of the legal system that made the Court use the first five months for prioritising rather than acting.

In any event, such Court’s passivity cannot be explained by the fact that the legislation was perfect and there was no need to undertake efforts on bringing improvements in the human rights field. In fact, there were things to do - this can be clearly illustrated by the early case-law of the Court, as presented below.

The first Court’s Judgment135 was delivered on 23 September 1994. Symbolically, it was a clearly human rights issue. The case concerned some articles of the Labour Code (the Code had been in force since the soviet times), which allowed employers to unilaterally dissolve contracts with those employees, who had achieved the general retirement age of 60 years for men and 55 year for women respectively.

When deciding this case, the Court deeply analysed human rights provisions of the national Constitution, mainly on prohibition of discrimination and equality before the law and on the right to work, but also referred to relevant international human rights instruments. Namely, the Court cited articles on prohibition of discrimination and on the right to work as set forth in the UNDHR and the ICESCR. Moreover, in order to sound more convincing, the institution of constitutional control quite extensively referred to several ILO Conventions and Recommendations on discrimination, on conditions for elderly workers and on termination of employment at employer’s initiative (mainly, the ILO Conventions136 No. 111 and No. 158 and Recommendations No. 111, No. 162 and No. 166).

Interestingly, the institution of constitutional control was not limited to relying on legal arguments solely. It found that the norms in question also “were contrary to the rules of morality, related to the formation of
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respectful attitude towards the older people: all people at the age of 60 (men) and 55 (women) were under threat of such dismissal. This prevented the creation of a democratic social state as manifested in Article 1 of the Constitution”.

Against the presented legal and moral background, the Constitutional Court found the Labour Code’s norms under consideration to be in obvious contradiction with both the national and international human rights law, because these norms legitimised “forced retirement” without providing any reasoning and disregarding the desire of workers, their abilities and qualification. As a result, the norms allowing for unilateral dismissal of people of the retirement age were declared null and void.

At the same time, the Court failed to be as straightforward when deciding on the date of invalidation of these unconstitutional rules. On the one hand, there was an express constitutional requirement that the law violating human rights shall be invalidated from the very date of its adoption – as if it has never existed. On the other hand, the Court felt reluctant to disqualify the rules, enacted long before the 1994 Constitution came into force and before the Court itself was created. Hence, the norms on forced retirement were invalidated starting from the date of the delivery of the Judgment.

Two weeks after the first decision, the Court delivered another judgment concerning human rights and freedoms. Again started at the Court’s own initiative, this case focused on a local act by the Minsk City Executive Council that regulated the admission of students to the capital city’s vocational schools and prescribed that mainly graduates of Minsk schools had this privilege to receive vocational education in the city. The capital’s vocational schools were also open for persons from the surrounding areas, provided that these students had a possibility not to live in Minsk during their studies. Meanwhile, according to the local act under review, persons coming from other regions of Belarus had almost no chance to receive vocational education in Minsk.

Having referred to relevant constitutional human rights provisions that guaranteed, inter alia, the accessibility of vocational education free of charge, as well as to pertinent norms of the ICESCR and the CRC, the Court found a violation of the right to education, as the norms of the local normative act under review put unnecessary limits on the constitutional right to vocational education by diminishing the accessibility of such education and denying the freedom of choice. The issue of equality was also at stake, as young persons from other Belarusian regions were put in unequal position comparing to dwellers of the capital and the surroundings, because some professions could be learned only in Minsk.

In our opinion, to strengthen its argumentation, the Court could also make use of Article 30 of the Constitution and of the relevant provisions of
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the UNDHR and the ICCPR that guaranteed the freedom of movement within the territory of the State. In any event, the norms, denying persons equal access to the vocational establishments of Minsk, were declared contradicting to the Constitution and therefore invalidated. This time the Constitutional Court was fully consistent with the Basic Law’s requirements: the unconstitutional norms were invalidated as of the date of their adoption – 19 May 1994.

Another case – the Court’s Judgment of 24 October 1994 - concerned the issue of the rule of law and had several human rights implications. The Court was to test constitutionality of a provision of the Code of Administrative Offences (hereinafter, the Administrative Code), that empowered the authorities of regions and Minsk to introduce liability for non-execution of their local acts and to formulate new specific offences, other than those codified for the whole territory of the Republic. Besides inventing territory-specific offences, for the commitment of which individuals faced administrative punishment only within a respective territory, regional authorities could also increase penalties for Administrative Code’s offences beyond the maximal limitations stipulated therein.

In this regard, the Constitutional Court reminded that the Parliament was the only legislative body in the country, so regional authorities were not allowed to bear the function of de facto amending the Administrative Code. The existence of different legal orders in different regions could not be acceptable in a unitarian State like Belarus. Besides, the Court established a violation of the equality clause of the Constitution, because there existed different punishments in different regions for the same offences, and regional authorities had an unlimited power to consider specific deeds as offences. The Court also found a violation of the constitutional right to receive complete, reliable and timely information: being published only in local media sources, such regional authorities’ acts, introducing territory-specific offences or increasing penalties for the existing ones, could not be known to individuals coming from other regions.

Having established the mentioned contradictions between the Administrative Code provisions and the Constitution, the Court declared the norms in question to be unconstitutional and invalidated them starting from 1 December 1994. And again: we can witness the Court’s inconsistency in adjudicating on the time of invalidation of unconstitutional provisions: these Administrative Code’s norms should have been nullified from the moment of their adoption, for they clearly violated human rights and freedoms. On the contrary, the Constitutional Court’s judgment, delivered on 24 October 1994, even postponed these norms’ invalidation for more than a month and allowed the unconstitutional practices to continue during this time. Thus, the institution of constitutional control held a less strict position than it was obliged to. The Supreme Council (the Parliament), did not hurry to demonstrate its bona fide: the Administrative Code’s unconstitutional

provisions were not amended before the very last day allowed for that by the Constitutional Court.

On another occasion, however, the Parliament showed more willingness to bring its legislation in accordance with the Constitution. On 1 September 1994, the Court initiated a proceeding on constitutionality of labour law regulations that limited by two years the time period, within which illegally dismissed employees could claim for compensation. Such time limitation could allegedly infringe labour rights, stipulated in the Constitution and in international human rights law. But before the Court decided the case in substance (it was at the stage of preparation for the trial on this issue), the Parliament had voluntarily nullified these potentially unconstitutional norms. Thus, the legislators chose to be on the safe side and escaped the possible critique by the Court. Satisfied with this gesture, the institution of constitutional control ended the proceeding.

The Constitutional Court’s first decision, dealing with political rights and freedoms, was delivered on 21 November 1994. The case concerned an amendment to a law, regulating the organisation of local government and self-government in Belarus. This amendment foresaw, among other things, the dissolution of organs of self-government of the primary territorial level, such as local communities of districts in towns, small towns and villages.

This novelty was strongly opposed by the Constitutional Court as the measure in question could restrict a number of political rights of the smaller territorial units’ dwellers - namely the right to take part in the conduct of local public affairs - and could curtail their possibility to affect the solution of local daily problems. It is worth mentioning that the Constitutional Court based this conclusion not only on the national Constitution’s norms and principles, but also referred to international law. In particular, it quoted the Preamble and Articles 3 and 4 of the European Charter of Local Self-Government, adopted by the Council of Europe and not binding for Belarus.

Unfortunately, the above reviewed Judgment proved to have little preventive effect: in 1995, another attempt to close down organs of self-government of the primary territorial level was undertaken, this time by the President. As a result, the Constitutional Court in its Judgment of 11 December 1995 had to come back to this issue and reiterate its position.

---


on unconstitutionality of any measures to dissolve local self-government of primary level.

On 19 December 1994, the Court delivered the year’s last human rights Judgment that concerned the incorrect implementation in the national criminal legislation of Article 27 of the Constitution (“[n]o person shall be compelled to be a witness against himself, members of his family or close relatives; evidence obtained in violation of law shall have no legal force”), as well as of relevant international human rights provisions. Namely, the Criminal Code contained too high privileges (exemption from prosecution for misprision and false testimony in the course of criminal proceedings) for close relatives of suspected criminals.

According to the Court, the constitutional norm in question was interpreted over-broadly and allowed people to actively hinder justice and stay unpunished simply on the ground that they were close relatives to suspected criminals. This was a disproportionately high privilege, which could not be reconciled with the principle of equality of all persons before the law, as stipulated in the national Constitution and in such international instruments as the UNDHR and the ICCPR. At the same time, while close relatives enjoyed too many privileges, family members were forgotten to be mentioned at all, despite express constitutional requirements.

Thus, the Court revealed the inconsistency of the criminal legislation under review with a number of constitutional norms and principles: on the one hand, over-broad privileges were given to those people who did not deserve them; on the other hand, the Criminal Code’s norms denied other important guarantees. As a result, the Parliament was ordered to shift such inconsistency and collisions and to bring the Criminal Code in full compliance with relevant human rights provisions.

Besides a number of binding decisions (judgments), the Court produced two important resolutions, containing human rights-related recommendations. In Resolution of 7 November 1994, the Court expressed its concerns with regard to the weak legislative guarantees on compensation of damage to victims of human rights violations in Belarus. According to the Court, such guarantees, initially provided in Article 21 of the Constitution, did not enjoy adequate elaboration in the subordinated legislation. When arguing for its position, the Court referred to relevant international standards in the sphere of compensation, namely to Article 9 of the ICCPR, that foresaw the enforceable right to compensation for victims of unlawful arrest or detention. Interestingly, the Court also referred to pertinent non-binding international sources and foreign practices. As a
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result, the institution of constitutional control criticised the lack of compliance of the national legislation with the mentioned international standards in the sphere of compensation and urged the Parliament to improve the situation.

It is worth noting that this was one of the Court’s earliest attempts to refer to international “soft law”. Such a commendable gesture clearly demonstrated the institution’s willingness to transfer remarkable international developments and foreign best practices into the national legal reality.

The other Resolution\textsuperscript{147}, delivered just two days later, contained very important conclusions on the problem of improper publication of legislation. The Court expressed its concerns regarding the pernicious practices, whereby acts containing provisions affecting human rights, freedoms or duties of individuals, obtained legal force without being published or otherwise promulgated. The Court was especially disturbed by some instances of punishing individuals for committing something “illegal”, despite this “illegality” having never been established in a published act. Such practices led to the deprivation of individuals and legal persons of a chance to fully enjoy their rights and freedoms and to be protected by the Constitution, but contributed to arbitrariness by certain officials. In the light of the above-mentioned findings, the Court recommended that the highest state organs improved their legislation in the area and maintained the obedience of others by this legislation, in order to avoid human rights violations due to improper enactment of legally binding prescriptions.

In 1995, political tensions between the President and the Parliament started, which considerably affected the activities of the Constitutional Court. Instead of dealing with human rights issues as earlier, the Court was forced to concentrate more on political questions that the empowered subjects brought to it. Most of these cases were not human rights relevant, as they often concerned disputes as to the status or actions of various political bodies and officials. However, it is still possible to identify several decisions of human rights relevance.

For example, the case of 4 April 1995\textsuperscript{148}, initiated by a group of deputies of the Parliament, dealt with the alleged monopoly of the executive...
branch of power over the mass media, which was in violation of Article 33 of the Constitution, prohibiting such monopolisation. The Court established a violation only in part. It ruled that it was inappropriate that the National Broadcasting Company, subordinated to the President, could simultaneously act in two capacities – as a central executive organ in the sphere of mass media and as a media company. Such combination, according to the Court, could lead to excessive domination of the company in question at the media market, in breach of the constitutional prohibition to monopolise the mass media, be it by the State, by public associations or by individuals.

On 27 October 1995, the Court decided a case of more relevance to human rights, although not fully without any political context. The case was initiated by the Speaker of the Parliament, who complained about a presidential edict that prescribed to all organisations, both private and public, to replace employment agreements of unlimited duration with certain categories of employees (for example, with those that had reached the retirement age) by agreements for a fixed period. The employees’ refusal to sign the fixed term agreements led to termination of employment.

The Court paid special attention to the fact that the provisions in question had become operative on the date of the adoption of the presidential edict, despite the express prohibition to validate normative acts affecting rights, freedoms and duties of individuals prior to the publication (or other form of promulgation) of such acts. The Constitutional Court also reminded that the Constitution guaranteed the right to work and the right to social welfare and protected individuals from discrimination, including on the ground of age. The institution of constitutional control also referred to relevant provisions of international human rights law, contained in the UDHR and the ICESCR, as well as in the ILO Convention No. 158 (non-binding for Belarus) and the ILO Recommendation No. 162. However, instead of exploring whether the inadequate limitations had been set on the realisation of these rights, the Court based its decision on the fact that the President had exceeded its powers by undertaking functions of a legislator. This was enough to declare certain provisions of the reviewed presidential edict unconstitutional and invalid starting from the date of the adoption of the edict in question.

While welcoming the invalidation of the edict’s provisions, contradicting to the bill of rights, it is worth criticising the way the Court came to the conclusion: despite citing relevant national and international human rights provisions, the Court refused to employ the human rights based reasoning, but seemed to have decided the case only from the perspective of distribution of power. Such approach could cast doubt on the absence of bias of the Court and could create food for thinking that in the ceteris paribus situation, the parliamentary acts, although to a similar extent


incompatible with constitutional human rights provisions, would be tolerated, as long as there was no formal defect in the law creation process.

Another case dealing with both human rights and politics was decided on 8 November 1995. Again, the proceeding was initiated following a complaint by the Parliament’s Speaker and again constitutionality of a presidential act was challenged. The presidential edict under review had suspended the activity of two specific trade unions (para. 1) and further ordered the Procurator-General to petition for the prohibition of their activities (para. 2). Moreover, the edict had established that the participation of political parties, trade unions or other associations in strikes would lead to prohibition of these entities (para. 3), while para. 4 of the edict suspended the immunities enjoyed by deputies of the Parliament and by members of local representative bodies.

Having referred to relevant international provisions on the freedom of association, contained in the UDHR, ICCPR and in the ILO Convention No. 87, as well as to the national legislation that possessed hierarchical supremacy over acts of the President, the Court found all the above mentioned provisions of the presidential edict to lack compliance with the Constitution and laws of the Republic of Belarus, and thus null and void as of the date of adoption of the act under review. The President was again found to have exceeded his powers.

On 19 April 1996, following the motion by the Procurator-General, the Constitutional Court considered a case, dealing with the problem of denying certain categories of individuals a possibility to protect their labour rights in an independent and unbiased court of law. As a result of the proceeding, some norms of the national labour legislation, limiting the right to access justice and breaching the right to equality before the law, were found incompatible with the Constitution. The Constitutional Court based its findings not only on national constitutional provisions, but also took account of international standards set in the ILO Convention No. 111 and Recommendation No. 111.

On 28 May 1996, the Court produced a Judgment on the right to social security, where it declared unconstitutional the legal norms that prescribed the suspension of the payment of pensions to individuals in

---


detention or serving a sentence of imprisonment. The Court established that such deprivation of pension amounted to an additional punishment and also put dependants of imprisoned pensioners under unfavourable conditions. These unconstitutional norms were declared null and void as of 1 June 1996. This was yet another example of the Court’s reluctance or inability to nullify unconstitutional norms starting from the day of their enactment.

The Judgment of 25 June 1996\textsuperscript{153} represents the first instance of the Constitutional Court protecting the right to housing. The Court stated that the physical absence of tenants (over the period of six months) at their address of residence could not lead to deprivation of housing rights with the further transfer of the released accommodation to other persons in demand. Such practices would violate the right to housing, the freedom of movement, as well as the equality principle and the prohibition of discrimination. To declare the provision in question unconstitutional and null and void, it was enough for the Court to rely on relevant national constitutional provisions only.

Two month later, the Court delivered another Judgment\textsuperscript{154}, concerning, among others, the right to housing. The institution of constitutional control had to check constitutionality of the national legislation prescribing that only citizens, who were permanently residing in Belarus, were entitled to purchase accommodation on the territory of the country. The acts under consideration also forbid the sale of accommodation to citizens residing outside the locality, where the accommodation was situated.

According to the Court, the rules under consideration were incompliant with the prohibition of discrimination and with the right to property and infringed the freedom of movement and the freedom to choose one’s place of residence, as recognised in the national and international bills of rights. To come to this conclusion, the Court implicitly weighed the mentioned rights and freedoms, on the one side, with the right to housing on the other. It found that the overall shortage of accommodation in the country (the impossibility of some individuals to enjoy their right to housing) could not set limitations on the enjoyment by other individuals of their right to property and the freedom of movement.

This Judgment was not implemented by the relevant authorities, so the Ministry of Justice requested the Court to provide an official interpretation of what it had meant by its Judgment of 27 June 1996. Such interpretation was given in the Resolution of 25 March 1997\textsuperscript{155}, where the Court basically


\textsuperscript{155} On Interpretation of the Judgment of the Constitutional Court of the Republic of Belarus of 27 June 1996 “On Conformity with the Constitution and Laws of the Republic of Belarus
reiterated its findings, but this time sounded not as straightforward. For instance, the Court noted that certain limitations on the purchase of accommodation in the capital city Minsk could be set in the legislation. Thus, the Court in fact amended its own earlier Judgment by ruling that the capital city’s special status could justify restrictions on a number of fundamental rights.

The above presented compilation of cases shows the level of attention that the Belarusian Constitutional Court paid to the human rights problematics during the first stage of its existence. Let us conduct a general evaluation of the Constitutional Court’s capacity at this period and see if the Court’s activity in the field of human rights lived up to our expectations.

4.4 Evaluation of the Capacity and Human Rights Activity of the Created Constitutional Court

As we can see, the 1994 Constitution of independent Belarus absorbed practically all progressive ideas, contained in the preceding attempts to establish the national institution of constitutional control. The created Constitutional Court was empowered to conduct control over conformity of any normative act not only with the national Constitution, but also with international obligations of the Republic of Belarus, including those under binding international human rights instruments. Importantly, the Court got the right to directly invalidate the legislation found unconstitutional. In addition, the power to appeal to the highest state organs with proposals to introduce legislative changes and the right to evaluate the state of constitutional legality became additional tools at the Court's disposal to influence the human rights situation in Belarus.

The 1994 Constitution foresaw some guarantees of independence for the institution of constitutional control and its members, such as the prohibition of any external pressure and influence on the Court’s activity and the members’ immunities against criminal prosecution, while some additional guarantees were envisaged in the 1994 Law on the Constitutional Court. There was some disbalance, however, in the way the Constitutional Court was formed: all members were elected by the Parliament with no participation of other branches of power in the process.

Some critique could also be expressed with regard to the relatively narrow circle of subjects, empowered to initiate constitutional control, and the lack of feasible access of courts of law and ordinary citizens to the mechanism under consideration. However, these imperfections could be to a certain extent neutralised by the Court’s power to initiate cases at its own discretion, provided this power was used carefully.

In general, the model of constitutional control under the 1994 Constitution not only absorbed, but also significantly elaborated and complemented, the total majority of positive achievements of the previous documents on the matter. Nevertheless, there still was room for strengthening the Constitutional Court’s status: A. Vashkevich and M. Pastukhou characterised the institution’s general competence as “considerably narrower comparing to constitutional courts in the majority of European States”, because “[t]he Court was not empowered ... to provide [official] interpretation of the Constitution, to consider constitutional complaints from citizens”. Hence, there were grounds to expect the further progressive development of the capacity of the national institution of constitutional control with a view to enable the effective accomplishment of the Court’s mission in the field of protection and promotion of human rights and freedoms.

Turning to the Court’s activity during the first stage of its existence, considerable part of its jurisprudence dealt with human rights issues. According to A. Vashkevich and M. Pastukhou, “[f]or the first time in the domestic history of constitutionalism, a state organ demonstrated its commitment to serve the Constitution and protect human rights and freedoms of a citizen and a human being”. Importantly, the overwhelming majority of decisions, produced by the institution of constitutional control during the period under consideration, were legally binding judgments (see Table 1 in Supplement). The majority of human rights decisions contained references to international human rights law, sometimes also to documents that were not binding for Belarus. However, in doing so the Court did not refer to international and foreign sources that would contain interpretation of international human rights standards.

Symbolically, the Constitutional Court itself initiated a big number of human rights cases, especially in the beginning (see Table 2 in Supplement). The empowered subjects started using their right, or carrying out their obligation, to refer cases to the Constitutional Court only after 1995, but the majority of these motions had political background and they were very seldom of direct relevance to human rights and freedoms. Therefore, in the absence of willingness of the empowered subjects to raise human rights issues, basically, it was the Court alone that was driving the process of refining the national legal system from normative acts and separate regulations impeding the full realisation of human rights and freedoms.

We have to admit that, generally speaking, the Constitutional Court of the first composition failed to pay attention to the whole variety of human rights problems: firstly, because in the time of political tensions the Constitutional Court’s attention was persistently distracted to political issues. Secondly, the institution of constitutional control seems to have sacrificed its willingness to be more active in the field of human rights in exchange of preserving its fragile legitimacy.

Besides, in the process of deciding human rights cases the Constitutional Court sometimes allowed itself too much conservatism and
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acted with some extra precaution. For example, on some occasions the
institution of constitutional control was not sufficiently strict about the time
of invalidation of unconstitutional normative acts or based its findings on
the revealed defects of the norm creation process rather than on the
substance of unconstitutional provisions violating human rights.

The explanation to the mentioned and other imperfections of
constitutional control lies in the circumstances, in which this mechanism
operated. Of course, it would be too ambitious to expect an easy start for the
Constitutional Court that, according to a metaphorical observation by G.
Vasilevich, “was born in wedlock, [but] did not receive any “inheritance” in
the sense of the case-law from the Committee of Constitutional Supervision
and [therefore] had to create traditions of control activity by itself”.158

Nevertheless, notwithstanding the absence of the fundament to rely
on, the created institution of constitutional control showed rather promising
results in pioneering positive changes of the national legislation and
practices. According to A. Vashkevich and M. Pastukhou, “already in the
first years of its activity the Court defined its place in the political system of
the society”159 and “made a considerable contribution to the cause of the
realisation of constitutional rights and freedoms”.160 This opinion is difficult
to disagree with, even despite all imperfections of constitutional control at
the initial stage.

The belief was alive that the named shortcomings would be overcome
in future, with gaining experience, self-confidence, political weight and
authority. Below follows a review and evaluation of the further
developments in the Court’s competence and jurisprudence.
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5 Constitutional Amendment of 1996 and the New Face of Constitutional Control

One step forwards - two steps back.
Vladimir Lenin

5.1 Constitutional Crisis of 1996 and Amendment of the 1994 Constitution

In 1996, President Lukashenka, declared his intention to hold a referendum aimed at substantial amending of the 1994 Constitution. In fact, the President proposed a totally new Constitution that foresaw dramatic redistribution of powers of the main political actors. And it was not surprising that the proposed amendments seriously affected the status of the Constitutional Court.

President Lukashenka had reasons to dislike the Court. According to A. Vashkevich and M. Pastukhou, this official was the “main violator of the Constitution of the Republic of Belarus”, as “his edicts often replaced existing laws and infringed constitutional rights and freedoms of citizens”. As a result, “[b]y November 1996, the Constitutional Court had declared 17 presidential edicts … to be unconstitutional (fully or in part)”.

The distinctive feature of the created Constitutional Court, as we know, was its power to start cases at its own discretion, without a request from the empowered subjects. A. Vashkevich and M. Pastukhou observed, that “especially in the beginning of its activity, the Constitutional Court quite frequently used its right to initiate cases on its own, which created grounds for accusing the Court of “legal activism” and, undoubtedly, was one of the reasons that inspired Lukashenka to declare the constitutional reform”. Besides, the President saw a certain political threat posed by the institution of constitutional control: according to Article 104 of the 1994 Constitution, following “the initiation by 70 deputies of the Supreme Council of an impeachment procedure against the President … the Constitutional Court provided its expert advice on whether the President had violated the Constitution”. And such an impeachment procedure had been actually initiated in autumn 1996…

In these circumstances, President Lukashenka had a natural desire to gain more control over the Constitutional Court. Below follows an overview of the constitutional amendments affecting the institution of constitutional control.
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5.2 The Changed Status of the Constitutional Court Following the 1996 Reform: Stage 2 (1997 – 2008)

One of general changes introduced by the 1996 Reform was the more solid confirmation of the judicial nature of the Constitutional Court. In contrast with the preceding constitutional text, where the regulations on the Constitutional Court consisted of eight articles placed in a separate section, the new Constitution (hereinafter, the 1996 Constitution\textsuperscript{164}) incorporated only one article (Article 116), placed in the end of Chapter 6 “Courts”.

Such reconfiguration gave grounds for some optimistic comments by M. Russel: “[w]hatever may have been the intention of this change, a positive result ... is that it has enabled the Constitutional Court to identify a wider jurisdiction than that conferred on it by Article 116 in decisions made by it in relation to Article 60”.\textsuperscript{165} This Article 60 guaranteed the access to judicial protection of one’s rights and freedoms, and M. Russel hoped that attributing the Constitutional Court to the judicial system automatically meant the possibility of using this institution as a mechanism of judicial protection of human rights and freedoms. In other words, the scholar was optimistic in that the judicial nature of the Constitutional Court implied its possibility, if not responsibility, to receive and address individual complaints.

Talking about substantial novelties, introduced in the amended Basic Law and aimed at altering the status of the institution of constitutional control and the conditions of its operation, such novelties can be divided in the following two blocks. Firstly, different regulations concerning the composition of the Constitutional Court and its judges’ immunities appeared. Secondly, the circle of subjects entitled to initiate constitutional control was considerably changed.

5.2.1 Changes Related to the Constitutional Court’s Composition and Guarantees of Independence

We need to recall that under the 1994 Constitution the institution of constitutional control was composed of 11 members, all appointed by the Parliament. In contrast, the 1996 Constitution prescribed that the

\textsuperscript{164} Constitution of the Republic of Belarus [the 1996 Constitution], adopted on 15 March 1994 (as amended by the republican referendum on 24 November 1996), art. 116, para. 2, <www.kc.gov.by/en/main.aspx?guid=13235>, visited on 12 April 2009. The term “the 1996 Constitution” is used only for convenience, because formally it was not a separate Constitution, but still the 1994 Constitution. By using a different term we not only distinguish the two documents, but also underline the common opinion that the scale of amendments to the 1994 Constitution was broad enough to give grounds to consider that de facto a new Basic Law was adopted in 1996.

Constitutional Court was formed of 12 judges. The term of their mandate – 11 years – remained unchanged, but the age limit was extended by 70 years.

Under the 1996 Constitution, the Constitutional Court had to be formed in a significantly different manner: “[s]ix judges of the Constitutional Court shall be appointed by the President of the Republic of Belarus and six elected by the Council of the Republic” and “[t]he Chairperson of the Constitutional Court shall be appointed by the President with the consent of the Council of the Republic”, the Council of the Republic being the upper house of the yet a two-chamber-Parliament. Thus, unlike under the previous models of constitutional control where, as we remember, staffing of the Constitutional Court was conducted exclusively by the legislature, under the 1996 Constitution the Parliament lost this monopolistic privilege.

In general, it is worth welcoming the participation of two branches of power (the President and the upper house of the Parliament) in the formation of the institution of constitutional control. However, some doubts remain as to the real balance. First of all, we need to bear in mind Article 91 of the Constitution: “[e]ight members of the Council of the Republic [out of 64 members in total] shall be appointed by the President of the Republic of Belarus”. Therefore, the President appoints one eights of the upper house and has a group of inherently loyal deputies within this body.

Even more alarming is the fact that under the 1996 Constitution the President received a power to unilaterally dismiss (without any consent from the Parliament needed) the Chairperson or any other judge of the Court, including those elected by the legislature. The mentioned President’s power to unilaterally withdraw judges could be seen as a strong tool of indirect influence on the Court’s activity and considerably devaluated the seeming pluralism of the process of staffing the institution of constitutional control.

As for guarantees of the Court’s independence, the 1996 Constitution no longer contained the previous formula, according to which any “[d]irect or indirect influence on the Constitutional Court or its members in connection with their exercising constitutional control shall be impermissible and shall involve liability in accordance with law”. Instead, the amended Basic Law referred us to a more general formula of Article 110: “[i]n administering justice judges shall be independent and subordinate to law alone. Any interference in judges' activities in the administration of justice shall be impermissible and liable to legal action”. In fact, this later formula was in the 1994 text and was initially designed for judges of ordinary courts of law, so the 1996 Constitution simply extrapolated it also on the Constitutional Court’s judges. To M. Russel, this new formula
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“[c]ertainly ... seems less comprehensive than the special protection which was given to the Constitutional Court by the 1994 Constitution but deleted by the 1996 text”. 173 Indeed, the term ‘interference’ may be narrower than the earlier formula ‘direct or indirect influence’.

In general, M. Russel finds that “[t]he deletion of that very positive provision [prohibiting direct or indirect influence on the Constitutional Court or its members] can hardly be regarded as an improvement, especially in view of the absence of a number of constitutional protections and the consequent exposure of the [Constitutional Court’s] judges to decisions of the legislature which could adversely affect their salaries or other conditions of office...”174 Indeed, the Constitutional Court’s judges’ guarantees of independence did not appear in the text of the 1996 Constitution. On the contrary, even the under-constitutional legislation on constitutional control – the Law “On the Constitutional Court of the Republic of Belarus” (as amended on 6 February 1997 and on 7 July 1997, hereinafter the 1997 Law on the Constitutional Court)175 contained less comprehensive regulations in this regard, comparing to the 1994 Law on the Constitutional Court. Namely, Article 25 of the 1997 Law referred only to material guarantees of independence, which were decided by the President and could not be lower than the ones of judges of ordinary courts of law.176 In this regard, A. Vashkevich and M. Pastukhou regret that “in terms of financial maintenance they [Constitutional Court’s judges] appeared at the same level as judges of ordinary courts of law”177, which is considerably less generous comparing to the previous regulations on the matter.

As for immunities, enjoyed by the Court’s judges, they were deleted from the constitutional text and remained only in the 1997 Law on the Constitutional Court178. Therefore, the judges’ immunities lost their high constitutional status, but were stipulated only in the under-constitutional legislation and, therefore, could be altered more easily (given that the procedure of amending the Constitution would be more complicated by definition).

If to compare the texts of this law and the 1994 Constitution, we see that the substance of immunities remained practically unchanged, except for the only difference: now it was the President, who was entitled to give consent to “criminal prosecution, arrest or other forms of deprivation of liberty with regard to judges of the Constitutional Court”.179 It can be seen as a lower guarantee with higher risk of arbitrariness, given that now a single person took the decision, while under the previous text the immunity of the Court’s judges could be lifted only by the Parliament as a collective organ.
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Now let us look at the block of novelties concerning the procedure of initiation of constitutional control.

5.2.2 Changes Related to the Procedure of Initiation of Constitutional Control

The second block of changes affected the procedure of initiating constitutional control - the 1996 Reform introduced absolutely new rules of in this regard. On the one hand, the Constitutional Court got deprived of its right to start cases at its own discretion and, simultaneously, the circle of subjects empowered to initiate constitutional control was narrowed down. On the other hand, the mechanism of access of non-empowered subjects to constitutional justice slightly improved during the stage under review. Let us take a closer look at these innovations.

5.2.2.1 Deprivation of the Constitutional Court of the Power to Initiate Cases at Its Own Discretion

One of the major and expected consequences of the constitutional reform of 1996 was the deprivation of the Constitutional Court of its earlier power to review cases at its own initiative. Many Belarusian scholars found this step justifiable. For instance, V. Podgrusha welcomed the fact that “[a]t present the Court is neither blamed for having political interest and bias, nor can [the responsibility for] the state of constitutional legality be attributed to [the institution in question]”.180

According to G. Vasilevich, the deprivation of the Constitutional Court of its right to start cases at its own discretion brought the Belarusian model of constitutional control in line with common European practices, where “institutions of constitutional control usually do not have such a right, because there always exists temptation … to interfere in this or that [political] conflict”.181 This scholar is of the opinion that “the Constitutional Court [of the first composition] had failed to reasonably use its power to initiate the proceeding at its own discretion”,182 because, according to his estimations, “in 1995 and 1996 every third and every second case respectively was initiated at the Constitutional Court’s discretion”.183 Moreover, G. Vasilevich had a fear that the principle of adversarity of judicial procedure was in jeopardy, because in cases initiated by the institution of constitutional control “the ‘adversarity’ was between the Court and the organ that had adopted the [challenged] normative act”.184
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It is difficult to neglect the importance of the principle of adversarity in a judicial proceeding. Nor can one totally exclude the possibility of the Constitutional Court having predetermined bias in some cases that it had reviewed at its own initiative during the period of 1994 - 1996. However, it is incorrect to ascertain that the institution of constitutional control used its power arbitrarily. Firstly, it is difficult to imagine that the Constitutional Court spontaneously selected human rights issues to be examined: the majority must have been brought to the Court’s attention by citizens or other non-empowered subjects (see Table 1 in Supplement).

Secondly, we need to remember that human rights cases are specific in that their fair resolution is beneficial for all. One can hardly find grounds to blame the Court for pursuing its own political or whatever other interest when trying human rights cases: in fact, normative acts of both the legislative and the executive branches of power, if they violated human rights and freedoms, were recognised unconstitutional without any discrimination whatsoever. No scholar ever questioned the significance of the Court’s human rights impact at the first stage of its existence (1994 - 1996), when the institution of constitutional control had possessed the possibility to intervene in instances of obvious conflict of under-constitutional normative acts with existing human rights standards and did so at its own discretion, which resulted in the delivery of a considerable number of binding judgements in the field of human rights.

It goes without saying that the deprivation of the Constitutional Court of its power to initiate cases could have a serious detrimental affect on the institution’s mission of improving the human rights situation in Belarus. Since the 1996 Reform, the level of the Constitutional Court’s engagement with human rights issues has become dependent on the eagerness of the empowered state officials and bodies to actively seek constitutional justice. A very risky dependence - given the fact that any finding of a violation of human rights is a decision against the State, which naturally undermines the motivation of the empowered subjects, irrespectively of their political affiliation, to supply the Court with human rights issues. The latter fear is even more valid in the light of the fact that the 1996 Constitution listed a narrower circle of subjects, empowered to initiate constitutional control.

5.2.2.2 Narrowing the Circle of Subjects Empowered to Initiate Constitutional Control

The 1996 Constitution named only six subjects that were entitled to seek constitutional control: the President, each house of the Parliament, the Supreme Court, the Supreme Economic Court and the Council of Ministers. Comparing to the previous constitutional arrangements, the 1996 Constitution added a new subject of initiation – the Council of Ministers (the Government). At the same time, the Procurator-General and parliamentary officials and structures (the Speaker of the Parliament, the Parliament’s permanent committees, a group of 70 parliamentarians), who under the 1994 Constitution had been among the subjects empowered to invoke the Constitutional Court, were now deprived of such power. As a
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result, the potential of the executive branch of power to seek constitutional justice considerably increased, mainly at the expense of the legislature.

In part of narrowing the list of empowered subjects, the 1996 Reform did not earn unanimous praise from scholars. Having compared the practice of initiating constitutional control before and after the 1996 Reform, V. Podgrusha, for instance, admitted that “the amendment of the constitutional norm [enlisting the circle of subjects empowered to initiate constitutional control] was not circumspect enough”. 186 Indeed, it was illogical to deprive the Procurator-General of the right to address the Constitutional Court. According to the Constitution, this official and his office “shall be entrusted to supervise the strict and unified implementation of the [legislation]”, 187 that is to maintain the rule of law in general and constitutional legality in particular. Therefore, the closer interaction between the Procurator's Office and the Constitutional Court would rather be welcomed than circumcised.

For V. Podgrusha, “[t]he necessity of restoring the Procurator-General’s right to initiate constitutional control is so obvious that it should not be subject to any discussion”.188

G. Vasilevich also finds it prudent to give back the Procurator-General the right to request examination of normative acts by the Constitutional Court, at least in the light of the fact that “the Procurator’s Office often serves as the first institution where citizens seek protection of their rights”.189

Since 1996, the Constitutional Court itself has undertaken a number of attempts to convince the legislator of the necessity to re-empower the Procurator-General with the right to seek constitutional justice. For instance, in its Message on the State of Constitutional Legality in the Republic of Belarus in 1997, the Constitutional Court stressed that “there would be a good reason to amend [the relevant acts of legislation] … according to which the Procurator-General of the Republic of Belarus would be entitled to propose the examination of constitutionality of those normative acts, the application of which, in his opinion, infringed or violated constitutional rights of human beings and citizens or created obstacles to their realisation”.190 The Court sounded similar calls also in its Messages on the
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State of Constitutional Legality in the Republic of Belarus in 2000\textsuperscript{191}, 2001\textsuperscript{192} and 2006\textsuperscript{193}. However, these calls have never been heard.

Similar critiques, but so far at the academic level only, attracted the exclusion of the Speaker of the Parliament, the Parliament’s permanent committees, and a group of 70 parliamentarians from the list of subjects empowered to seek constitutional control. As regrets M. Russel, “under the 1996 text the only opportunity which the Parliament now has of invoking the Court is through a majority of either House”. The scholar considers it as “a serious diminution of the democratic process because it prevents a minority of members of Parliament from seeking a ruling from the Court, and [it is] ... minorities ... who are most in need of the protection of the courts”.\textsuperscript{194}

Indeed, the post-reform threshold, whereby only a house of the Parliament by the majority of votes was empowered to seek constitutional justice, seems to be too high. It is especially true for cases, where it is an act of the Parliament that attracts certain doubts as to its constitutionality (if the house voted to pass a law, there is relatively little chance that it will later vote to bring this law to scrutiny of the Constitutional Court). In this context, it would be more prudent to empower every parliamentarian to approach the Court, or at least, as V. Podgrusha proposes, “a group of deputies (for example, 30 persons), who would be able to challenge laws they voted against (or refrained from vote) due to doubts of these laws’ constitutionality”. For this scholar it would be as logical to keep the possibility for the Parliament’s permanent committees to initiate constitutional justice, as it would enable such committees “to control, through the direct interaction with the Constitutional Court, the state of constitutional legality within their branch of legislation”.\textsuperscript{195}

The need to extend the Parliament’s cooperation with the Constitutional Court is supported also by G. Vasilevich, who argues that “[o]ne of the most important indicators of a democratic and accessible constitutional control is the right … of the Parliamentary minority, for instance, of one fifth or one third of the Parliament (or its houses) to approach the Constitutional Court”.\textsuperscript{196} In any event, there would be no harm if the procedure, by which parliamentarians or parliamentary structures could seek constitutional justice, would be simpler than it currently is. In the aftermath of the 1996 Reform, the executive branch of power, namely the President and the Government, have enjoyed considerably higher potential
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of approaching the Constitutional Court, although statistically it is the executive that produce the biggest part of the legislation and, therefore, it is their acts that are more likely to be in conflict with constitutional and international human rights standards.

Against a background of considerable changes related to the circle of subjects empowered to initiate constitutional control (favouring the executive branch and considerably restricting a number of other political actors), the 1996 Reform changed nothing with regard to accessibility of constitutional control to the judicial branch of power. Only the Supreme Court and the Supreme Economic Court still had the right to directly address the Constitutional Court, while all other courts of law had to pass their requests through a number of levels within the judicial system - up to the very top of the hierarchy.

5.2.2.3 Accessibility of Constitutional Control to Individuals and Other Non-Empowered Subjects

In general, the 1996 Reform’s novelties concerning the circle of subjects entitled to initiate constitutional control were not of progressive nature, as they, according to A. Vashkevich and M. Pastukhou, excluded those subjects that “had earlier been most active in approaching [the Court]”. In combination with the deprivation of the Constitutional Court of the right to start cases at its own initiative, these changes could mean a gap within the “cases-supply-chain”, which could in turn lead to the Court’s inability to address human rights problems existing in Belarus.

Luckily, an important modification of the Constitutional Court’s capacity at the second stage of its existence took place, this modification improving the accessibility of constitutional justice to individuals and other non-empowered subjects. Actually, this novelty was not foreseen by the 1996 Reform, but must have logically flowed from this reform’s deprivation of the Constitutional Court of its earlier power to start cases at its own initiative. So that is how it all started.

In its Message on the State of Constitutional Legality in the Republic of Belarus in 1997, the Constitutional Court referred to Article 40 of the Constitution, containing the right to address personal or collective appeals to state bodies and the corresponding obligation of state bodies to examine such appeals and provide substantive responses thereto. Being itself a state body, the Constitutional Court was also obliged to consider and address all individual complaints it received. However, having no right to start cases at its discretion, the institution of constitutional control had to use other forms of handling individual complaints: applicants received clarifications on the substance of their claims, while a number of issues were further passed to relevant state bodies.

Later, in its Resolution of 17 March 1998 “On the Work of the Constitutional Court of the Republic of Belarus on Citizens’ Appeals Lodged with the Court during the Year 1997”, the institution of
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constitutional control stressed the need to “consider the work with citizens’ appeals as an important direction of the Court’s activity that enables the full enjoyment by citizens of their constitutional rights and freedoms, [helps] to reveal [normative] acts constitutionality of which needs verification, to improve the legislation, to maintain the legality in law creation and law enforcement”.199 The Court’s willingness “to improve citizens’ ability to protect their rights and freedoms” was so strong that this institution, according to G. Vasilevich, “sent in a proposal to get empowered to initiate the proceeding … when requests [to conduct constitutional control] emanated from citizens, whose rights and freedoms in a concrete case had been violated, and under the condition of the exhaustion of all other means of legal protection”.200

However, the legislator did not seem to rush implementing the Constitutional Court’s aspirations concerning the introduction of the full-weight mechanism of constitutional complaint. In this situation, the Constitutional Court chose quite a proactive solution: as of 1999, it started addressing some well-founded individual complaints in the form of non-binding resolutions (in contrast with binding judgments, delivered following formal motions by the empowered subjects).

It is worth noting that this Court’s “improvisation” had no legal basis, other than the above quoted Article 40 of the Constitution. It was only on 11 June 2001 that the Court, “[a]iming at fuller realisation of certain provisions of the Constitution, at further development of constitutional justice…”201, supplemented its own Rules of Procedure with Article 43-1, providing that “[a]ppeals of other subjects to the Constitutional Court … may be examined, at the Constitutional Court’s discretion, in the oral or written proceeding…”202

In general, the self-announced competence of the Constitutional Court (probably the only instance of “positive usurpation” of power by the institution in question) to address individual complaints resulting in the delivery of non-binding resolutions was a huge step forward. However, the Constitutional Court could have gone further: instead of acting in accordance with Article 40 of the Constitution (appeals to a state body), the institution of constitutional control could have referred to a more specific and pertinent Article 60 of the Constitution (the right to judicial protection of ones rights and freedoms). With reference to the mentioned constitutional norm, A. Kochanskaya stresses that “[b]ecause the actual Constitution qualifies the Constitutional Court as part of the judicial system, the citizens’ right to judicial protection should [automatically] include the right to direct appeals to the Constitutional Court”.203
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This opinion is fully shared by A. Lukashov, who is also convinced that the judicial nature of the Belarusian institution of constitutional control predetermines the fact that “the rights of citizens to seek judicial protection include also the right to appeal to the Constitutional Court in cases, when decisions by state organs and officials violate constitutional rights and freedoms”. Unfortunately, the Court did not dare to go that far.

In any event, the recognition of access of individuals and other non-empowered subjects to constitutional control - restricted constitutional complaint mechanism - served as at least some compensation for the deprivation of the Court of its earlier right to start cases at its own discretion. Moreover, this novelty could also crack down the common reluctance of the empowered subjects and induce them to bring human rights issues at the Court’s attention.

As we see, the 1996 Reform resulted in the considerable change of the Constitutional Court’s capacity. Now let us see if these changes affected the institution’s actual engagement in solving problems in the field of human rights.

5.3 Human Rights Jurisprudence of the Constitutional Court at Stage 2

5.3.1 Binding Judgments in the Field of Human Rights

Obviously, the 1996 Reform petrified the Belarusian institution of constitutional control: again, as in the very beginning, it needed some time to recover consciousness and it took seven months before the recomposed Constitutional Court started delivering human rights-related decisions.

One case, initiated by the Supreme Court, concerned the issue of retrospective force of normative acts in the domain of criminal liability. The Constitutional Court had to decide on constitutionality of a law that contained amendments to the Criminal Code, which decriminalised certain deeds or reduced punishments for certain crimes, thus creating more favourable conditions for individuals accused of such crimes. However, the Parliament specifically denied the application of the more favourable criminal law to cases of individuals, who had been convicted before the amendments took effect.

Having considered the case, the Constitutional Court found such restriction to be incompliant with Article 15 of the ICCPR and with respective provisions of the national Constitution. The mere fact that the amending law decriminalised certain deeds while reducing punishments for others automatically meant the entitlement of individuals, already convicted for the mentioned crimes, to have their cases revised.

A series of the Constitutional Court’s cases, initiated by the President, concerned the right to judicial protection of rights and freedoms, as laid down in Article 60 of the Constitution and binding international human rights instruments. In one of these cases, the Court had to examine constitutionality of Article 246 of the Administrative Code, which stipulated that a person could appeal against such measures as administrative detention, personal searches, inspection of belongings and confiscation of belongings and documents either to a higher administrative body (official) or to a public prosecutor. Thus, there was no reference to the possibility of testing the lawfulness of the listed administrative measures before a court of law.

Having analysed relevant provisions of the Constitution and international human rights instruments, mainly the UDHR and the ICCPR, the Court considered that unlawful application of the named administrative measures could lead to violation of individual rights and freedoms as guaranteed in the national Constitution and recognised internationally, such as the right to personal inviolability and dignity and non-interference with one's private life. Therefore, in the Court’s opinion, it was important to ensure that these measures could be appealed against in a court of law.

Concerning the prescribed procedure for appealing to a higher body (official) or a public prosecutor, as laid down in Article 246 of the Administrative Code, the Court did not find it to be an improper guarantee of the realisation of individual rights and freedoms, as it was only designed to quickly remedy any violations. However, it was disturbing that the norm in question had practically excluded the possibility for an individual to lodge a complaint with a court of law. This fact allowed the institution of constitutional control to conclude that Article 246 of the Administrative Code lacked conformity with human rights standards set in the Constitution and in binding international human rights law, insofar as the provision in question restricted the right to access justice and prevented individuals from protecting their constitutional rights and freedoms by a competent and impartial court of law.

The second case from the series concerned certain provisions of Article 267 of the Administrative Code that laid down a rule, in accordance
to which imposed administrative penalties could be challenged either before a higher administrative body (official) or before a court of law. The practice of application of the provisions in question showed that the resort of individuals to the former option (non-judicial appellation), excluded the possibility to appeal against administrative penalties through the system of justice. Moreover, some other provisions of Article 267 of the Administrative Code contained no reference to the possibility of judicial review of imposed administrative penalties.

In regard to these provisions, the Constitutional Court noted that the right to judicial protection was one of universally acknowledged principles and norms of international law and, therefore, individuals were in all cases entitled to lodge a complaint with a court of law. As a result, the Administrative Code’s provisions under review were found to be at variance with both the national Constitution and relevant norms of the UDHR and the ICCPR and nullified as of the date of the delivery of the Court’s Judgment.

Besides, the Constitutional Court requested the Parliament to deal with all other similar legislative imperfections. Importantly, it ruled that before necessary amendments took effect, the provision of Article 60 of the Constitution that guaranteed the possibility to protect one's rights and freedoms by a competent, independent and impartial court of law had to be applied directly. The latter formulation seemed to pursue two aims. On the one hand, this was a message to the legislature preventing a possible delay in amending the unconstitutional norms. On the other hand, it oriented law enforcement agents to apply constitutional provisions in the first place, while all other regulations had to be applied only in part that did not contradict to the Basic Law.

The third case dealt with the right to justice in the framework of criminal proceedings. Under review was Article 209 of the Code of Criminal Procedure that set the order of dismissing criminal cases at the stage of preliminary (pre-trial) criminal investigation. According to the norm, it was only a public prosecutor to whom accused persons or other participants of criminal proceedings could address apppellations against the investigator’s decision to dismiss a criminal case.

The Constitutional Court established that the dismissal of a criminal case seriously affected rights and interests of both parties of the criminal proceedings. Therefore, it was very important that such decision could be subject to judicial scrutiny. However, the stipulated right to appeal to a public prosecutor was perceived as the only way of challenging the investigators’ decisions of the kind.

Against this background, the Court found that Article 209 of the Code of Criminal Procedure failed to foresee a possibility of a judicial review of the investigator’s decision to dismiss a criminal case, and was in this part incompliant with Article 60 of the Constitution, as well as with Articles 8
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and 10 of the UDHR and Article 14 of the ICCPR. The Court ordered the Parliament to amend and supplement the Code of Criminal Procedure, so as to secure the realisation of the constitutional right of citizens to judicial appeal against a ruling dismissing a criminal case.

The above-summarised Judgment was officially interpreted by the Judgment of 17 April 2000. The Court reiterated that the provision of Article 60 of the Constitution enjoyed direct application. That is why the Court’s findings in the Judgment of 13 May 1999 were valid not only after the delivery of this ruling, but from the date when the national Constitution of the Republic of Belarus came into force on 30 May 1994. Therefore, the Court restored rights of all those persons who had been for years denied a possibility to appeal against the dismissal of their criminal cases at the stage of preliminary (pre-trial) investigation.

This was a very important notion by the Court, which enabled individuals to realise their rights also with regard to issues that had arisen before the Constitutional Court declared the provisions, impeding the realisation of these rights, unconstitutional and null and void. At the same time, it is not clear why this positive standing would not be extrapolated on all other cases where unconstitutional legislation manifestly ignored the constitutional bill of rights, while law enforcement agents had an expressed reluctance to give a priority to national and international human rights standards.

The right to judicial protection was not the only issue in focus of the Constitutional Court’s binding jurisprudence. A number of cases, also initiated by the President, focused on imperfections of the national legislation in the sphere of criminal procedure. In its Judgment of 23 July 1998, dealing with the minimum standards of criminal procedure, the Court considered constitutionality of certain provisions of Article 66 of the Code of Criminal Procedure that prohibited interrogation as witness of close relatives and family members of a person, accused of a crime.

Having analysed relevant national and international provisions, the Court held that close relatives and family members of suspected or accused persons or defendants could not be forced to give evidence or testify against themselves or against the suspected or accused persons to whom they were related. But neither the Constitution, nor the ICCPR prohibited such witnesses to give evidence, if they voluntarily wished to do so. The Court came to a conclusion that the prohibition on interrogation of family members and close relatives, contained in Article 66 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, restrictively affected the suspected or accused persons’ right to defend, because the mentioned prohibition also prevented family
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members and close relatives from providing evidence in favour of the defendant, which could eventually lead towards acquitting or reducing criminal responsibility. As a result, the Court declared the provision under review unconstitutional and null and void as of the date of this norm’s taking legal effect. Meanwhile, the Court criticised law enforcement agents for applying this unconstitutional rule without bringing the issue to the Constitutional Court.

Another case\textsuperscript{211} in the field of criminal procedure was delivered on 1 December 1998. The Court examined constitutionality of Article 92 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, which allowed to extend the detention period of accused persons at the stage of preliminary criminal investigation by the time needed for such detainees and their lawyer to familiarise themselves with the case-file. This prolongation was not taken into account in the calculation of the number of days spent in detention, so accused persons could \textit{de facto} be exposed to detention longer than one and a half year – the maximal allowed detention period at the stage of preliminary criminal investigation. In general, accused persons appeared before a difficult choice: to stay in detention longer, but to conduct more comprehensive familiarisation with the case-file and achieve better quality of preparation for defence or to sacrifice the thoroughness of such preparation for the sake of having a sooner court trial.

According to the Court, the analysis of the Code’s norms and the practice of their application showed that sometimes it took considerably long time for an accused and his or her lawyer to familiarise themselves with the case-file. This happened due to objective reasons, such as the big volumes of documents or the entitlement of other participants of criminal proceedings to familiarise themselves with the case-file. The Court stressed that legislative measures could be taken with a view to optimise the process of familiarisation with the case-file, whereby the right to thorough preparation to defence and the entitlement to trial within reasonable time would be guaranteed at the same time. To this end, some approaches from other European States were proposed as a possible solution.

But more serious concerns were expressed by the Court with regard to another aspect of the problem. Having referred to relevant provisions of the Constitution, of the ICCPR and of the Body of Principles for the Protection of All Persons under Any Form of Detention or Imprisonment, adopted by UN General Assembly Resolution of 9 December 1988, the Court noted that detention of accused persons during the period of familiarisation with the case-file had to be carried out in accordance with law and on the basis of a decision by a court of law or another competent authority. However, under the reviewed provisions of the Code of Criminal Procedure, the period of pre-trial detention for the purpose of familiarisation with the case-file was prolonged without a relevant decision by a competent authority, which was in itself a violation of the commonly recognised standards, but also led to inability of accused persons to challenge the restriction of their liberty. As a

result, the institution of constitutional control found the Code’s provision allowing to prolong detention period for the purpose of familiarisation with the case-file beyond the set maximum time-limit and without a decision by a competent authority to be lacking conformity with standards set in the national Constitution and relevant international human rights instruments.

On 11 December 1998, the Court produced the third Judgment dealing with provisions of the Code of Criminal Procedure. This time it was Article 404 that dealt with the formalities to be observed in the pre-trial preparation of criminal cases. The norm under review required that courts of law ruled, based on case materials received from investigating bodies, on whether the judicial stage of criminal proceedings could be initiated. Meanwhile, courts were entrusted with the task of formulating charges against accused persons.

The Constitutional Court noted that the task of a court of law to formulate charges against an accused person could be regarded as a predetermination of the guilt of such person, which would almost inevitably lead to a guilty verdict, because judges would feel bound by their own decision start trying this or that criminal case. According to the institution of constitutional control, the independence and impartiality of justice could be observed only if courts of law tried criminal cases on the basis of charges already laid by other competent authorities and provided that all other important principles, such as adversarity of proceedings and the equality of parties involved in a trial, were respected.

Having turned to standards of justice set in the national Constitution, as well in the UDHR, the ICCPR and the ECOSOC Procedures for the Effective Implementation of the Basic Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary, the Court found the reviewed provisions of the Code of Criminal Procedure unconstitutional and ordered the Parliament to amend this norm by 1 July 1999. As we see, the Constitutional Court gave the Parliament quite a lot of time (slightly more than half a year) to update the unconstitutional legislation. This can be considered as unnecessary luxury given that any application of the unconstitutional provision at hand led to obvious violation of human rights.

Besides adjudicating on the realisation of access to justice and remediying various imperfections in the sphere of criminal procedure (the two series of binding rulings reviewed above), the institution of constitutional control also paid attention to a number of other human rights issues. In its Judgment of 26 June 1998, following a request by the President, the institution of constitutional control examined constitutionality of Article 116 of the Matrimonial and Family Code that provided for adoption of a child without parental consent and outside judicial proceedings. The Court established that both the national Constitution and
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the CRC required that the separation of children without the consent of parents or persons in loco parentis could only occur on the basis of judicial proceedings. The Court ruled that the extra-judicial procedures of adoption, contained in the Matrimonial and Family Code, were against the order established by Article 32 of the Constitution and also lacked compliance with Articles 23 and 24 of the ICCPR and Article 9 of the CRC.

On 1 June 1999, the Court examined another case, initiated by the President. The case concerned the conformity with the Constitution and international legal instruments of Article 182 of the Administrative Code, according to which it was an administrative offence to employ persons without a registered residence in the locality of employment. The Court concluded that such legislation restricted the right to work, violated the principle of equality of all citizens before the law, and put persons in unequal position depending on their status (possession of registered residence). The norm under consideration also prevented citizens from realising their right to conclude labour contracts freely, while employers were limited in their possibilities to select an employee with necessary capabilities and educational and professional background.

As a result, the Court held that the provisions of the Administrative Code under which individuals were subject to administrative penalties for employing citizens, not registered as residents in the locality of their employment, were in conflict with the national Constitution and the labour legislation, as well as with the UDHR, ICESCR and the ILO Conventions No. 111 and No. 122. This norm was declared null and void as of the date of initiation of the proceeding, that is from 14 April 1999. As we can see, the Court again showed its reluctance to scrutinise whether a violation of the freedom of movement took place - as in many other instances, the Court demonstrated its inconsistency in adjudicating on the date of invalidation of unconstitutional acts and practices.

In its Judgment of 2 June 1999, following a motion from the Council of Republic, the Constitutional Court had to decide whether it was appropriate to put the realisation of the right to housing (through privatisation of housing facilities (rooms) in flats occupied by several tenants) in dependence from other tenants’ consent to such privatisation. According to the legislation under the Court’s scrutiny, without such consent of their housemates individuals could not formalise (by means of privatisation) their property rights on the rooms they owned. Having looked
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215 As we recall, in a similar case that concerned the limitations on the entitlement to vocational training on the territory of Minsk (see Judgment No. of 10 October 1994 No. 3-3/94, supra note 138), the Court also refrained from making use of arguing for violation of the freedom of movement.

into the case, the Court found that the legislator had no right to make the realisation of the right to privatisation of one tenant dependent on the subjective discretion of other tenants. The challenged rule was therefore found to be in conflict with relevant constitutional human rights provisions and declared unconstitutional from the date of the adoption of the Court’s Judgment.

On 23 June 1999\(^{217}\), the Court examined a case, initiated by the President, who questioned the conformity with the Constitution and international instruments of certain provisions of the Code of Civil Procedure that excluded the possibility to challenge decisions by the Supreme Court, when it decided cases as a court of first instance. Thus, the Supreme Court’s decisions could not be appealed against and became binding immediately after their proclamation.

When examining this case, the Constitutional Court found that provisions of the Constitution, as well as certain universally acknowledged provisions of international law – namely, Articles 8 and 29 of the UDHR and Articles 2, 14 and 26 of the ICCPR – bound the State to secure not only citizens' access to justice and equality before the law, but also the full exercise of the right to fair, competent and effective judicial protection. In the Court’s opinion, the latter entailed the right to appeal against courts’ rulings.

The analysis of the challenged provisions of the Code of Civil Procedure showed that where the Supreme Court acted as a court of first instance, its rulings were subject to no appeal. Hence, neither the constitutional guarantee of equality of all persons before the law, nor the procedural guarantees of the realisation of the right to appeal against court decisions were properly secured, which was unacceptable. As a result, the Constitutional Court requested that the Parliament observed human rights standards, envisaged in the Constitution and international instruments, and considered strengthening the procedural guarantees under the Code of Civil Procedure by providing for appeals against judicial rulings of the Supreme Court, acting as the court of first instance.

A very interesting case\(^{218}\) concerning the right to move freely, to leave the country and to return to it without hindrance was heard by the Constitutional Court on 27 September 2002. The case was initiated by the
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House of Representatives of the Parliament requesting to verify constitutionality of the national legislation that required that an authorisation (a stamp) valid for the period of maximum five years was inserted in passports of citizens of Belarus before they could temporarily leave the country’s territory.

The mentioned requirement was officially justified by a legitimate aim - to prevent the departure of criminals and other categories of persons, whose right to leave the country could be legitimately restricted. At the same time, the existence of the requirement at hand could also be considered from the point of the State’s interest to fill up the national budget, as the procedure of seeking an authorisation to leave the country (de facto: an exit visa) imposed a financial duty on every applicant for such authorisation.

Having considered the merits of the case, the Court found that the legislation in question infringed rights of the absolute majority of law-obedient citizens, who were not subject to any limitations on their right to depart. It was disproportionate to make them bear additional obligations in order to enjoy their right to leave their country just for the sake of enabling the authorities to control the departure of those few persons, whose right to leave the country was limited. This is especially true in the light of the fact that, as the Court established, the use of the exit visa was not efficient, as it could not timely prevent the departure of persons with legitimately restricted freedom of movement: the annulment of already issued authorisations could take months.

In the light of the listed findings, the Court suggested that the national civil passport that met relevant international standards could be used for travel abroad without the insertion of an authorisation. For this reason the Court instructed the Council of Ministers and other state bodies competent to resolve the above-mentioned issues to take all appropriate measures in order to maintain (by 31 December 2005 at the latest) the full realisation of the constitutional right to leave the country.

Thus, the Government was generously given more than three years to abolish the burdensome requirement for individuals to receive exit visas and thus facilitate the realisation of the right to leave the country. However, “due to the lack of financial support”, as it claimed, the Council of Ministers failed to execute the Constitutional Court’s Judgment of 27 September 2002 that had declared unconstitutionality of the authorisation in passports permitting citizens to travel abroad. In this situation, the Court was requested to extend the time period for execution of the Judgment in question.

This request was satisfied by the Constitutional Court’s Judgment of 4 October 2005. Having taken into account both interests of the State and

individuals, the Constitutional Court decided to extend the time period for the execution of its 2002 Judgment until the creation of the automatic system of registration of persons with legitimately restricted ability to leave Belarus. The Court kindly asked the Council of Ministers to ensure, as quickly as possible, the constitutional right to freedom of movement.

It is worth noting that to ensure the constitutional right in question would cost the Government only 5 million USD – this is the sum of money needed to build an electronic system that would enable the control over crossing the national border without a need to require stamping passports with an exit visa. A. Zaitsev counted that “the duties that citizens already paid for their permissions to leave the country would be more than enough to cover the necessary costs”.

Thus, the only likely conclusion that can be drown: it was not the “financial difficulties” that prevented the Government from facilitating the freedom of movement - rather, it was the fear to lose the income from citizens who had to pay for their annual exit visas. In this context, it is at least strange that the Constitutional Court took the Government’s side. The exit visas were abolished only in 2007.

The last landmark human rights Judgement was delivered by the Court on 11 March 2004. In its request, the initiator of constitutional proceeding - the House of Representatives of the Parliament - asked the Constitutional Court to decide on conformity with the Constitution and binding international human rights treaties of the Criminal Code’s norms providing for the application of the death penalty.

Having referred to Article 24 of the Constitution proclaiming the temporary (“until its abolition”) and exceptional nature of the death penalty, the Constitutional Court found that the Criminal Code’s norms in question were unconstitutional in that they did not contain any indication concerning the temporary nature of the punishment in question. This was the only revealed incompliance of the Criminal Code’s provisions under review with standards set in the national Constitution and binding international human rights instruments. As a result, the Parliament was requested to amend the Criminal Code by stipulating the temporary character of the capital punishment, which was a rather technical difference.


Only in the course of 2004, at least 350,000 citizens requested an exit visa in their passports, with one year of such permit to leave the country costing around 15 USD and, accordingly, 75 USD for a five-year-permit. Thus, it was likely that already one year’s income the budget received in the form of duties for the proceeding of these illegitimate exit visas would be enough to build the necessary infrastructure and make it possible to abolish the unconstitutional practices in future. However, the Government kept violating the citizens’ freedom of movement for more than three years and still dared to claim “financial difficulties” in the end. See A. Zaitsev, Want to Visit Paris? – Ask the Permission from the State!, <www.news.tut.by/58577.html>, visited on 15 April 2010.

But the tangible value of this Judgment is in the Court’s expressing its views as to the question of the abolition of the death penalty. The institution of constitutional control held that the decision whether to abolish the capital punishment or not could be affected by many factors, inclusive of the State’s history and traditions, the evolution of the legislation and the crime rate. The Court admitted that the society favoured the preservation of the capital punishment. However, according to the Court, the Republic of Belarus could not ignore the world tendency – the growing international commitment to refrain from the use of the punishment in question.

Having studied the development of the national criminal legislation and the practice of application of the death penalty, the Constitutional Court held that Belarus had come close to the abolition of this punishment or to a moratorium on its application. Through the whole text of its Judgment the Court consistently argued for the preservation of this trend. However, due to the fact that Belarus was neither a Member State of the Council of Europe, nor was it bound by the Second Optional Protocol to the ICCPR, the Constitutional Court found no legal grounds to declare unconstitutionality of existence and application of the death penalty. The decision on the need to abolish this punishment belonged to the competence of the President or the Parliament.

Although the Judgment of 11 March 2004 did not lead to the abolition of the capital punishment, this Court’s decision can be marked for containing a precious compilation of arguments in favour of the abolition of the death penalty, these arguments being accompanied with and supported by quite extensive references to relevant international standards and trends. Importantly, the institution of constitutional control recognised that the results of the 1996 Referendum could not preclude the relevant authorities from abolishing the capital punishment; on the contrary, the Constitution foresaw the abolition of the death penalty by pointing at its temporary character, so it was the State’s obligation to move in this direction.

As can be seen from the provided compilation of the Constitutional Court’s binding decisions, the institution of constitutional control had a possibility to express its views on a number of important human rights issues, and these views were rather critical on most occasions. However, it was not only the Court’s binding judgments that affected the human rights situation in Belarus at this stage – it is also worth noting a number of non-binding resolutions, adopted at the Court’s initiative in the absence of motions from the subjects empowered to initiate constitutional control.

### 5.3.2 Non-binding Resolutions in the Field of Human Rights

As we see, during the first several years the recomposed Constitutional Court was busy with producing binding decisions in the field of human
The first non-binding resolutions dealing with human rights issues started appearing only in 1999.

On 24 June 1999, the Constitutional Court started considering a series of cases concerning financial access to justice. One of such cases was inspired by individuals who complained about the high level of duties they had to pay to bring a civil suit: ten per cent of the value of the suit was too much to afford, which impeded the realisation of the constitutional right to access justice. The Constitutional Court supported this argumentation and observed that the legislator had failed to use a well-balanced approach in setting the level of the duties to be paid. For instance, the Constitutional Court found that the differential practice, whereby individuals-entrepreneurs and legal persons had to pay considerably less when approaching an economic court (from one to five per cent of the value of the suit), was a violation of the right to equality. As a result, the institution of constitutional control requested the Government to reconsider the existing duty rates with a view to ensure equal access to justice for all.

The Constitutional Court followed this line in its following cases, where it recommended to undertake measures of positive discrimination in order to enable everyone to seek judicial protection of their rights. In its Resolution of 15 January 2002, the Court observed that foreign citizens and stateless persons seeking asylum on the territory of Belarus were unable in practice to realise their right to judicial protection by challenging unfavourable decisions regarding their applications before a court of law. This conclusion was arrived at by comparing, on the one hand, the rate of the duty that individuals (both citizens and non-citizens) had to pay to challenge the public authorities’ decisions before a court of law (5 minimal salaries) and, on the other hand, the amount of financial assistance that asylum-seekers could obtain from the State. As the letter was not enough to cover the former, the institution of constitutional control recommended the Government to reconsider the duty rates and introduce privileges for asylum-seekers by reducing the fees they had to pay to appeal against unfavourable decisions by the public authorities.

In another case on the matter the Court, having considered a complaint of a retired person, observed with regret that the existing duty rates were often excessively burdensome for individuals, who had to pay more than 50 per cent of their earnings if they wished to challenge the public authorities’ decisions before a court of law. As a result, the Court recommended to set reduced duty rates for certain categories of individuals (the retired, the disabled, etc.), whose poor financial situation did not allow
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them to seek judicial protection of their rights. In the opinion of the Constitutional Court, high rates of the duty impeded the restoration of violated rights, as the failure to pay it often led to refusal by courts of law to consider cases.

Unlike in the previously mentioned decisions on the matter of expensiveness of access to justice, in its Resolution of 1 December 2003 the Court aimed at affecting the practice of application of the legislation rather than changing the legislation itself. It observed that persons serving a prison sentence had low paying capacity, so in a number of instances these individuals could not afford to pay the duty for filing a supervision complaint. The institution of constitutional control noted that the exemption of persons serving a prison sentence from paying the duty was not prohibited by the legislation - on the contrary, such practice had to be further developed, as it contributed to the full realisation by prisoners of their right to seek judicial revision of sentences.

Another block of the Constitutional Court’s non-binding decisions was aimed at securing the right to legal assistance. One such case was examined on 13 December 1999, following a complaint by the Republican Collegium of Advocates that expressed its concerns regarding the denial of access of advocates to suspected persons held in custody prior to charges raised against them.

Having considered this case, the Court came to a conclusion that suspected persons had, on a level with all other detained persons, the right to obtain legal assistance at any time and such legal assistance had to be provided within the sight, but not within the hearing, of law enforcement officials. When building its argumentation, the Constitutional Court extensively referred not only to the national Constitution, but also to relevant international standards, elaborated under the auspices of the UN, namely the ICCPR (Article 14), the 1990 Basic Principles on the Role of Lawyers (adopted by the Eighth United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders (Principles 11, 17 and 18) and the 1988 Body of Principles for the Protection of All Persons under Any Form of Detention or Imprisonment (Article 8).

In its Resolution of 5 October 2000, the Constitutional Court reiterated the importance of the right to legal assistance and established that
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such assistance had to be provided primarily by persons who possessed necessary legal knowledge and who carried out their activities on professional basis. Importantly, apart from citing relevant UN standards, the Court also referred to some European regional instruments, containing the requirements to be met by lawyers providing legal assistance: the 1978 Council of Europe Resolution No. 78 (8) on Legal Aid and Advice and the 1987 European Prison Rules No. R (87) 3. Thus, the recomposed Court kept the commendable tradition of referring to regional European human rights standards, despite their non-binding nature in relation to Belarus.

In April 2001, the Court continued the series of cases concerning the facilitation of access to justice, but this time resulting in the delivery of non-binding resolutions (started at the Court’s initiative in the absence of motions from subjects empowered to initiate constitutional control). In its Resolution of 2 April 2001\(^ {229}\), the Court reminded that Article 60 of the Constitution guaranteed the protection of everyone's rights and freedoms by a competent and impartial court of law and this standard enjoyed broad recognition at international level, both globally and regionally. However, as the Court established, the Belarusian legislation, when setting the procedures for appeals against penalties imposed on inmates by administrations of penitentiary institutions, did not mention the right to appeal to a court of law. The Constitutional Court, therefore, proposed to specify the possibility of judicial appeals against the application of penalties in prisons. Before the necessary amendments were adopted, courts of law were obliged to accept complaints from inmates on the ground of the constitutional Article 60, given its direct effect.

Apparently, this decision was ignored by both the legislature (no amendments were adopted) and the judicial branch of power (courts of law kept refusing to apply Article 60 of the Constitution directly). In this situation, the Court had to produce two more resolutions on the same subject. In the Resolution of 15 July 2002\(^ {230}\), the Constitutional Court reiterated its findings on the matter and emphasised that courts of law bore responsibility for violating rights of imprisoned persons by rejecting their appeals. Article 60 of the Constitution had to be applied directly and the existing lacunas in the under-constitutional legislation could not justify the passivity of courts of law.

In its Resolution of 24 December 2002\(^ {231}\), the Constitutional Court was disturbed by the fact that ordinary courts’ judges continued to ignore appeals of imprisoned persons - in violation of relevant national and


international human rights standards that had direct effect, as had been confirmed in a number of the Court’s previous judgements and resolutions. The institution of constitutional control highlighted that convicted persons serving a prison sentence, who had previously been unlawfully denied access to courts of law, still had the right to judicial protection and the statute of limitation was not applicable to such cases.

The Resolution of 3 April 2001 also dealt with the right to seek justice, but this time in the sphere of criminal procedure. Despite the delivery of several binding judgements by the Constitutional Court, the Code of Criminal Procedure still remained imperfect, as it did not contain the possibility of judicial appeals against all actions and decisions of bodies and officials conducting preliminary criminal investigation. Such an approach was found to be in conflict with Article 60 of the Constitution guaranteeing the protection of rights and freedoms by a competent and impartial court of law, as well as with a number of international legal instruments securing the right to an effective judicial remedy, such as the UDHR and the ICCPR. The Constitutional Court also referred to the Preamble of the non-binding 1978 Council of Europe Resolution 78 (8) on Legal Aid and Advice, where the right of access to justice and to a fair hearing, as guaranteed under Article 6 of the European Convention on Human Rights, was considered an essential feature of any democratic society.

As a result of this case, the Constitutional Court requested that the Parliament amended and supplemented the legislation governing criminal procedure in order to secure therein the right to judicial appeal against actions and decisions of bodies and officials conducting preliminary (pre-trial) criminal investigation and specify the procedure for such judicial protection.

The Court followed the same line in its Resolution of 3 November 2003, where it found that the absence of the right to appeal against decisions of bodies or officials conducting preliminary criminal investigation to terminate the proceeding due to the expiry of limitation periods violated the fundamental right to access courts, as guaranteed by the Constitution, the UDHR and the ICCPR.

The only instance where the Constitutional Court dealt with the right to seek judicial protection in any field, other than criminal procedure or penitentiary regulations, was the Court’s Resolution of 5 April 2007. The Court took note of the fact that written warnings concerning alleged
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violation of the legislation by a religious organisation could lead to unfavourable consequences for such organisation, including the suspension of its activities with further possible termination. In the light of the above-mentioned finding and having referred to its earlier jurisprudence and its Messages on the State of Constitutional Legality in the Republic of Belarus, the Constitutional Court reminded of the direct effect of Article 60 of the Constitution and stressed that the right to judicial protection was applicable not only to individuals, but also to legal persons.

The Constitutional Court repeatedly paid attention to some imperfections of amnesty laws and the practice of their application. Among its decisions in this field can be named the Resolution of 17 November 2000, where the Court held that amnesty laws had to be applicable also to those convicted persons, with regard to whom guilty verdicts had not yet become final and binding, because courts of law failed to timely examine appeals or challenges against such verdicts. Such delays often happened for reasons beyond the control of convicted persons, therefore, their deprivation of the right to a reduction of sentence, just because amnesty laws applied only to cases where verdicts had come into force, constituted an infringement of the principle of equality. The Court was disturbed by instances, where convicted persons had to abandon their right to appeal against the respective guilty verdict just for the sake of having their case in force by the time of the adoption of an amnesty law making such persons eligible for a reduction of their sentence. The Court called for setting specific regulations to speed up the appellation procedure, as well as to consider extending the application of current and future amnesty laws to those convicted persons, whose verdicts came into force with a delay.

These findings were confirmed by the Court’s Resolution of 11 January 2002. In this case, similar to the preceding one, the Court ruled that persons, with respect to whom criminal sentences had become final on the date of entry into force of the respective amnesty law, had the right to amnesty even in cases, where those verdicts were later subject to review in supervisory proceedings. The Court specifically referred to its position expressed in the above-reviewed Resolution of 17 November 2000 and noted that the effect of future amnesty laws could be extended also to persons, who had committed crimes before the entry into force of these amnesty laws, but whose sentences had not yet become final. As we see, the Court made its standing even stronger this time, as it urged to extend the applicability of the right to amnesty to any case, where sentences had not become final.

In its Resolution of 24 June 2005, the Constitutional Court again paid attention to the problem of narrow application of amnesty laws. The Supreme Court and the Procurator-General were requested to apply the law in a uniform manner and ensure the entitlement to amnesty also of those convicted persons, with respect to whom initial guilty verdicts had been reconsidered and new guilty verdicts came into force after the ending of the period allowing for amnesty. The Court was of the opinion that such persons were entitled to have their sentences reduced, as their right to amnesty took effect simultaneously with the settlement of the initial guilty verdict.

The institution of constitutional control continued considering cases with regard to the rule of retroactivity of the less harsh criminal legislation, but this time constitutional control resulted in the delivery of non-binding decisions. In its Resolution of 21 October 2003, the Constitutional Court, in response to complaints by prisoners, examined the problem of non-application of the rule of retroactivity of criminal law. The Court established that the alteration of the criminal legislation in the direction of mitigation of criminal liability for certain crimes had to lead to procedural revision of all cases on the crimes concerned, in accordance with the standards set in Article 104 of the national Constitution and Article 15 of the ICCPR. The Court also held that restricting the application of the retroactivity rule to a certain category of verdicts breached the principles of fairness and constitutional legality, as well as the principle of equality of all before the law. In its Resolution of 10 March 2005, the Court had to reiterate its findings following a complaint from an individual, who had been denied the right to have his case revised in accordance with the retroactivity rule.

Apart from repeatedly deciding cases in the mentioned problematic zones – the right to legal aid, the legislative and financial constraints on the right to seek justice and the restricted entitlement to amnesty – the Constitutional Court also considered a number of single cases dealing with separate human rights issues.

The Constitutional Court’s Resolution of 26 May 2000 was devoted to the issue of conscientious objections to military service. In this case, brought to the Court by the Deputy Head of the Administration of the President of the Republic of Belarus and by the Chairperson of the Belarusian Helsinki Committee, the Court ruled that Belarusian citizens were entitled to have the right to undertake alternative service instead of
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military service, in particular on the basis of their religious beliefs. This conclusion was drawn from the national Constitution, as well as from internationally recognised legal standards, envisaged in the UDHR and the ICCPR. Also, the Court referred to Paragraph 18 of the 1990 Document of the Copenhagen Meeting of the Conference on the Human Dimension of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) that had reiterated the right of everyone to have conscientious objections to military service and for this reason urged the States to consider introducing various forms of alternative service.

Having recognised the right of Belarusian citizens to undertake alternative service on the basis of their religious beliefs, the Court requested the Parliament to secure this right by means of the immediate adoption of a law on alternative service or by amending and supplementing the existing legislation. The Parliament was heavily criticised for not having done so within the two years after the Constitution came into force – the set time limit for adapting the old legislation to the 1994 Constitution’s standards (Article 4 of the Law “On the Order of Giving Effect to the Constitution of the Republic of Belarus”). The Constitutional Court also broadly criticised ordinary courts of law that kept considering criminal cases concerning the evasion of military service, including for the reason of conscientious objections, without referring the issue to the Constitutional Court, notwithstanding the constitutional requirement to do so (Article 112 of the Constitution).

On 18 July 2001, the Constitutional Court considered a case concerning the issue of “forced retirement”, but this time in relation to public servants. The Constitutional Court decided that work within the state machinery was of specific nature and the legislation could contain certain limitations and peculiarities, such as the possibility of termination of employment of public servants for the reason of their reaching the age of retirement. Having analysed relevant Constitutional provisions, as well as international labour standards, stipulated in the UDHR, ICESCR, the ILO Conventions No. 111 and No. 158 and the ILO Recommendations No. 162 and No. 119, the Court failed to find the challenged norms of the national legislation to be unconstitutional. It nevertheless recommended the Parliament to foresee in the new legislation the higher level of guarantees enjoyed by public servants in the sphere of termination of their employment, based on the ground of reaching the age of retirement.

On 4 December 2003, the Constitutional Court adopted a Resolution that paid attention to the problem of a less privileged position.
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244 On the Use of the Belarusian and Russian Languages in the Spheres of Service, Circulation of Plastic Banking Cards and in the System of the State Social Insurance, 4 December 2003, the Constitutional Court of the Republic of Belarus, Resolution (No. П-
of the Belarusian language in comparison with the Russian language. The Constitutional Court shared concerns of an NGO that had brought this issue regarding the factual discrimination of the Belarusian language in various spheres, despite the constitutionally declared equality of these languages and their bearers, and recommended the Parliament to amend the legislation with a view to secure the factual equality between these two national languages. The question of the language equality was again discussed in the case of 28 August 2007, where the Constitutional Court recommended the Government to use also the Belarusian language versions of forms for centralised testing (papers for entrance examinations to universities), in order to facilitate the equality speakers of both official languages.

In its Resolution of 27 May 2004, the Constitutional Court considered its first case concerning the right to security of residence. The rule complained about before the Court allowed officials, responsible for supervising the use of energy, unimpeded access to the relevant equipment at any time.

The Constitutional Court emphasised that Article 29 of the Basic Law provided the right to security of residence, which was in essence the guarantee of the human right to private life. This right, however, could be restricted in accordance with Article 23 of the Constitution, but only with a view to protect other values, such as the need to maintain the national security and public order, to protect the morality and health of the population or rights and freedoms of others. In this regard, the Court ruled that the relevant public officials could have access to places of private residence only in emergency situations, threatening people’s life. In all other occasions they needed consent from the owners.

A considerable number of cases, reviewed by the Constitutional Court throughout its existence, dealt with the issue of lawfulness of taxes, especially local taxes introduced in various municipalities. However, only one case among the Court’s tax-related jurisprudence is interesting from a human rights perspective. In its Resolution of 12 May 2005, the Court had to decide whether it was lawful to tax monetary compensations for moral damage.

The Constitutional Court noted with appreciation that the national legislation contained legal norms regulating compensation for moral damage, the rate of such compensation applied by courts of law on a case-by-case basis. At the same time, there was no uniformity with regard to
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taxation of sums of monetary compensation for moral damage: some types of compensation were exempted from taxation, while others were perceived as income and thus subject to taxation.

The Court criticised the distinction between taxable and non-taxable compensation and noted that the purpose of compensation for moral damage was not to make profit, but to pay individuals for their moral and physical suffering. Finally, it recommended the Parliament to eliminate the ambiguity of the relevant legislation.

The Constitutional Court’s Resolution of 14 July 2005 concerned the issue of equality of individuals in their access to social security. The Court observed that individual entrepreneurs (self-employed workers), albeit their contributing to the state social insurance funds on a level with other employees by means of paying compulsory insurance premiums, did not enjoy the same conditions with regard to the amount and the procedure of calculation and payment of temporary disability allowances. The Court concluded that all individuals were entitled to have equal access to social benefits, irrespective of their occupation, and recommended the Government to ensure the factual equality of individuals.

The first Constitutional Court’s Resolution, dealing with environmental issues, was delivered on 26 August 2005. In their collective complaint citizens questioned the legality of placing petroleum stations close to dwelling areas without asking the opinion of the dwellers of such areas.

The Court reminded that the Constitution of the Republic of Belarus guaranteed the right to a conducive environment and to compensation for loss or damage caused by the violation of this right (Article 46). According to Article 34, citizens were guaranteed the right to receive, store and disseminate complete, reliable and timely information on the state of the environment. Moreover, the national legislation and the 1998 Aarhus Convention on Access to Information, Public Participation in Decision-making and Access to Justice in Environmental Matters, ratified by Belarus, contained the requirements to inform citizens and involve them in public discussions on environmental matters. The institution of constitutional control requested that the Ministry of Nature and Environmental Protection ensured the fulfilment of these requirements.

In its case of 11 May 2006, the Constitutional Court, following the request from the Security Council of the Republic of Belarus, had to decide on whether the completion of work on rehabilitation of victims of political repressions (repressions that had occurred during the soviet times) implied
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the ending of the obligation of the Republic of Belarus to compensate the
damage caused to victims of these mass human rights violations of the past.

The Constitutional Court referred to the 2005 Basic Principles and
Guidelines on the Right to a Remedy and Reparation for Victims of Gross
Violations of International Human Rights Law and Serious Violations of
International Humanitarian Law that noted the importance of redressing
human rights violations by adequate, effective and prompt reparation from
the State. Having further analysed the existing national legislation, the
Constitutional Court concluded that the specified time-framework for
completion of work on rehabilitation of victims of political repressions had
to be considered as guidance for the authorities. It was the time-framework,
within which the relevant authorities were invited to conduct large-scale
work on rehabilitation of victims of political repressions. However, the
expiration of this period did not exclude the right of victims to indemnity
and to compensations, based on the Constitution and the existing legislation.
Consequently, all cases of refusal by the authorities to pay compensations to
citizens, motivated by the completion of work on rehabilitation of victims of
political repressions, had to be deemed unlawful and violating constitutional
rights of citizens.

In its case of 4 October 2006\textsuperscript{251}, the Constitutional Court yet again
paid attention to the problem of the proper promulgation of the legislation.
The Court observed with regret that there was no definitive and uniform
approach towards the adoption and promulgation of technical legislation,
although this legislation was enforceable and the breach of its regulations
sometimes entailed criminal or administrative responsibility. The
Constitutional Court therefore reiterated the entitlement of individuals to
have a possibility to familiarise themselves with the content of technical
legislation.

5.4 Evaluation of the Capacity and Human
Rights Activity of the Constitutional
Court at Stage 2

According to A. Vashkevich and M. Pastukhou, “the status of the Court and
its members has changed dramatically in the new text of the Basic Law”\textsuperscript{252}.
Indeed, the 1996 Reform did considerably affect the Constitutional Court’s
capacity.

Firstly, serious modifications were introduced in relation to the
mechanism of formation of the institution of constitutional control and
guarantees of its independence. As we remember, the Parliament lost its
earlier monopoly on electing the Court’s judges, while the President’s
possibility to participate in the process of staffing the Constitutional Court
considerably increased. In fact, it is possible to ascertain that the President

\textsuperscript{251} On Technical Legislation, 4 October 2006, the Constitutional Court of the Republic of
on 10 March 2010.

\textsuperscript{252} A. Vashkevich, M. Pastukhou, \textit{supra} note 104, section “Changes of the Legal Status of
the Constitutional Court under the New Version of the Constitution”.
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received a lion’s share of control over the process of formation of the institution of constitutional control.

Similar concerns can be expressed with regard to the guarantees of independence of the Court and its judges: many of those were excluded from the Constitution’s text, while what retained in the 1997 Law on the Constitutional Court was less comprehensive. According to A. Vashkevich and M. Pastukhou, “[the amendments] narrow the guarantees of independence of judges and put the Constitutional Court and its members in dependence from one person’s will”.253 Indeed, following the 1996 Reform, the President received quite a number of tools to influence the judges’ conduct: the Head of State got empowered to dismiss the Constitutional Court’s judges, he could lift their immunity against criminal prosecution and had the monopolistic power to decide on the remuneration package and other economic and social guarantees they were entitled to. Such concentration in one person’s hands of tools to influence the Court’s judges may indeed cast doubt on real independence of the institution of constitutional control from the executive branch of power, and from the President in particular.

Secondly, the 1996 Reform introduced major changes with regard to the procedure of initiation of constitutional control: the Constitutional Court was deprived of its earlier power to start cases at its own discretion and became considerably dependent on supply of cases from the empowered subjects. At the same time, the circle of such subjects was further narrowed: the Procurator-General and some structures of the Parliament could no longer address the Court.

Of course, not all changes were detrimental. The amendments to the Constitution brought at least one positive change – the confirmation of the judicial nature of constitutional control by placing respective regulations into the constitutional chapter dealing with the national judicial system. This gave grounds to expect that the institution of constitutional control would use its judicial status to receive and address (in the form of legally binding decisions) individual complaints in accordance with Article 60 of the Constitution (the right to access justice). However, the Court was not ready to “usurp” this function. Instead, it quite proactively expressed its commitment to deal with at least some appeals from individuals and other non-empowered subjects by addressing such complaints in accordance with Article 40 of the Constitution (the right to appeal to state bodies).

This form of activity of the institution of constitutional control could not be seen as a satisfactory substitution of the full-weight constitutional complaint mechanism, especially due to the absence of a clear and transparent procedure. Indeed, it was unknown what issues were raised by individuals and what criteria the Court used to decide on the “admissibility” of such issues. Besides, because such form of constitutional control resulted only in the delivery of non-binding resolutions, its significance could not be overestimated. Nevertheless, the Court’s attempt to react to the growing number of individual appeals (see Table 3 in Supplement) is worth praising.
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Coming back to the 1996 Reform’s amendments, they certainly weakened the status of the Constitutional Court and its judges. According to observations by A. Vashkevich and M. Pastukhou, “[a]s a result [of the 1996 Reform], the Constitutional Court that used to be an active and independent institution of constitutional control turned into a legal establishment, dependent on the President and his structures … and deprived of any initiative and own opinion.”

Nevertheless, the detrimental affects of the 1996 Reform appeared with a delay – during several beginning years the Constitutional Court of second composition continued its human rights activity and a number of binding human rights judgments were produced during the period under consideration. This became possible due to quite active initiation of cases by the President in 1998 – 1999: during the period between June 1998 and June 1999 the President initiated nine cases with strong human rights implications. In contrast, only two clearly human rights cases were initiated by the House of Representatives (the lower house of the Parliament), while the Supreme Court and the Council of Republic (the upper house of the Parliament) initiated only one case each (see Table 1 in Supplement). Therefore, in the course of one year, the President initiated more than twice as many human rights cases as did all other subjects of initiation (taken together) during 12 years of the stage under consideration.

We have to acknowledge that at least until the beginning of the 2000’s the Constitutional Court remained quite active in the field of human rights and freedoms. Following requests from the empowered bodies and officials - the President in the first place – the Court adopted a number of binding human rights judgments that strengthened the belief that constitutional justice was still alive and could continue improving the human rights situation. Commendably, the institution in question kept the tradition of providing references to international legal sources in the field of human rights. However, as well as in its earlier jurisprudence, the Court did not go any further than citing relevant international human rights provisions. This created an impression that the Court’s primary aim was to give its decisions more weight rather than to look at and learn from quite a variety of interpretations of human rights standards.

Turning to other imperfections, the national institution of constitutional control inherited from its predecessor some conservatism and inconsistency in adjudicating on the time of invalidation of unconstitutional legislation. Besides, the lion’s share of binding human rights judgments either concerned the issue of access to justice or dealt with imperfections of the national legislation on criminal procedure. In general, there could be much more diversity as to the range of human rights issues, the resolution of which was entrusted to the authority of the Constitutional Court.

Very soon (after 1999), the Constitutional Court started running out of its “fuel” - requests from the empowered subjects questioning constitutionality of normative acts affecting the realisation of human rights and freedoms (see Table 1 in Supplement). The number of binding decisions produced by the Court was decreasing rapidly and none have been delivered

---
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since 2007. Meanwhile, the decrease in binding decisions was accompanied by an increase in the delivery of non-binding resolutions – due to the Court’s self-announced power to examine some issues following requests from individuals and other non-empowered subjects. This Court’s activity compensated, at least in part, the fading away interest of the empowered political subjects to employ the mechanism of constitutional control for resolving human rights problems.

A number of non-binding resolutions dealt with human rights problems, and given that the authorities generally took into account the Court’s recommendations, this form of constitutional control is worth praising. Nevertheless, the devaluation of the Court’s significance became obvious, as this institution had to rely on the relevant authorities’ good will to accept the Court’s conclusions and follow its recommendations. Apparently, the authorities were not always ready to execute the Court’s non-binding resolutions – otherwise the institution of constitutional control would not have to come back to the same issues repeatedly.

The majority of the Court’s non-binding resolutions lacked “sharpness”: they often concerned rather specific problems affecting relatively limited categories of persons - the series of decisions on the entitlement to amnesty being an illustrative example. The scope of human rights issues, raised in the Constitutional Court’s jurisprudence, could be much broader. In fact, one could get an impression that the Constitutional Court became very selective about what issues it could get onboard. For instance, in the aftermath of the 1996 Reform the President’s normative acts practically stopped being subject of constitutional review. Similarly, the exercise of political rights also appeared to be out of scope of constitutional justice. The institution of constitutional control seemed to be still committed to protect and promote human rights in Belarus, but provided that such commitment would not put at risk the fragile status of the Court and the well-being of its judges.

In general, during the stage under consideration the Constitutional Court demonstrated different levels of engagement in solving human rights problems (see Table 1 in Supplement). The period of intensive production of binding human rights decisions in the late 1990’s was followed by the period when in the absence of requests from the empowered subjects the Court produced a number of non-binding resolutions. Gradually, the negative novelties of the 1996 Reform took their toll: by the end of the second stage of its existence, the Court’s involvement in addressing human rights issues became rather modest in terms of both quantity and quality.

With the Court producing fewer human rights decisions and their content becoming less and less valuable from a human rights perspective, an impression started appearing that, with some exceptions, constitutional control was turning into an imitation. In these circumstances, high hopes could be dwelled on the reform of the national mechanism of constitutional control that took place in June 2008 (hereinafter, the 2008 Reform). Let us take a closer look at the novelties introduced and evaluate their effect.
6 The Latest Development of Constitutional Justice in Belarus

6.1 The Extension of the Court’s Capacity: Stage 3 (2008 – present)

In the course of the year 2007, a feeling was in the air that the existing mechanism of constitutional control in Belarus would see changes. In October 2007, the Parliament’s lower house - the House of Representatives - was already considering the draft of the Law “On Constitutional Proceeding”. However, there could be no hopes that this act would strengthen the status of the Constitutional Court. A. Arkhipov, the Chairperson of the Parliament’s Permanent Committee on Legislation and Judicial Issues, specifically underlined that “the draft law would not reflect the extension of the Constitutional Court’s powers ... [as] the fixation of these novelties would require the amendment of the Constitution”. Paradoxically, but this very parliamentarian further noted that “the decision to extend the Constitutional Court’s capacity could be taken by the Head of State”. In other words, the Parliament could change the status of the institution of constitutional control only through amendment of the Constitution, while the same initiative by the President would not have to meet this formality.

In any event, the President did not mind conducting another reform of the mechanism of constitutional control: on 19 February 2008, he underlined “the necessity to enhance constitutional control in Belarus and make it more effective”. A few weeks later, on 3 March 2008, the President made another hint about the coming changes: “the Constitutional Court needs additional charge ... so that the best lawyers of the country could be fully used for the benefit of the people”.

On 26 May 2008, the President was already discussing concrete plans of extending the capacity of the Constitutional Court, but called for acting

---


“carefully and delicately”, so that “to avoid destroying the existing balance not only of the judicial system, but also of the state power in general”.\textsuperscript{258} One month later, on 26 June 2008, the Presidential Decree “On Some Measures to Improve the Activity of the Constitutional Court of the Republic of Belarus”\textsuperscript{259} (hereinafter, the 2008 Decree) was issued. This document provided the Constitutional Court with the following additional powers.

Firstly, the institution of constitutional control got empowered to conduct “obligatory preliminary control” over constitutionality of all laws, passed by the Parliament, but “before their signing by the President of the Republic of Belarus”. Such preliminary constitutional control had to be conducted “within five days from the date of submitting the law to the Constitutional Court”\textsuperscript{260}, which could put excessive time pressure on the Court and negatively affect the quality of scrutiny.

Although one can generally welcome this idea to introduce preliminary constitutional control, especially in the light of its potential to prevent the enactment of unconstitutional laws violating human rights and freedoms, some questions can still be raised in this regard. First of all, it is unclear why only acts of the legislature were made subject to preliminary constitutional control. Secondly, concerns can be raised with regard to potential consequences of confirming constitutionality of those laws that have not yet taken legal effect and thus lack any record of being applied. Sometimes it is only in the course of application that a law’s unconstitutionality can be noticed, so there is a danger that the Constitutional Court’s judges, who possess no supernatural gift of predicting the future but clearly feel the time pressure put on them, may mistakenly confirm constitutionality of also a problematic from a human rights perspective law – and this mistake may be more difficult to correct.

Although the 2008 Decree specifically stresses that “[t]he examination of constitutionality of laws by the Constitutional Court [in the form of preliminary constitutional control] shall not impede the examination of constitutionality of these laws in the procedure of the subsequent control after their coming into force”\textsuperscript{261}, we have no doubt that it would require additional motivation on the part of the Constitutional Court’s judges to overcome their own conclusions given at the stage of preliminary constitutional control.

The second power, added to the Constitutional Court’s capacity and similar to the first one, was to “state the position about constitutionality of international treaties – before signing by the President of the normative legal acts on expressing consent … to obligation of these international

\textsuperscript{258} Informational Agency “Interfax – West”, \textit{A. Lukashenka Thinks Possible to Grant Additional Powers to the Constitutional Court (updated)} [Информационное агентство "Интерфакс-Запад". А. Лукашенко считает возможным наделение Конституционного суда дополнительными полномочиями (обновлено)], <www.interfax.by/news/belarus/40741>, visited on 25 June 2010.
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treaties”. This power was not compulsory, but could be realised on request of the President. Again, the time pressure factor was there: “[t]he Constitutional Court … shall make a decision within five days from the date of filing therewith the motion of the President … unless otherwise specified by the President….”

The 2008 Decree remained silent concerning the weight given to the Constitutional Court’s conclusions as to unconstitutionality of laws to be signed and international treaties to be approved by the President. According to Articles 876 and 877 of the Constitutional Court’s Rules of Procedure as amended per 7 October 2009 (hereinafter, the 2009 Rules of Procedure of the Court), the Court’s opinion would be expressed, as a rule, in the form of a non-binding resolution.

The realisation of the third additional power, whereby the Court got entitled to make “on the instructions of the President … an official interpretation of decrees and edicts of the President … regarding constitutional rights, freedoms and duties of the citizens”, had different consequences: the Decree stipulated that such “official interpretation … shall be binding upon state bodies and other organisations, officials and citizens”.

Fourthly, on request of the Presidium of the Council of the Republic (the Presidium of the upper house of the Parliament), the Constitutional Court got entitled to “make a decision on the existence of the facts of systematic or flagrant violation of legislative requirements by a local Council of Deputies”. Thus, the earlier Constitutional Court’s function to be an opinion-provider in the mechanism of dissolution of the houses of the Parliament “due to systematic and gross violation of the Constitution” was extrapolated also on local representative bodies.

The fifth power that the Constitutional Court received was to state, on request of the President, the Government or either house of the Parliament, “its opinion on the documents adopted (enacted) by foreign [S]tates, international organisations and (or) their bodies and affecting the interests of the Republic of Belarus to the extent concerning conformity thereof to the universally acknowledged principles and norms of international law”. In accordance with article 8710 of the 2009 Rules of Procedure, the Constitutional Court was limited “to establish the conformity or lack of conformity of the documents, enlisted in the request, with the universally recognised principles and norms of international law”.

---
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It is difficult to know for sure what idea was behind this task, but one might suggest that the Constitutional Court could be thereby used as a weapon against the critique expressed by the international community in connection with the human rights situation in Belarus. In any event, by commenting on external decisions, the Constitutional Court would not be able to affect the domestic legislation and practice of its application; rather its attention would be drawn away from domestic human rights problems.

In addition, the 2008 Decree empowered judges of the Belarusian institution of constitutional control to examine, following the President’s instructions, “constitutionality of the directions defined by the Head of State in norm creating and law enforcement practice of courts, law-enforcement and other state bodies”. It is worth noting that the later power concerned not the Constitutional Court as a whole, but its separate judges.

In general, the Presidential Decree under consideration did extend the Constitutional Court’s capacity, however, a number of questions can be raised. For example, valid suspicions can be expressed with regard to the Constitutional Court’s powers to conduct obligatory preliminary constitutional control – namely to decide on constitutionality of laws and international treaties to be signed or approved by the President. Already in 2001, A. Vashkevich and M. Pastukhou drew attention, with reference to the President’s words, to the fact that “judges of the Constitutional Court ... had made preliminary examination of drafts, as well as had been involved in drafting laws”, which in these scholars’ view was “in violation of the Constitution and the Law on the Constitutional Court, none of which foresaw preliminary constitutional control”. If this is true, the 2008 Decree only legally foresaw the powers that the Constitutional Court had already used (allegedly unlawfully) in practice.

Another striking feature of the Decree in question is that most of the additional powers granted to the Constitutional Court could be realised only following a request by the President. This seems to have turned the institution of constitutional control into a personal advisory body to the President and created the possibility to misuse the Court for legitimisation of the President’s political decisions, including those potentially in conflict with national and international human rights standards.

Now let us see whether the extension of the Court’s powers led to any improvement of the institution’s ability to be an efficient guardian of human rights and freedoms.
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6.2 Human Rights Jurisprudence of the Constitutional Court at Stage 3

6.2.1 Traditional Jurisprudence

It is important to note at the outset that soon after the Constitutional Court’s competence was extended by introduction of obligatory preliminary constitutional control, this latter form of activity became dominating and quickly overshadowed the others. As a result, during the post-reform period the Constitutional Court has produced very few decisions in the framework of subsequent (*a posteriori*) constitutional control, however, some of those few are still worth mentioning.

On 29 December 2008, the Constitutional Court decided a case concerning the possibility of setting longer terms within which the imposition of administrative penalties was allowed. As a rule, an offender can be subject to administrative liability within two months from the moment of commitment of an administrative offence or – in case of long-lasting offences - within two months from the moment when the offender’s illegal activity was revealed. As an exception from this rule, longer statutes of limitation (three years and six months respectively) were set with regard to a number of categories of administrative offences, namely in the sphere of financial relations, taxation, etc. However, the legislator left this list open by stating that longer statutes of limitations could also apply to other offences in the area of economic relations.

This later norm attracted sharp critique by the Constitutional Court that argued that the formulation lacked certainty: practically any administrative offence could be qualified in the context of economic relations, which could in turn lead to arbitrariness and unreasonably excessive application of longer statutes of limitation. Therefore, the Constitutional Court proposed to set an exhaustive list of offences with regard to which longer statutes of limitation applied.

On 26 March 2009, the Court adopted three Resolutions, in which it requested the Government (the Council of Ministers) and both houses of the Parliament (the House of Representatives and the Council of the Republic) to amend their respective Rules of Procedure in order to facilitate the effective transmission of individual complaints to the Constitutional Court.


(as we know, in Belarus individuals cannot seek constitutional justice directly, but can approach the Constitutional Court through the empowered subjects of initiation, including the above-listed organs).

The institution of constitutional control reminded the mentioned subjects of initiation that the right of individuals to approach constitutional justice by means of state organs corresponded with the obligation of the latter to give such requests a due consideration and, when appropriate, to initiate constitutional control. However, having reviewed the Rules of Procedure of the Government and each of the Parliament’s houses, the Constitutional Court failed to find any clear procedure for such initiation. Nor did the normative acts under review contain any clear regulations on how these organs could seek constitutional justice at their own initiative.

In the Constitutional Court’s opinion, this lacuna posed an obstacle to the full realisation of human rights and freedoms and could in general threaten the effective maintenance of the proper level of constitutional legality in Belarus. Therefore, the institution of constitutional control proposed that the Government and the houses of the Parliament brought their Rules of Procedure in line with the Constitution in setting the effective mechanisms of forwarding requests to the Constitutional Court, both at these organs’ own initiative and following the due consideration of well-founded individual complaints.

On 17 July 2009, the Court delivered a Resolution concerning the issue of equal rights in the sphere of labour relations. The question before the Court was whether it was lawful for employers to indicate in job advertisements that candidates for vacant positions had to meet certain expectations as to their age or gender.

Having referred to relevant international instruments in the sphere of labour rights, such as the ICESCR and the UDHR, as well as the ILO Convention concerning Discrimination in Respect of Employment and Occupation No. 111, the institution of constitutional control underlined that discrimination in employment was unacceptable since it hindered the right to work as the mean of self-realisation of an individual. In the Court’s opinion, it was illegal for employers to extensively use in their job advertisements conditions on age, place of residence and other conditions with no relevance to the applicants’ qualification or specifics of the vacant position. Such requirements were discriminatory and could give rise to violation of a number of citizens' constitutional rights, such as the right to work, the right to move freely and choose their place of residence, the right to equality and non-discrimination on the ground of gender, etc. As a result, legislative solutions had to be sought to discourage employers from introducing discriminatory conditions in their job advertisements.

The Court also noted that Article 14 of the Labour Code of the Republic of Belarus contained an exhaustive list of prohibited grounds for discrimination that omitted any reference to age and place of residence. In the Court’s opinion, such omission, together with the exhaustiveness of the list of grounds, could create favourable environment for discrimination and

hindered the full exercise of the constitutional right to work. As a result, the institution of constitutional control proposed to eliminate the named legislative gap.

The Court’s next important Resolution\textsuperscript{276}, delivered on 23 March 2010, also dealt with employment relations, but this time had focus on post-employment situations. The Constitutional Court paid attention to the problem of differential treatment of various categories of unemployed persons, based on the circumstances of how these persons became unemployed. For example, unemployed persons, whose employment had been terminated by mutual consent with the employer, could be either denied any welfare payment at all or received a considerably lower amount of it comparing to some other categories of unemployed persons.

Having considered the relevant legislation setting the mechanisms of distribution of welfare payments, the Court found such mechanisms to be lacking compliance with the principles of equality and social justice. The institution of constitutional control argued that many cases of the so-called voluntary termination of employment could in fact have a good reason, such as the poor health condition of the former employee or the systematic breach of labour standards by the employer. In the light of these observations, the Constitutional Court proposed the subjects of law creation to amend the provisions of the legislation that foresaw the unfounded differential treatment of individuals in violation of the fundamental principles of justice and equality of all before the law.

The latest human rights oriented case\textsuperscript{277}, considered by the Constitutional Court in the framework of subsequent constitutional control, concerned the already traditional issue of accessibility of justice to persons placed in detention facilities. The Court recalled that soon after its two Resolutions\textsuperscript{278} on the issue were delivered in 2002, the Parliament amended the legislation and foresaw the possibility for detainees to challenge penalties imposed on them before a court of law. Nevertheless, no procedure for such judicial appeals was ever prescribed.

Having reiterated the importance to facilitate the full realisation of the right of all persons, inclusive of detainees, to access justice, the Constitutional Court ordered the subjects of law creation to foresee in the respective procedural legislation a clear procedure for judicial appeals against penalties imposed in detention facilities.


\textsuperscript{277} On the Procedure for Realisation by Individuals, Sentenced to Arrest, Imprisonment or Life Imprisonment, as well as by Individuals Held in Detention or Administratively Arrested, of Judicial Appeal against Penalties Imposed on Them, 27 May 2010, the Constitutional Court of the Republic of Belarus, Resolution (No. Р-450/2010), <www.kc.gov.by/main.aspx?guid=20173>, visited on 16 May 2010.
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6.2.2 The Court’s Jurisprudence in the Framework of Obligatory Preliminary Constitutional Control

As has already been mentioned, the newly introduced obligation to conduct preliminary constitutional control of laws, adopted by the Parliament but not yet signed by the President, almost fully substituted the Constitutional Court’s traditional function – subsequent control over conformity of the legislation with the national Constitution and legally binding international treaties. Let us briefly review the most interesting cases of this category.

On 7 July 2009, the Constitutional Court adopted a Resolution dealing with the legislative framework set for exiting and entering the territory of Belarus by its citizens, where the Court commented on a provision, foreseeing the possibility of temporary restriction of the rights of citizens to leave the territory of Belarus. This provision was found to be in line with Article 23 of the Constitution, listing grounds for the restriction of individual rights and freedoms) and Article 12 of the ICCPR, as long as the foreseen restriction was aimed at protecting national security, public order, public morals or health or rights and freedoms of others. According to the Constitutional Court, it was legitimate to restrict the freedom of movement of those persons, among others, who were aware of state secrets or who bore non-executed obligations before other subjects of legal relations.

Therefore, the institution of constitutional control confirmed that the grounds for restricting the individual right to exit the territory of Belarus, as listed in the law under review, were in line with the restriction clauses of the Constitution and the ICCPR. However, the Court failed to see the ambiguity of the formulations of some of such grounds. In fact, the non-execution of quite simple daily obligations (for example, to pay the speeding fine) was already a ground to preclude the realisation of the freedom of movement. In our view, it would be consistent if the Constitutional Court would request more specific formulations or call for applying the proportionality test when restricting the individual right at stake. In any event, the institution of constitutional control could and should have turned to the 1997 Concluding Observations by the Human Rights Committee, where this treaty body characterised the restrictions in question as “unreasonable”, “vaguely defined and open to wide interpretation by the authorities and therefore susceptible of abuse”.280

---


When commenting in its Resolution of 23 December 2009\textsuperscript{281} on some novelties in the national tax legislation, the Constitutional Court paid attention to the provision of the Taxation Code that granted fiscal officials unimpeded access to homes and other premises of suspected tax-offenders (subject to sanction from the Procurator’s Office). Besides, these officials were empowered to examine (at their own discretion, with no sanction necessary) the body and personal belongings of individuals, suspected to have committed a tax offence.

The Constitutional Court emphasised the fundamental nature of the rights to personal security and to security of residence, but noted that these rights could be subject to restrictions in the light of the duty of individuals to pay taxes and other obligatory payments. As simple as that: the duty to pay taxes justified the restriction of the rights in question, and as well as in the above-reviewed Resolution of 7 July 2009, the Court did not see any need to make use of the proportionality test.

Despite rather primitive argumentation, employed in the case in question, the Court failed to change or advance its position one year later. In its Resolution of 11 October 2010\textsuperscript{282}, dealing \textit{inter alia} with the rights to personal security and to security of residence \textit{vis-à-vis} the obligation to pay taxes, the Court did not elaborate on why these fundamental rights could be so easily overstepped by tax officials.

In this context, it is worth recalling the Court’s 2004 Resolution “On Securing the Constitutional Right of Citizens to Security of Residence”\textsuperscript{283}, where the Constitutional Court stated that public officials, responsible for supervising the use of energy, could have unimpeded access to the relevant equipment only in “emergencies, threatening people’s life”. As we see, somehow it is not necessary for fiscal officials to meet this threshold.

In its Resolution of 24 December 2009\textsuperscript{284}, the Constitutional Court presented a bit more extensive argumentation as to the question of legitimate restrictions on the realisation of constitutional rights. In this case, the institution of constitutional control dealt with the norm that foresaw compulsory dactilloscopic registration (collecting fingerprints) of all persons


\textsuperscript{283} See On Securing the Constitutional Right of Citizens to Security of Residence, supra note 246.

liable for military service. The norm under review prescribed the creation of a fingerprint database encompassing quite a large category of individuals - around 2.5 million persons, mostly males in the age between 20 and 55\textsuperscript{285}, which is more than the quarter of the whole country’s population!

In the process of assessing whether the planned mass fingerprint collection infringed any individual rights and freedoms the Constitutional Court simply quoted Article 57 of the Constitution (the duty of military service). It further noted that persons liable for military service had a specific status, and therefore, it was acceptable to restrict their rights, which would be not disproportional in the light of Article 23 of the Constitution (restrictions on constitutional rights and freedoms). However, the Court failed to provide any clarity as to the connection between collecting fingerprints from the quarter of the Belarusian population and the ‘significant constitutional values’, such as the need to maintain the national security and public order, to protect the morality and health of the population or rights and freedoms of others.

Ironically, but by the time the Constitutional Court considered the case in question (that is before the legislation passing preliminary constitutional control came into force), the police had already collected fingerprints from around 1.5 million male citizens\textsuperscript{286}, despite attempts of the national human rights NGOs, such as the Belarusian Helsinki Committee, to question the lawfulness of this mass fingerprinting of the population.

The next Constitutional Court’s decision, containing observations notable from a human rights perspective, was the Resolution of 28 December 2009\textsuperscript{287}, dealing with the recent legislative innovations aimed at tackling the criminality in Belarus. These innovations broadened the powers of subjects acting in the sphere of criminal procedure. For instance, the law under review foresaw that the Minister of the Interior, the Chief of the KGB (Committee for State Security) and the Deputy Chief of the Committee of State Control got empowered to issue, at their own discretion, an arrest warrant and use other measures restricting rights and freedoms of participants of criminal proceedings. Prior to the amendments in question, any deprivation of liberty in the course of criminal procedure had been subject to compulsory sanction by the Procurator’s Office exclusively.

With regard to the empowerment of the broader circle of subjects to interfere with the right to personal liberty, the Constitutional Court noted that this innovation was justified as an attempt to curtail criminality. However, it underlined the fact that international standards oriented the national legal systems to put the question of deprivation of liberty in the

\textsuperscript{285} Anonymous, Belarusians Liable for Military Service Will Have to Pass Compulsory Dactiloscopy [Без автора. Военнообязанные в Беларуси должны будут пройти обязательную дактилоскопию], \text少于news.open.by/country/15352>, visited on 15 April 2010.
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framework of criminal procedure to the exclusive competence of courts of law.

In another case concerning the broadening of powers in the sphere of criminal procedure, the Court had to assess, \textit{inter alia}, the empowerment of the Minister of the Interior, the Chief of the KGB and the Deputy Chief of the Committee of State Control to sanction the removal of suspected persons from their office.

The institution of constitutional control paid attention to the fact that the application of this measure was not subject to judicial appeal. In this regard, the Constitutional Court stressed that the removal of a suspected person from his or her office entailed consequences that went beyond the relations in the framework of criminal procedure: this measure seriously affected the right to work, personal honour, dignity and business reputation of an individual. Therefore, it was crucial that everyone removed from his or her office in the framework of criminal procedure could challenge this measure before a court of law. This approach would be in line with Article 60 of the Constitution, as well as with the relevant international standards as enshrined in the UDHR and ICCPR.

Quite surprisingly, this fair observation did not lead to any consequences: despite the absence of the right to judicial appeal against the procedural removal of suspects from their office, the Court refrained from declaring the law under review to be unconstitutional in this part.

In its Resolution of 29 April 2010, the Constitutional Court commended one legislative novelty, humanising the attitude towards sentenced persons kept under conditions of advanced isolation. According to the new rule, such prisoners got entitled to make phone calls in cases of exceptional emergency, such as death or life-threatening disease of a relative or a natural disaster causing hard material consequences to sentenced persons and their families. The Constitutional Court specifically praised the fact that the mentioned novelty had roots in the 1955 Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners, the 1988 Body of Principles for the Protection of All Persons under Any Form of Detention or Imprisonment and other international normative regulators in the sphere of execution of punishments.

The Constitutional Court’s last \textit{a priori} case, worth our attention in terms of its human rights implications, was delivered on 4 June 2010. When


commenting on some legislative innovations aimed at preventing legalisation of illegal profits and funding terrorism, the Constitutional Court noted that some of the measures foreseen in the new legislation set restrictions on rights and freedoms of individuals. For instance, the strengthened control over financial operations and the possibility to suspend the suspicious ones could lead to interference with the rights to private life, security of correspondence, the right to property and personal honour and dignity, among some others. However, the Constitutional Court admitted that the need to tackle serious criminal activities justified the interference with the mentioned rights and freedoms of individuals.

Notably, this time the Court spent more time on arguing for the possibility to impose restrictions, when necessary: unlike in its previous preliminary control decisions dealing with limitations on the realisation of human rights and freedoms, in the present case the institution of constitutional control commendably referred to the need of strict observation of the principle of proportionality when reconciling the imposed restrictions with the legitimate aim they pursued.

6.3 Evaluation of the Extended Capacity and Human Rights Activity of the Constitutional Court at Stage 3

We have already admitted that the 2008 Decree extended the capacity of the Belarusian Constitutional Court, as it provided the institution of constitutional control with some additional powers, the most important of which and yet the only one actually used so far, was the obligation to conduct preliminary constitutional control of laws, adopted by the Parliament and awaiting a signature by the President. With no prejudice against the importance of preliminary examination of constitutional legality of normative acts and the preventive role of a priori constitutional control, it is still important to flag some aspects that need clarification.

Firstly, it is difficult to understand why preliminary constitutional control was designed to deal only with laws. The Belarusian legislature cannot be considered as an active contributor to the production of normative acts: the Parliament adopts very few laws comparing to the intensity of law creation by the President and the Government. Every year the President alone adopts thousands of normative acts, many of them (decrees and edicts) having higher legal force comparing to laws. Why would the President’s norm creation be immune from preliminary constitutional control?

Secondly, it is not clear why preliminary constitutional control over laws should be obligatory. Nowadays, the Parliament’s legislation very seldom deals with human rights issues. The majority of laws either serve as an instrument of ratification of international treaties, primarily in the sphere of international economic relations (44 such ratification laws in 2009) and

80 in 2010\textsuperscript{292}, out of 104 and 129 in total, correspondingly\textsuperscript{293}), or aim at amending – very often just technically - the already existing laws. Therefore, making preliminary constitutional control compulsory with regard to all laws, including manifestly irrelevant from a human rights perspective, does not contribute to the increase of the Constitutional Court’s engagement in improving the human rights situation, but rather diverts the institution in question from fulfilling this important mission.

We have already noticed the significant drop in the delivery of the Court’s legally binding decisions (judgments) during the stage “2”, compensated by some increase in adoption of non-binding resolutions. However, even the latter rather weak tool at the Court’s disposal almost lost its significance after the 2008 “extension” of the institution’s capacity: having received the power to test constitutionality of laws prior to their signature by the President, the Constitutional Court almost stopped addressing human rights issues.

If to look at the statistical numbers of 2009\textsuperscript{294}, the Court’s traditional decisions aimed at evaluation of the already existing legislation in the form of \textit{a posteriori} constitutional control (ten resolutions) represented less than ten percent of the total number of 114 decisions delivered by the Constitutional Court in 2009. The 2010’s statistical disbalance\textsuperscript{295} is even more striking: only four ‘traditional’ resolutions \textit{vis-à-vis} 129 decisions in the framework of obligatory preliminary constitutional control (see Table 1 in Supplement).

It is also interesting to look at the dynamics of the Court’s work during the calendar year. During some months, it keeps silence and produces no decisions at all, while during others tens of decisions are delivered, the total majority of which are adopted in the framework of obligatory preliminary constitutional control. Nowadays, the schedule of the Court’s activity explicitly coincides with the parliamentary sessions. In this regard, concerns may be raised as to the quality of preliminary constitutional control, given the fact that the Court is forced to conduct its decision making within rather tight time limit.

It is worth underlying that so far none of the legislative acts, passing \textit{a priori} constitutional control, have been declared unconstitutional. As already flagged, at present the Parliament adopts not so many laws that are dealing with human rights issues, but even those few human rights related legal innovations have not attracted any strong criticism by the Court. On the contrary, on some occasions\textsuperscript{296}, for instance in its Resolutions of 23

\textsuperscript{294} \textit{Message on the State of Constitutional Legality in the Republic of Belarus in 2009}, supra note 291, section I and III.
\textsuperscript{295} \textit{Message on the State of Constitutional Legality in the Republic of Belarus in 2010}, supra note 292, section I and III.
\textsuperscript{296} See \textit{On Conformity with the Constitution of the Republic of Belarus of the Law of the Republic of Belarus “On Giving Effect to the Special Section of the Taxation Code of the
December 2009 and 29 April 2010, the Constitutional Court stated very mild position and thereby overstepped its own earlier jurisprudence.

In general, the 2008 Reform was not supposed to lead to dramatic change of the status of the institution of constitutional control, as it foresaw only additional powers without affecting any other features of the mechanism of constitutional justice. However, it did change the Court’s activity. The new power to conduct preliminary constitutional control, although rather dubious in terms of its potential to have a positive impact on the human rights situation, certainly became a routine for the Constitutional Court: it occupied the main place within the institution’s activity and practically replaced the traditional forms of the Court’s involvement in promotion and protection of human rights and freedoms.

Having looked at the development of the Belarusian Constitutional Court’s capacity and its decreasing commitment to and engagement in bringing the national legal system in line with national and international human rights standards, let us shortly review the developments of the human rights situation in Belarus as seen by various structures within the UN human rights system. It would be useful to confront such verified concerns about imperfections of the Belarusian national legislation with the Constitutional Court’s jurisprudence, in order to see if any of these concerns have been subject of constitutional control.
7 The Human Rights Situation in Belarus

It is axiomatic that there is no single State in the world, where all international human rights obligations would be fully and unconditionally observed and where human rights standards set forth in the national constitution would be always duly respected and followed. Correspondingly, there exists no State, which would be immune from incidents of human rights violations. Various States, however, stand at different levels in terms of how self-critically they look at the domestic human rights situation and to what extent they are willing to, or ready for, making efforts to implement national and international human rights standards - not only on paper, but also in reality.

Talking about the Republic of Belarus, it is worth mentioning, at the outset, that this State failed to earn a positive reputation of having strong human rights commitments. At least in the context of Europe, Belarus demonstrates one of the worst results in this respect and has been strongly criticised by various international organisations (both at the global and regional level), as well as by international human rights NGOs and separate States.

For the purposes of the present research, it is important to provide an overview of the problematic zones of the Belarusian national legislation, as highlighted by a number of structures within the United Nations human rights system - by treaty bodies and various special procedures mandate holders of the former Commission on Human Rights and its successor - the Human Rights Council. As we will see, quite a large number of Belarusian normative acts attracted critical notions from the international community.

One of the earliest pieces of criticism can be found in the 1996 Concluding Observations of the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (hereinafter, the CESCR). This treaty body was “disturbed at the legal status of trade unions in Belarus: the shortcomings of the legislation regulating their activities and the existence of certain legislative provisions which restrict freedom of association”. It further urged the Government “to update the legislation governing the freedom of activity of trade unions” and adopt “the legislation on the right to strikes” in line with relevant international standards.

An impressively broad list of legislative imperfections was verified and highlighted in the 1997 Concluding Observations of the Human Rights Committee (hereinafter, the HRC). Namely, with regard to the
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capital punishment, the Human Rights Committee noted with concern that “the number of crimes for which the death penalty is applicable under the Criminal Code is still very high, and that [presidential] decrees defining new crimes punishable by death, such as [the] Presidential Decree No. 21 of 21 October 1997, have recently been enacted”. Besides, the HRC was “also concerned at the secrecy surrounding the procedures relating to the death penalty at all stages” and consequently recommended that “a thorough review of relevant legislation and decrees be undertaken to ensure their compliance with the Covenant [on Civil and Political Rights]”.

Turning to imperfections in the field of criminal procedure, the Human Rights Committee noted with concern that “pre-trial detention may last up to 18 months, and that the competence to decide upon the continuance of pre-trial detention lies with the Procurator and not with a judge, which is incompatible with [A]rticle 9, paragraph 3, of the [ICCPR]”.

With respect to the freedom of movement and the right to choose one’s residence, the Human Rights Committee “reiterated [its previously expressed] concerns … in regard to the retention of the Propiska (residents' permit) system used under the previous [soviet] regime”. It also expressed “concern about the number of unreasonable restrictions imposed by law... on the freedom of citizens to leave the country, some of them being vaguely defined and open to wide interpretation by the authorities and therefore susceptible of abuse, such as possession of [s]tate secrets, refusal to discharge obligations, or ongoing proceedings in case of a civil suit”.

The HRC also criticised the state of judicial independence: in its view, “the procedures relating to tenure, disciplining and dismissal of judges at all levels do not comply with the principle of independence and impartiality of the judiciary”. Besides, the treaty body in question referred to the Presidential Decree on the Activities of Lawyers and Notaries of 3 May 1997, “which gives competence to the Ministry of Justice for licensing lawyers and obliges them, in order to be able to practise, to be members of a centralized Collegium controlled by the Ministry, thus undermining the independence of lawyers”.

Having referred to “reports of arbitrary infringements of the right to privacy, in particular of abuses by the authorities in regard to wire-tapping and house searches”, the Committee expressed concerns regarding the fact that “under article 20 of the Law on Investigative Activities, decisions on the legality of such activities are in the competence of the General Procurator, without a court review”.

Among other issues that attracted the Human Rights Committee’s attention was the absence of legislative provisions “exempting conscientious
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Besides, the HRC expressed its “deep concern about the numerous and serious infringements of the right to freedom of expression”, due to the State’s monopoly in this sphere, which “effectively exposes the media to strong political pressure and undermines its independence”, but also due to “many restrictions imposed on the media, in particular the vaguely defined offences”.308

The Human Rights Committee expressed similarly critical observations also with regard to the freedom of assembly that was subject to “severe restrictions … which are not in compliance with the Covenant … [such as those established in the Presidential] Decree No. 5 of 5 March 1997”.309 With respect to the freedom of association, the treaty body in question paid attention to “the difficulties arising from the registration procedures to which non-governmental organizations and trade unions are subjected”.310

Undoubtedly, the list of these verified legislative imperfections was not exhaustive and the scope of burning human rights issues could be extended. However, since 1997, the Government of Belarus has not submitted any new periodic reports for consideration by the Human Rights Committee nor by the Committee on the Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, thus depriving these principle treaty bodies of the chance to monitor the situation of human rights in Belarus. In these circumstances, some other treaty bodies had to take over.

Namely, in its 2000 Concluding Observations311, the Committee against Torture expressed general concern about “[t]he deterioration of the human rights situation in Belarus … including persistent abrogations of the right to freedom of expression, such as limitations of the independence of the press, and of the right to peaceful assembly”.312 This treaty body also referred to “[t]he lack of an independent procuracy, in particular as the Procurator has the competence to exercise oversight on the appropriateness of the duration of pre-trial detention”313, “[t]he lack of an independent judiciary”314 and the legislation, which “restricts the independence of lawyers”.315 With respect to the death penalty, the Committee against Torture noted the “lack of transparency about those being held on death row and the reported refusal to return the bodies of those executed to their
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relatives, inhibiting any investigation into charges of torture or ill-treatment in prison”. 316

The situation of human rights in Belarus left a rather negative impression also on the Committee on the Rights of the Child. In its 2002 Concluding Observations317, this treaty body drew attention to the fact that “non-governmental organizations are subjected to difficult procedures for registration and that foreign funding in particular is restricted, which may limit their effectiveness and independence”318. Besides, this treaty body generally referred to limitations “on the full implementation of the rights to freedom of expression, freedom of association and peaceful assembly and access to appropriate information”. 319

In its most recent Concluding Observations on Belarus320, the Committee on the Rights of the Child reiterated its conclusions and recommendations321 on both above-mentioned issues. In addition, it referred to “restrictions on the freedom of religion, including the freedom to worship or assemble in connection with a religion or belief…”322 and expressed concerns about the fact that “the principle of the best interests of the child is not systematically reflected in the State party’s legislation”323, referring to a law and a presidential decree as examples.

Many of critical notions, expressed by the Human Rights Committee and other treaty bodies, were reaffirmed by special procedures mandate holders of the UN Commission on Human Rights. Namely, in his Report of 19 December 1997324, Mr. Abid Hussain, the Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of the right to freedom of opinion and expression looked at the Belarusian legislation325, pertinent to or having a direct impact on the exercise of the right to freedom of opinion and expression and highlighted doubts about some normative acts’ compliance with human rights standards. For instance, with respect to the media, the Special Rapporteur observed that “the overall legal environment … is marked by a certain degree of uncertainty due, on the one hand, to the lack of precision of certain provisions in the Law on the Press and, on the other hand, to the
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fact that the responsibility for overseeing the observance of this law lies with the State Committee on the Press, a governmental organ … [having] … broad discretion to issue warnings to the press”.  

The Enactment of the Council of Ministers No. 218 of 18 March 1997, establishing prohibitions and restrictions on the transport of items over the customs border of Belarus, was another example of a dubious normative act, for “its provisions regarding the import and export of certain printed and audiovisual material … [could seriously limit] the freedom of the press to write freely and [constitute] a restriction on the free flow of information regardless of frontiers, guaranteed by [A]rticle 19 of the [ICCPR]”.

Mr. Abid Hussain was also disturbed by “the restrictions imposed on the conduct of meetings, rallies, street processions, demonstrations and picketing by [the 1997 Presidential] Decree No. 5[, where] … some provisions … provide ample opportunity for interference with the right to freedom of assembly as well as freedom of expression by the authorities”. In the Special Rapporteur’s view, “this decree in practice prevents the full enjoyment of the right to freedom of assembly, which is intimately linked to, and thus impedes, the full enjoyment of the right to freedom of opinion and expression”.

A few years later, Mr. Dato’ Param Cumaraswamy, the Special Rapporteur on the independence of judges and lawyers, when reporting on his mission to Belarus, was “greatly concerned about the non-compliance of many Belarusian laws with international norms and the seeming impunity by which these norms are violated”. He further referred to “one particularly worrying example of the use of the President’s power to issue temporary decrees” – namely the “Presidential Decree No. 40 of 23 November 1999 on “Measures regarding harm carried out against the State” [that] allows for the confiscation of property in cases of suspicion by the President of harm committed against the State by an individual or legal entity”. In the Special Rapporteur’s opinion, such “[c]onfiscation of property without a court decision is in violation of [A]rticle 44 of the Constitution and international human rights norms”.

Further concerns with regard to the Belarusian national legislation were expressed in the Report of the Special Representative of Secretary-
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General on human rights defenders, Ms. Hina Jilani. Namely, the Special Representative drew attention to allegations that “human rights organizations, like all other associations, are subject to a system of official warnings, which may result in their official closure by the Ministry of Justice” and the accompanying fears that “official warnings may permit the Belarusian authorities to interfere in the internal affairs of the organizations”.

Ms. Hina Jilani also referred to two presidential decrees – the Decree of 14 March 2001, “which reportedly prohibits the use of foreign funding for pro-democracy purposes” and the Decree of 11 May 2001, “which imposes new restrictions on the right of freedom of assembly”.

Another Special Procedure’s report – the Report of the Working Group on Arbitrary Detention – also serves as a rich source of information with regard to problematic zones of the Belarusian national legislation in terms of its conformity with the national Constitution and internationally recognised human rights standards. According to the Working Group, the first matter of concern was that “[d]uring the whole period of pre-trial detention, persons deprived of their liberty are under the total control of the investigators and prosecutors … [and] the decision to keep a person in detention or to extend the period of his or her detention is taken not by a judge … but by the public prosecutor”. Such “lack of effective judicial oversight could lead to arbitrary detention”.

Secondly, the Working Group noted “with concern that the procedures relating to tenure, disciplinary matters and dismissal of judges at all levels do not comply with the principle of independence and impartiality of the judiciary”. The regulations of the Presidential Decree No. 12 of 3 May 1997 also became subject of concerns, for they “imply restrictions to access and practice of the legal profession”.

Thirdly, the harsh system of pre-trial detention attracted the Working Group’s attention, because the practice, whereby “[a] person who is supposed to be innocent until convicted is kept in more severe conditions than a person who is serving his sentence after conviction …. [seriously undermines] the presumption of innocence…”.

Fourthly, the Working Group took note of “cases of persons who, exercising their right to assembly, demonstration, freedom of opinion and expression or disseminating information in a peaceful manner, were arrested and detained for short periods and charged with administrative offences … [or even] charged with criminal offences and convicted to longer periods of…
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deprivation of liberty”.341 Meanwhile, some of the relevant Criminal Code’s provisions “are defined in wide and imprecise terms and leave room for the criminalization of conduct protected by international law”.342

Last but not least, the Working Group was “concerned that administrative detention could be misused to circumvent the legal time limit on detention without charges”343, which was especially disturbing in the light of the fact that administrative detention “is not preceded by a public and adversarial procedure and does not guarantee a fair trial as defined by [A]rticle 14 of the [ICCPR]”.344

Against the background of the reviewed findings, among others, the Working Group addressed the Government with a number of recommendations345, implying the amendment of the national legislation in order to maintain its conformity with constitutional and international human rights standards.

A broad range of legislative imperfections were observed in the Report of 18 March 2005346 (hereinafter, the 2005 Report), submitted by the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in Belarus, Mr. Adrian Severin. Below follows a review of some matters of concern as flagged by the named special procedure.

First of all, the Special Rapporteur noted with regret that “Belarus is the last remaining country in Europe … that still uses the death penalty”.347 The Rapporteur’s grave concern was not that this punishment remained in Belarus, but that “its practice [had] a potential link with other human rights violations, such as abuses of the right to a fair trial and of torture and ill-treatment used to extract confessions”,348, but also in the light of “the current practice of carrying out executions and burying the bodies of executed prisoners in secret without informing their families, which causes them immense suffering. This de facto punishment of executed prisoners’ families has no grounds in international human rights standards…”349

Turning to the issue of independence of judges and lawyers, the Special Rapporteur referred to the Presidential Decree No. 12 of 1997, “which had introduced significant restrictions on the independence of the legal profession and … remains a key source of concern”, because, inter alia, it “prevents [lawyers] from creating independent professional associations, and limits the right to legal defence in criminal proceedings”.350

When commenting on the realisation of the freedom of expression, the mandate holder referred “to the requirement [for Belarusian periodicals] …
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to obtain a licence ... to distribute newspapers by subscription...”351, while “[t]he circulation of foreign print media is restricted by a regulation of the Ministry of Information that requires the Ministry’s prior permission for the distribution of each newspaper”, which “has reportedly severely restricted the availability of a number of leading foreign newspapers in the country”.352

With regard to the freedom of association, Mr. Adrian Severin paid attention to “numerous reports concerning restrictions imposed by State organs on individual human rights defenders and NGOs for which they work ... most of the restrictions ... [being] in apparent contravention of international human rights standards concerning human rights defenders...”.353 More specifically, the mandate holder referred to “[a] legal provision introduced in 1999” (most probably the Presidential Decree No. 2 of 26 January 1999 is meant here) that “strictly regulates the registration, functioning and funding of NGOs, giving rise to concerns about the excessively cumbersome nature of registration procedures, which grants wide powers to the authorities to deny registration or close down organizations and effectively restricts the ability of NGOs to provide legal assistance and representation to citizens in civil trials”.354

Among other problematic normative acts affecting the freedom of association the Special Rapporteur named the Presidential Decree No. 13 of 15 April 2003 that restricted the right of “citizens’ associations to represent defendants in courts in accordance with their respective statutes”355 and the Presidential Decree No. 24 of 28 November 2003 that was “reportedly used to ensure strict control over foreign financial assistance to NGOs, and prohibits foreign funding to educational and any activities the Government deems “political” 356

The Special Rapporteur also commented on “[t]he new compulsory system of short-term contractual employment (most frequently for periods of up to one year) introduced in all [s]tate companies in 2004 that reportedly offers opportunities for intimidation and harassment of human rights activists and politically active individuals at a previously unprecedented level”357 and also “has reportedly been used as a means of applying pressure on members of independent unions and other politically active workers”.358

Lastly, the mandate holder referred to reported prohibition on “[p]rivate religious practices such as home Bible study groups or “home churches”, which means that “[t]here is a restrictive permit system in place for the holding of religious ceremonies by communities that do not own their premises, and religious meetings or singing religious songs in public places are banned”.359
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Based on his observations, the Special Rapporteur formulated a number of recommendations, aimed at removing the named legislative obstacles to the full realisation of human rights and freedoms. However, the Special Rapporteur’s mission was not yet over and his mandate to observe the situation of human rights in Belarus was extended twice, which resulted in the delivery of new reports on the issue in 2006 and 2007.

In his second Report, submitted on 16 January 2006 (hereinafter, the 2006 Report), the Special Rapporteur noted that “[t]he conclusions reached ... in his first report ... were fully confirmed during the second term of his mandate ... [and therefore] continue to be valid and should be considered an integral part of the present report”. Meanwhile, new grounds for concern appeared. Let us take a closer look at the 2006 Report’s additional references to normative acts hindering the full realisation of human rights and freedoms in Belarus.

Addressing the situation of the realisation of the freedom of opinion and expression and the freedom of the media, the Special Rapporteur observed that “a number of articles of the Belarusian Criminal Code are used by the authorities to suppress the lawful exercise of the right to freedom of expression: [A]rticles 188 (defamation), 189 (insult), 367 (defamation of the President), 368 (insult to the President) and 369 (insult to a government official)”, some of these crimes foreseeing rather harsh sentences: “[d]efamation and insult through the media are prosecuted under [A]rticles 188 and 189 with imprisonment up to two years” and “[d]efamation of the President is punished with imprisonment up to five years”.

One of normative acts having an impact on the realisation of the freedom of the press was the Presidential Edict No. 247 of 31 May 2005, “providing that non-State media could no longer use the words ‘national’ and ‘Belarusian’ in their titles” and imposing an obligation to “re-register with a new name within a period of three months, or otherwise they] would become illegal”. In the Special Rapporteur’s view, “[t]he re-registration was also intended to confuse the readers of independent periodicals and make it difficult for them to find their preferred publications at newsstands or in subscription catalogues”.

Mr. Adrian Severin also referred to the Enactment of the Council of Ministers of 8 November 2005 that represented an attempt “to assume the virtual monopoly of public opinion” by obliging “independent institutes wishing to hold opinion polls on electoral matters and on the country’s political situation and to publish their results ... [to] request a legal accreditation with the Commission on Public Opinion Polls of the Belarusian Academy of Science...”.
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Turning to the freedom of assembly, the Special Rapporteur noted that “the organization of demonstrations is restricted by the [L]aw “On [M]ass [E]vents”, amended in 2003 to allow the repression of unauthorized private meetings, and by the Code of Administrative Offences”.366

On the freedom of association that was hampered by “[s]everal administrative requirements”, the Special Rapporteur referred to the 1999 Presidential Decree No. 2 “that, inter alia, allowed the authorities to “close down an organization after issuing two successive “warnings” for the breach of even minor administrative rules”, as well as to the Law No. 213-3 of 26 June 2003 that “allows courts [of law] to close down an organization for one single violation of the legislation on public meetings”.367

Furthermore, the mandate holder drew attention to the 2005 amendments to the Law “On Public Associations” that were “imposing additional reporting requirements to civil society organizations and unions” and allowing that “registered NGOs can also be suspended for up to six months by court decision or even liquidated for any violation of the rules on “mass events” or for reception of foreign aid”. Similarly, Mr. Adrian Severin criticised the revision of the Law “On Political Parties”, “allowing for suspension to up to six months of political parties by the Supreme Court … and prohibiting foreign funding to political parties”.368

The Special Rapporteur failed to see any improvements in the legislative framework for the use of funding by the civil society. On the contrary, he referred to the Presidential Edict No. 300 of 1 July 2005 that “restricted financial support from Belarusian organizations and donors” and to the Presidential Edict No. 382 of 17 August 2005 that “furthermore prohibited the use of foreign funding for [a number of aims] … and imposed the official registration to “public discussion” events (workshops, seminars), organized with foreign support”369

The Special Rapporteur also expressed concerns with regard to the “amendments to the Criminal Code and the Code of Criminal Procedure [adopted in December 2005], imposing heavier sanctions for “discrediting the Republic of Belarus”, which includes providing “false information to a foreign State or international organizations...”. In the Special Rapporteur’s opinion, “[a]mong a number of other negative consequences, these provisions will prevent Belarusian human rights defenders from communicating with United Nations special procedures”.370

In relation to the freedom of religion, the Special Rapporteur observed that the 2002 Law “On Religion” “restricts the ability of religious organizations to conduct religious education, requires all religious groups to receive government approval to distribute literature, prohibits foreigners from leading religious organizations and imposes registration … for all religious communities”. The mandate holder was of the view that “[t]he
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denial of registration of a religious organization is in breach of international human rights standards”.371

Finally, the Special Rapporteur turned to imperfections in the sphere of education and observed that the adopted “[e]ducational contents infringe Article 13 of the [ICESCR] ... by integrating compulsory courses on State ideology ... in the curricula of universities and colleges”. Mr. Adrian Severin also raised concerns about the Education Ministry’s “circular “On Measures of Non-Admittance of any Involvement of Pupils and Students in Unlawful Political Activities”, which includes expulsion from educational institutions”.372

The 2007 Report372 contained no new references to deficient legislation in terms of human rights, in addition to those expressed in the Special Rapporteur’s 2005 and 2006 Reports, but contained an extensive compilation of facts of alleged human rights violations in Belarus, committed by means of application of the rather controversial national legislation.

Coming back to the Special Rapporteur’s concerns expressed with regard to the situation of human rights in Belarus and about incompliance of a number of normative acts’ provisions with constitutional and international human rights standards, it is worth noting that many such concerns were also shared by other special procedures of the Commission on Human Rights. Namely, The Special Representative of the Secretary-General on human rights defenders, Ms Hina Jilani, in the Addendum to her Report of 2006374 provided an insight into the legislative imperfections, negatively affecting the realisation of the freedom of expression375, freedom of assembly376 and freedom of association377. She consequently established “a serious deterioration in the environment for the functioning of human rights defenders in the past six years, particularly for the freedom of association. Action based on peaceful political beliefs and critical statements about the human rights situation has, reportedly, become almost impossible”.378

Concerns in relation to the 2005 amendments to the Criminal Code and the Code of Criminal Procedure of the Republic of Belarus, foreseeing criminalisation of a number of activities, were expressed in the Report379 of
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the Special Rapporteur on the right to freedom of opinion and expression, Mr. Ambeyi Ligabo. Concerning the mentioned controversial novelties, the Special Rapporteur shared the opinion of the above-reviewed special procedures and remained “gravely concerned that … such amendments may further reduce the possibility for independent human rights organizations and the media to work in a free and democratic environment”.

In her Report to the sixty-second session of the Commission on Human Rights, the Special Rapporteur on freedom of religion or belief, Ms. Asma Jahangir, also raised concerns with regard to imperfections of the Belarusian national legislation, namely the restrictions in the form of obligatory registration of religious communities. She observed that “[w]ithout state re-registration, it was reportedly legally impossible for religious communities to meet for worship, or to engage in other religious activities” and emphasised in this regard that “the right to freedom of religion [should not be] limited to members of registered religious communities”. Besides, the Special Rapporteur took notes of the reports that “the State monitors, restricts and prevents the activity of religious communities [also] in several other ways”.

More recently, the human rights situation in Belarus was scrutinised at the UN Human Rights Council 15th session in the course of the Universal Periodic Review procedure. As a result, the Report of the Working Group on the Universal Periodic Review of Belarus contains quite an extensive list of recommendations, urging the Government to bring the national legislation in line with international human rights standards.

The provided review of international comments with regard to conformity of the national legislation of the Republic of Belarus with constitutional and international human rights standards indicates quite a large number of critical notions. Importantly, such criticism was often shared and reaffirmed by multiple international bodies and mandate holders, which proves that it could not always be without grounds.

The overwhelming majority of critical notions concerned the realisation of the freedom of expression, the freedom of assembly and the freedom of association. This being said, practically all normative acts referred to by international human rights mechanisms as violating human rights and freedoms or restricting the realisation thereof, could and should have been subject of constitutional control. It would be logical to expect that
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the Constitutional Court would increasingly pay attention to cases dealing with such issues as the realisation of the freedom of expression, the freedom of assembly and the freedom of association. However, as we recall, the post-1996 Constitutional Court has never addressed any issues of the kind.

In fact, it is only in the sphere of criminal and administrative procedure that international criticism of the national legislation crosses at the Court’s actual commitment to overcome national legal imperfections. However, the extent of such coincidence of attention is far from being high enough.

Another interesting observation: on many occasions, especially at the early stage, it was normative acts coming from the executive branch of power, in particular from the President, that attracted steady international criticism. However, as of 1996, presidential normative acts have de facto been practically immune from the mechanism of constitutional justice.

The explanation to the two mentioned discrepancies can be quite simple: either the international human rights mechanisms have been deeply mistaken about the situation of human rights in Belarus, or the Constitutional Court has been failing to play its role as an active guarantor of human rights and freedoms. Unfortunately, the later assumption seems to be more credible.
8 Conclusions

In the process of the current research, we have established, with respect to post-communist societies transiting to the rule of law and democracy, that it is never enough just to set a legal framework favourable for the realisation of human rights and freedoms. Rather, the primary task should be to make human rights standards, set in the national constitution and in binding international human rights instruments applicable. In this regard, young post-communist democracies are confronted by a number of challenges. Firstly, these societies suffer from the lack of the general perception (both on the part of state bodies and officials and of the population in general) that the national constitution can be directly applicable. Secondly, the generally low level of legal conscience and legal culture, accompanied by widespread reluctance to be aware of and resort to human rights standards, precludes the prompt transformation of these standards from abstract and declarative ideas into an efficient regulator of social relations.

As has been indicated, in these circumstances, the role of the mechanism of constitutional control cannot be overestimated. Alongside with, and by means of, the traditional tasks of institutions of constitutional control - to bring the domestic legislation in line with the national and international bills of rights and maintain the constitution as a living instrument – constitutional courts have a strong potential to contribute to the positive development of the legal conscience and legal culture in the society. Institutions in question have to play a significant enlightening role, targeting both the state machinery and the broadest possible groups of the population, and maintain the sufficient level of trust in the rather unfamiliar values of democracy, the rule of law and the respect for human dignity, human rights and freedoms.

In order to succeed, the mechanism of constitutional control should meet a number of prerequisites. Firstly, institutions of constitutional control should be granted balanced powers: while too weak institutions of constitutional control simply lack the adequate tools, necessary for their operation, excessively powerful constitutional control risks losing its legitimacy, which will inevitably undermine the efficiency. In any event, control over constitutionality of normative acts should result in the delivery of legally binding decisions, especially in the sphere of human rights.

Secondly, it is of tremendous importance that the highest standards of independence of the constitutional court, as well as of its members, are legally envisaged and duly implemented in practice. A dependent institution of constitutional control has no chance to become an effective contributor to the improvement of the situation of human rights in a young democracy. In this regard, a fair mechanism of the court’s composition has to be envisaged, as well as the prohibition of any interference with its activity and the protectability of judges from any external pressure, so that the institution of constitutional control could become a fair and impartial arbiter between the State and its citizens.
Thirdly, the mechanism of constitutional control should broadly interact and cooperate with both the state machinery and the civil society. In the first place, this means that the institution in question should be able to receive and address concerns coming from the broadest possible range of subjects, representing the whole diversity of political interests. From a human rights perspective, it is especially important to maintain unimpeded access of individuals and non-governmental organisations to the mechanism under consideration.

Fourthly, given the delicacy of the period of transition and the fragility of the values of democracy, the rule of law and the respect for human rights and freedoms in the context of young post-communist States, it is highly desirable that the institution of constitutional control acts with the adequate level of precaution. It can be justified that some conservatism is practise at initial stage, but simultaneously with gaining weight and authority, as well as experience and self-confidence, the constitutional courts’ standing should gradually become strict and thoroughgoing, especially with regard to clearly human rights cases. At the same time, given the lack of experience of applying and promoting human rights standards, it is equally important that the mechanism of constitutional control broadly resorts to relevant international and foreign sources, such as international human rights norms and documents containing guidelines on how to correctly interpret and apply these norms.

Having provided this general theoretical sketching of the young post-soviet democracies’ mechanism of constitutional control, namely concerning its role as a promoter and protector of human rights and freedoms and the prerequisites for its efficiency in the conditions of large-scale political, economic and social transformations, we turned to practical questions of creation of an effective human rights oriented constitutional control in Belarus.

It took several years for the legislator to determine the basic features of this mechanism, and during these years, a few rather different conceptions appeared. Under the earliest model, the establishment of the Committee of Constitutional Supervision was envisaged, this organ being subordinated to the Parliament and having neither explicitly provided mandate in the field of human rights, nor any sufficient powers to become an effective promoter of modern and civilised patterns of relations between individuals and the State. Under the second model, outlined in the 1992 Conception of the Reform of the System of Justice, the future institution of constitutional control was seen as part of the judiciary and was expected to play a significant role in maintaining the constitutional legality and ensuring the full realisation of human rights and freedoms.

In general, there was a clear tendency of movement from rather weak and decorative to more composed and pragmatic constitutional control. As a result, by the time the Belarusian Constitutional Court was created in 1994, there remained little doubt as to the need of establishing a strong and independent institution of constitutional control with a profound ability to promote and protect human rights and freedoms by means of addressing existing legislative imperfections.
The created Constitutional Court did not betray these high expectations: it appeared to be a self-sufficient institution having quite broad powers and protected by constitutionally envisaged guarantees of independence. The Court’s power to initiate cases at its own discretion allowed this institution to review the legislation, deficient from a human rights perspective, without waiting for the procedure to be initiated by the empowered subjects. Although not without shortcomings (under the 1994 model, constitutional control was not feasibly accessible neither to individuals, nor to courts of law), the established Constitutional Court had everything what it needed to fulfil its human rights mission. As a result, already in the first year it adopted a number of legally binding decisions that aimed at protection of human rights and freedoms. It looked like the wheel of constitutional justice started turning - slowly but confidently – when the Court ruled out a number of unconstitutional legal provisions, impeding the full realisation of human rights and freedoms. Importantly, this jurisprudence was delivered in the form of binding judgments and contained quite extensive references to provisions of international human rights law, including those that were not binding to Belarus.

It would be incorrect to idealise the created institution of constitutional control. The Constitutional Court was to slow to start its human rights activity and the frequency of examination of cases, as well as the spectrum of reviewed issues, could be more impressive. Besides, the Court, at times, acted in a self-restrained and even conservative manner. Nevertheless, the institution’s sincere commitment to human rights and freedoms was out of question, which was demonstrated in the jurisprudence and expressed in annual messages on the state of constitutional legality. Therefore, one could legitimately expect that the Court would gradually reach the desired level of speed and efficiency and, following an increase in trust afforded to it by the Belarusian society, would lead to tangible and steady improvement of the human rights situation in the country.

But unfortunately, the history took the wrong turn. In 1995 and 1996 - the period of political tensions between the President and the Parliament - the Constitutional Court found itself between the two “fires” and was forced to devote more and more attention to resolving various political disputes concerning the separation of power, issues of political legitimacy and accusations of abuse of powers. This undesirable, but hardly avoidable, Court’s political engagement was done at the expense of the institution’s human rights-related activity – and resulted in a decrease of human rights decisions delivered. Thus, the constitutional crisis considerably undermined the Constitutional Court’s ability to carry out its mission of a guarantor of human rights and freedoms.

The crisis ended only after the broad constitutional reform was conducted in November 1996. This reform foresaw dramatic changes of the status of the Constitutional Court, especially affecting the institution’s independence and the procedure of initiation of constitutional control. As for the former, different mechanisms were foreseen with regard to the formation of the institution in question: the President got entitled to play a bigger role in this process. The prohibition of interference with the Court’s activities, as well as guarantees of independence of the Court’s judges, were
deleted from the constitutional text. Another controversial novelty was the empowerment of the President to unilaterally dismiss judges of the Constitutional Court.

As for the procedure of initiation of constitutional control, the Court was deprived of its earlier power to examine cases at its own discretion, which made the institution in question dependent on the steady supply of human rights issues by state bodies and officials empowered to initiate constitutional control. However, the circle of such empowered subjects was considerably narrowed.

All these changes subsequently affected the level of the Constitutional Court’s engagement in the sphere of protection and promotion of human rights and freedoms. It did not happen immediately: during the first several years the Constitutional Court of second composition was addressed by the empowered subjects, especially by the President, on quite a regular basis. Following such motions, that reached their peak in 1998 and 1999, a number of binding human rights decisions were delivered. However, since then the situation has been worsening. As a result, the Constitutional Court has produced no single binding decision since 2007, with the last judgment clearly dealing with human rights and freedoms dating back to 2004.

The Court’s inability to produce binding human rights judgments, due to the reluctance of the empowered subjects to initiate proceedings, was partly compensated by the increasing delivery of non-binding resolutions. This became possible due to the acquisition by the Court of the self-announced power to examine individual complaints in accordance with Article 40 of the Constitution. However, the figures of non-binding resolutions, clearly dealing with human rights, remained quite modest, while the substance of such decisions did not seem to be promising, either.

The situation worsened even more after the 2008 Reform of the mechanism of constitutional control. As a result of this reform, the Constitutional Court’s status remained practically unchanged, except that the institution in question received a number of additional powers. In particular, it got entitled to conduct obligatory preliminary examination of constitutionality of all laws, adopted by the Parliament but prior to their being signed by the President. The conduct of obligatory preliminary control - the only new power that has so far been used by the Court - practically blocked the last surviving form of the Court’s human rights activity – addressing individual complaints in the form of non-binding resolutions.

Against this background, it is possible to conclude that the intensity of the Court’s engagement in promotion and protection of human rights has been decreasing. However, this tendency cannot be explained by the fact that the situation of human rights in Belarus has been simultaneously improving and that the national legislation has become enough favourable for the full realisation of human rights and freedoms. On the contrary, concerns with regard to the human rights situation in general, and imperfections of the legislative framework in particular, have been regularly and increasingly expressed by various international human rights mechanisms, such as the treaty bodies and the special procedures mandate holders of the former UN Committee on Human Rights and subsequently the UN Human Rights Council.
The majority of these concerns have repeatedly been expressed with regard to the freedom of expression, including the freedom of the media, the freedom of association, the freedom of assembly and the freedom of religion. At the same time, these are exactly the spheres where the Constitutional Court has been only scarcely active or not active at all. This discrepancy allows us to conclude that the national institution of constitutional control, despite having a great potential of being a driving force of improving the situation of human rights in Belarus, has been steadily failing to do so.

There are both objective and subjective reasons for such failure. Talking about the former, we have to pay attention to the objectively unfavourable legal framework for the operation of the national institution of constitutional control. In this sense, none of the initially formulated prerequisites for an effective constitutional control have been met. Namely, serious doubts can be expressed with regard to the balanced set of powers accorded to the Constitutional Court. Especially, following the 2008 Reform, when the institution in question received some additional powers, the realisation of which has been rather drawing the Court away from solving human rights problems than helping in this regard. Obligatory preliminary constitutional control of laws, representing a routine rather than a challenge, proves to be a self-explanatory example.

The changes with regard to guarantees of independence of the Constitutional Court and its judges, introduced by the 1996 Reform, have also had their detrimental effect. The broad possibilities of the President to participate in staffing of the Constitutional Court, both through the direct appointment of at least six of the Court’s judges, including the Chairperson, and because of the President’s power to dismiss any judge, must have inevitably been influencing the level of the judges’ loyalty towards the executive branch of power. This is especially true in the absence of constitutionally provided immunities and other guarantees of judicial independence and in the light of the fact that it is the President who determines the financial maintenance of the Court and decides on what social benefits the Court’s judges should be entitled to. That is why it is not surprising that since 1997 no presidential normative acts, reportedly violating or restricting human rights and freedoms, have been subject to scrutiny by the Court.

Similarly negative comments can be made also on the Constitutional Court’s interaction and cooperation with other state bodies and officials: the narrow circle of subjects of initiation of constitutional control and the retaining absence of feasible procedures for ordinary courts of law to refer cases to the Court’s attention, as well as the prevailing reluctance of the mentioned subjects to seek constitutional control, negatively affect the supply of human rights issues. This problem is accompanied by the absence of the right of individuals to directly approach the institution of constitutional control and the impossibility of the Court to start cases at its own discretion.

The listed objective reasons demonstrate a symbiotic unity with subjective obstacles, hampering the active standing of the Constitutional Court in relation to its mission of promotion and protection of human rights.
and freedoms. Nothing prevents the national institution of constitutional control from addressing more individual complaints with its non-binding resolutions or to provide a more extensive argumentation as to conformity of legal provisions in laws, examined in the framework of obligatory preliminary constitutional control, with nationally and internationally recognised human rights standards. Besides, the present-day- Constitutional Court could have been more critical when commenting on the state of constitutional legality in its annual messages. The Court’s failure to be active and effective in either of the listed domains serves as evidence of rather low commitment (comparing to earlier periods) of the contemporary institution of constitutional control to positively affect the situation of human rights in Belarus.

In conclusion, it is worth reiterating our finding that the Belarusian mechanism of constitutional control has been steadily degrading: its role in maintaining the adherence of Belarus to its national and international human rights commitments has declined dramatically. In these circumstances, effective solutions need to be sought in order to curtail and overcome this negative tendency.
9 Supplement: Statistics

Table 1. Figures on the Constitutional Court’s Decisions at Different Stages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage of Activity</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Legally Binding Judgments; of them – dealing with human rights* (in brackets)</th>
<th>Non-binding Resolutions; of them – dealing with human rights* (in brackets)</th>
<th>Compulsory Preliminary Constitutional Control Resolutions; of them – dealing with human rights* (in brackets)</th>
<th>Total Number of Decisions; of them – dealing with human rights* (in brackets)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stage 1 (1994 - 1996)</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>6 (5)</td>
<td>3 (2)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>17 (4)</td>
<td>2 (0)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>19 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>12 (4)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>12 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 2 (1997 – 2008)</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>4 (1)</td>
<td>1 (1)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>11 (6)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>11 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>7 (4)</td>
<td>8 (2)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>15 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>3 (1)</td>
<td>9 (3)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>12 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>2 (0)</td>
<td>26 (3)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>28 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>2 (1)</td>
<td>16 (4)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>18 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>1 (0)</td>
<td>12 (4)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>13 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>4 (1)</td>
<td>15 (2)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>19 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>1 (1)</td>
<td>31 (5)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>32 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>2 (0)</td>
<td>19 (2)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>21 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>1 (0)</td>
<td>18 (2)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>19 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2008**</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>5 (1)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 3 (2009 – 2010)</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>10 (1)</td>
<td>104 (4)</td>
<td>114 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>3 (2)</td>
<td>129 (2)</td>
<td>132 (4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* For the purposes of this table, under decisions dealing with human rights only those ones are understood and counted that have been reflected in the respective jurisprudence sections of the paper.

** Given that the first decisions in the framework of obligatory preliminary constitutional control were delivered by the Constitutional Court only in 2009, it is not incorrect to relate the whole year of 2008 (but not only its prior-reform part) to the stage “2” of the Court’s existence.
Table 2. Figures on Initiation of Binding Human Rights* Decisions at Different Stages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>The Constitutional Court</th>
<th>The President</th>
<th>The Parliament, its structures and officials</th>
<th>The Council of Ministers</th>
<th>The highest Courts</th>
<th>The Procurator-General</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Not empowered</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Not empowered</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Not empowered</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>Not empowered</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Not empowered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>Not empowered</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Not empowered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Not empowered</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Not empowered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Not empowered</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Not empowered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Not empowered</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Not empowered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Not empowered</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Not empowered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Not empowered</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Not empowered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Not empowered</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Not empowered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Not empowered</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Not empowered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Not empowered</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Not empowered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Not empowered</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Not empowered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Not empowered</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Not empowered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Not empowered</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Not empowered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Not empowered</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Not empowered</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* For the purposes of this table, under decisions dealing with human rights only those ones are understood and counted that have been reflected in the respective jurisprudence sections of the paper.
Table 3. Dynamics\* of Individual Appeals as Confronted with the Figures on Non-Binding Resolutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage of Activity</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Written Individual Appeals</th>
<th>Non-binding Resolutions; of them – dealing with human rights** (in brackets)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stage 1 (1994 - 1996)</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>approx. 300</td>
<td>3 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>approx. 800</td>
<td>2 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>No figures</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>approx. 800</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>899</td>
<td>8 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>approx. 700</td>
<td>9 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>approx. 1500</td>
<td>26 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>approx. 1300</td>
<td>16 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>1638</td>
<td>12 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>No figures</td>
<td>15 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>No figures</td>
<td>31 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>2148</td>
<td>19 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>1214</td>
<td>18 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2008***</td>
<td>No figures</td>
<td>5 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 3 (2009 – 2010)</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>1217</td>
<td>10 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>1138</td>
<td>3 (2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The figures on the quantity of individual complaints have been taken from Messages on the state of constitutional legality. No figures on individual appeals are available for the years 1996 and 2008, while with regard to the years 2004 and 2005 it is known that the Court was addressed by approx. 5,000 and 6,000 persons (respectively), some of appeals being collective.

** For the purposes of this table, under decisions dealing with human rights only those ones are understood and counted that have been reflected in the respective jurisprudence sections of the paper.

*** Given that the first decisions in the framework of obligatory preliminary constitutional control were delivered by the Constitutional Court only in 2009, it is not incorrect to relate the whole year of 2008 (but not only its prior-reform part) to the stage “2” of the Court’s existence.
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